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Price i5c
EW $101,000 BRANCH YWCA OPENS
Negotiating To Desegregate NAACP To Help
Downtown Eating Facilities CORE At Trial
The Memphis branch NA- branch NAACP has called off In Jackson Miss.ACP has called a halt to its downtown picketing because
18 month long picketing of the
downtown stores, announced
the President of the local
NAACP, Jesse H. Turner; and
Rev. H. Clarke Nabrit, chair-
man of the Freedom commit-
tee, affiliated with the local
NAACP.
Turner and Nabrit said in a
news release "The Memphis
*Goodwill Revue
Set For Dec.1
At Auditorium
Somebody is going to be
"Out of the World." say the
sponsors of the Radio Station
WDIA annual "Goodwill Re-
vue" which is scheduled to be
staged at the City Auditorium
Friday, Dec. 1.
The Revu 0, sponsored by
WDIA for charity projects for
Negroes, is scheduled to start
at 8 p.m.
The popular singers, led by
such standouts as Mary John-
son. Jimmy Reed and Billy
/Ilan d, will "go off to the
moon." They'll ride rockets
powered by the energy of rock
and roll, or the Rood old
 sweat
dig shouting jazz.
gir "There'll be reports on the
stage from the first Man on
the Moon. You may even get
a close-up view of him," say
the sponsors.
A show within this show
will be the Gospel Singers,
under the direction of Ford
Nelson, Theo Wade and Cor-
net Wells. Their theme will be
"The Great Discovery."
GOOD COMETS
"Thy Great Discovery" is
the "other side" of the Great
Debate.
"You don't need to go to the
moon to do something great,"
said Ford Nelson. 'These 'pops'
kids are blasting off into space
and riding the tails of some
pretty good comets, but we
figure you can be a greater
an if you stay in your own
me, or in your city, and if
ou do what you can to dis-
cover peace of mind and take
your joy from helping others
— that's our 'Great Discov-
ery'."
Evelyn Gay, from Chicago,
one of the famous Gay Sisters,
noted for her recent hit record.
"I Shall Not Be Moved," will
appear with the gospel forces.
The top-ranking Kelly
Brothers, also from Chicago,
singing their bestsellers, "He's
The Same Today" and "lye
Been Striving For So Long,"
also will help with the "Great
Discovery."
Tickets are going on sale
now. — all in fun and all
for charity," say the sponsors.
'COBRA'S QUEEN — Receiv-
ing a bouquet of flowers from
Charles Cabbage, captain of
the Carver high school Cobra
football team, is Miss Lily
Williams. homecoming queen.
awho was crowned in pry-
negotiations are now being
held to desegregate eating
places and rest rooms as well
as upgrade and expand j o b
opportunities for Negroes. For
this reason t he Memphis
branch NAACP is suspending
at this time Sit-in demonstra-
tions, protest marches, picket-
ing and the boycott."
The news release asserted
"The local NAACP has been
engaged in an all out c a m-
paign to gain courteous treat-
ment, respect and proper stat-
us for Negroes as first class
citizens in the downtown area
of our city."
Turner and Nabrit contin-
ued: "An intensive struggle
has been waged in an effort to
achieve first class citizenship.
Recently these efforts have
met with success."
Harvest Time
After summer comes au-
tumn . . the time for Harvest.
Harvest time is a joyful time
of the year. It brings out the
best in nature's beautiful ar-
ray of colors . . . it ends the
producing season. Man gathers
in the products of his summer-
long labor and stores them for
use during the non-product
season of the year.
This is the HARVEST EDI-
TION of the Tri-State Defend-
er. It is a joyful time for us
because it also brings out the
best in our readers and adver-
tisers, for which we are very
appreciative.
The wise inanagement of
household funds is mostly a
matter of knowing what,
when, and where to buy to
your best advantaee. This calls
for accurate, up to the minute
information, which you can
get most conveniently in the
TRI-STATE DEFENDER.
Is keeping y:;ur household
budget in balance one of your
principal problems" You can
find plenty of practical help
in solving your problems in
the pages of our newspaper.
News of seasonal trends in
food prices will help you to
plan your menus more thriftily.
. . . even stock up for weeks
ahead at savings.
Home improvement hints
can help you fix up your home
for less money than you may
have expected. Be sure to keep
a keen eye on the advertising
columns of the TRI-STATE
DEFENDER . . because that
is where you will find the first
news of the best buys in prac-
tically everything your family
needs or wants.
The more you know about
price trends and values, the
better you can buy .. . and the
best place to get the most in-
formation of this kind fastest,
is in the pages of the TRI-
STATE DEFENDER.
game ceremonies at the school
Looking on in rear are mem-
bers of her court. They are
Misses Shirley Brown, Ger-
aldine Rice and Peggy Wilkes-
The Cobars were vanquished
The NAACP Legal Defense
and Educational Fund will as-
sume the legal defense of
Freedom Riders who were ar-
rested in Jackson, Miss., it was
announced today.
Legal Defense Fund attor-
neys agreed to go into the
Jackson cases after negotiation
with James Farmer, national
director, and Carl Rachli n,
general counsel of the C o n-
gress of Racial Equality, which
sponsored the Freedom Rides.
Jack Greenberg, the Fund's
general counsel, estimated the
cost of legal work alone in the
Jackson cases could reach $75,-
000. He said this amount should
cover the defense of the more
than 300 arrested in Jackson
since last May. when the dem-
onstrations began.
The Legal Defense Fund is
not now able to post bond for
the convicted riders, for this
expenditure would exceed
$177,000 for this stage of the
case. Atty. Greenberg pointed
out. At future stages the bond
cost could rise to several times
this amount.
5450.000
"Our budget is only $4$0,-
000," he said, "and we can't
afford to lessen our work in
other important areas, such as
school desegregation." He add-
ed, however, that increased
contributions to the Fund
might make it possible for
most of the bail money to be
posted. One anonymous con-
tribution of $10,000 was re-
ceived last week for this pur-
pose.
Mrs. Constance Baker Mot-
ley, Fund Associate Counsel,
will assist Mr. Greenberg in
(See NAACP, Page 2)
SECOND PLACE WINNER of
the annual spelling contest was
Glenda Ruth Taylor, a seventh
grader at Hamilton school. The
Spelling Contest is sponsored by
Radio Station WDIA. It was
held at the Abe Scharff Branch
YMCA. Oct. 28. Trainer for
the second-place winner was
Mrs. Katie R. Burchette. Glen-
da is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Will, E. Taylor of 1370
Quinn aye.
by the Wildcats of Hamilton.
8 to 8, ending the season as
non winning team. Hamilton
and Carver entered the game
evenly matched. (Withers
Photos)
READY FOR RIBBON-cut- on which the new branch was
ting ceremony at new Sarah erected and named in her
Brown branch of the YWCA honor, and Mrs. Ruth Sher-
i& Mrs. L. E. Brown, right, rill, left, president of the
who formerly owned property,
Bertrand's 'Thunderbolts' Vs.
Lincoln Hi At Melrose Stadium
A capacity crowd of football
fans are expected to be at-
tracted to Melrose stadium
when undefeated Lincoln high
school of East St. Louis, Ill.,
meet third-place Father Ber-
trand high, Saturday, Nov. 18.
Kick-off time at 8 p.m.
Father Bertrand's half-back,
Leonard Alexander is expected
to be in the starting line-up.
State athletic commissioner.
Errunitt H. "Monk" Simon, h:,
granted him permission to pl ,
in the game, which will be Bei
trano's final came of the clic-
rent season.
The game is a regular schcd
uled game under a two-ye;:
home-home contract. It is con-
sidered one of the intersection-
al Classics of the year.
Lincoln high beat Bertrane
21-6 the last time they play-
ed in East St. Louis in 1959.
KEY PLAYERS
Bertrand's "Thunder-
bolts" will start the game with
three key players sidelined
with injuries. Captain of the
team, Paul Hawkins, half-back,
has been absent from the last
three games on account of ser-
iously fractured right arm. De-
fensive end. Michael Siggers, is
recovering from torn legiments
in his left leg. Douglas John-
son, tackle, underwent surgery
on his left knee in E. H. Crump
hospital last Wednesday. He
is expected to wear a cast for
the next six weeks or longer.
Cluster Doughtery, backfield
man, can hardly walk on his
badly injured left foot, which
W. P. PORTER
he sustained when his team
played Manassas.
When head coach, W. P. Port-
er was asked about his chances
against Lincoln in face of the
injuries of some of his k e y
(See STADIUM, Page 2)
HAMILTON'S °VEEN —
Miss Diane Gray, homecom-
ing queen of Hamilton high
school, was presented a bou•
quet of flowers during half-
time of game between her
school's Wildcats and Carv-
er Cobras in Washington
stadium last F idly %sight.
She is flanked here by Ju-
lius McGee, left, co-captain
and Raymond Ratliff, the
captain. Miss Gray returned
to Memphis this year after
spending three years in Ger-
many while her father was
there as an Army chaplain.
Memphis YWCA. Same 1.200
persons came to branch for
dedication services and open
house (Wither Photo)
Bluff City PTA
Council Attends
Regional Confab
Two chartered busses carried
delegates from the Bluff City
Parent-Teachers association to
the 59th Annual Session of the
West Tennessee Parent-Teach-
ers Congress on the campus
of Lane college in Jackson.
The theme of this year's meet-
ing was "A Balanced Parent-
Teacher Program — A Chal-
lenge."
Devotions at the program
were given by t h e Shelby
County Council with Mrs. M.
A. Wrushen in charge.
Workshops at the Congress
attended by some 109 delegates
included "Parent Education" by
a social welfare worker; "In-
ter-Group Relations," by Dr.
William Bell of Jackson;
"Scholarship," by Mrs. F. A.
Dobbins, also of Jackson; "Civil
Defense," with J. A. Cook of
Lane college; and "The Role
of the Parent in PTA Work" by
Mrs. M. S. Draper of Mem-
phis.
Following the greetings ex-
tended by George Thacker of
Lane, a response was made by
Mrs. N. A. Crawford of Mem-
phis. The objectives of the PTA
were outlined by Mrs. Mattie
Donnell of Jackson, and the
creed recited by Memphian
Mrs. Louise Kilborn.
The theme of the meeting
was given by Wallace Brown,
president of the Congress from
Chattanooga.
Among the past presidents of
the Congress who were pres-
ent for the meeting were Mrs.
L. S. Avant, Mrs. Maggie Don-
nell, Mrs. Mary Murphy and
Mrs. Draper.
Mrs. O. C. Suttles is secretary,
Mrs. G. M. Bumpas coordina-
tor, and Mrs. Annie M. Able
chairman of publicity.
Mrs. Lucille Price is presi-
dent of the Bluff City Council.
Coeds Seek Title
Of Miss LeMoyne
The time has come to select
Miss LeMoyne of 1961-62.
Opening event is tonight
(Wednesday) at which time
contestants will compete in a
fashion show in Bruce Hall. A
talent show for contestants is
scheduled for Thursday night
of this week in Bruce, and the
list of nominees will be nar-
rowed down to three Friday
night at a banquet in the Com-
mons. Each of these events will
start at 8 p.m.
Students will vote on the
three finalists later this month.
The Miss LeMexne Coronation
Ran is slated for Dec. 15.
1,200 Attend Dedication
Of Sarah Brown Branch
YWCA, 1024 Miss. Blvd.
By M. L. REID
An interracial crowd of more
than 1,200 persons ignored the
threat of showers last Sunday
afternoon to attend dedicatory
services and open house for
the new Sarah Brown branch
of the YWCA, 1024 Mississip-
pi blvd., completed recently at
a cost of $101,000.
Offering the first prayer at
the .dedication was Rev. S. A.
Owen, pastor of Metropolitan
Baptist church.
Presiding at a short service
before the ribbon was snipped
by Mrs. L. E. Brown, who sold
the land to the YWCA and
contributed $1,000 toward the
building named in her honor,
was Mrs. Ruth Sherrill, presi-
dent of the Memphis YWCA.
LED SINGING
After the dedicatory prayer
was offered by Elder Blair T.
Hunt, pastor of the Mississippi
Christian church, Mrs. Brown
led those assembled in the
singing of "What A Friend We
Have in Jesus.."
Miss Harry Mac Simo n,
chairman of the branch's com-
mittee on administration,
thanked everyone who had
contributed to the erection of
the building, and made special
mention of the late Mrs. Anna
Love, who bequeathed $12,000
to the YWCA.
Following t h e dedicatory
services, a receiving line was
formed of officers of the
YWCA and branch members
of the committee on adminis-
tration, who welcomed guest/
before they went on a tour ot
the spacious building.
In the receiving line were
MI's. Bernice Thomas, a mem-
ber of the branch's board of
directors: Mrs. Sherrill; Miss
Simon, Mrs. R. S. Lewis, sr.,
vice chairman of the commit-
tee on administration; Mrs.
Eleanor Oglesby, secretary of
the committee; and Mrs. Mary
Murphy, vice eitiairrnan.
THRILLING EXPERIENCE
Also Mrs Addie Owen,
branch director; Mrs. J. L. Mc-
Millan, YWCA vice president;
Mrs. Josephine Tolbert, treas-
urer; Mrs. Gordon Harrell, sec-
retary; Miss Mary Franc es
Lacey, executive director of
the Memphis YWCA; and Mrs.
Cornelia Saunders, a member
of the committee on adminis-
tration.
The new branch contains a
committee room, a teen-age
lo tinge, a YW Wives' club
room, a second club room,
craft room, spacious lobby, Of-
fices for the director and the
(See YWCA, Page 2)
A LARGE ORDER — Bone
tired. with I till more
NAACP Substitute Christ-
mas Card orders to fill, is
office secretary Chr y s t a I
Smith. Under the nationwide
plan, contributois send usual
greeting card money to
NAACP's Freedom Fund. In
return they receive an-
nouncement cards suggest-
ing they make similar re-
quests of friends. Last year
there was a great response
to the association's idea "to
help advance the year
'round tight for-human dig-
nity."
Memphians Bring In
$1,500 For UNCF Fund
The United Negro College versities in the South. LeMoy-
Fund campaign in the Memphis ne receives approximately $33,.
area is off to a flying start 000 a year from the national
and A. C. Williams, director of office of UNCF.
the drive, believes the goal of Committee leaders in t h e
$15.000 will be reached before campaign here are: Mrs. Helen
the Dec. 31 deadline. Waterford, adult organizations;
Reports are made by workers Miss Naomi Gordon. South Div-
each Monday in t h e faculty ision; Mrs. Juanita Stanback,
lounge at LeMoyne college. A North Division; T. R. McLe-
total of $1.500 was reported more, postal workers; Miss EP.
Monday of last week at the ma Laws, youth groups; Miss
kick-off at which an inspire- Eunice Carruthers, alumni
tional talk was given by a G. groups: R. J. Roddy. county
Olive jr., first vice president schools; Blair T. Hunt, city
and secretary of Universal Life schools: Dr. Peter Cooper. ad-
Insurance company. Vance gifts; Dr. John E. Jot.
Williams and Coordinator J. den, dentists: John J Taylor,
A. Beauchamp are urging all hotel workers. and Jefferion
Memphians to contribute to Taylor Sr.. government inetaffe.,
UNCF which aids. LeMoyne tions.
and I other colleAs nd uni- (See photo 'E).
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StorkStops
OCT. 23
Mr. and Mrs. Lepolin Cole-
man, 155 W. Davant; twins,
boy, Ellery Darling, girl, Vel-
vet Darlene.
OCT. 24
Mr. and Mrs. Joe W. Brown,
1249 Raymond at.; boy, Allen
Bernard.
OCT. 26
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Buchan-
an, 944 Marechalneil; boy,
Donald Wade.
OCT. 27
Mr. and Mrs. James Collins
-1958 Frisco, Apt. 6; boy, Mich-
ael Roderick.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Hart
3574 Rochester rd.; boy, Wil
ham Bryant.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Nelson
9480 Millard rd.; boy, Darrel
Maurice.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Patter-
son, 310 Elder rd.; girl, Brenda
Carroll.
OCT. 29
Mr. and Mrs. Onnie Massey,
jr., 1262 Effie-wi..i, boy, Onnie,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Miller,
979 E. McLemore ave.; girl,
Sharon Denise.
OCT. 29
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Burns,
1424 Roberts rd.; girl, Felicia
Kanei.
Mr. and Mrs. William Pip-
pin, 693 Edith at.; girl, Johnsie
Dellyn.
OCT. 30
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Ware,
1552 Minnie; boy, Frederick
Lloyd.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward E.
Morris, 1072 Azalia; girl, Tanya
Trani.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mc-
Guire, 196 W. Da vant; boy.
Ronald Lanier.
OCT. 31
Mr. and Mrs. James Abra-
ham, 1383 Texas st.; a girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Curley Booker,
1456 Ethlyn ave.; boy, Marty
Winfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Esker E. Clark.1085 N. Seventh St.; boy, Glen,
Evans.
Buy Your 1962
NEW FORD
CARS OR
USED CARS
From Us
FINANCING TO SUIT
YOUR PURSE
HULL-DOBBS
World's largest Ford Dealers
THIRD & GAYOSO
JA 6 8871
-2f134..d. aLty
NOV. 1 Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Wil-
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Bishop, mington, 1290 Kansas, boy,310 Lucy at.; girl, Lisa Claire. James Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Felton, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Cole-
1254 Smith at.; boy, Darryl man, 1578 Carnegie; boy, Larry
Montgomery. Darnell.
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Sykes. Mr. and Mrs, Tommie Lee
1624 Pillow at.; a girl. Brown, 408 Washburn; girl,
Thelma Gail.NOV. 4 Mr. and Mrs. Howard H.Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sims, Hill, 995 Tully; boy, Howard,1419 Oriole; girl, Sadie An- jr.
nette. NOV. 8
Mr. and Mrs. Jim T. Coop- Mr. and Mrs. Willie C.
wood, 1976 Gloria cl.; boy, Murphy, 276 Gracewoocl; boy,
Herman Lee. Don Diego.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe L. Herod, Mr. and Mrs. Lamar Frank-
1717 Kansas; girl, Sheryl lin, 1652 Sunset; girl, Vernita
Renee. Lynn.
NOV. 5 Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Lemons, Bonner, 1272 Southern; girl,
358 Tillman; boy, Michael. Linda Fay.
Mr. and Mrs. Anders Con- Mr. and Mrs. Fred D. Harris,
aid, 213 W. Person; boy, Terry 1509 Patton; girl, Vickie
Lynn. Lavelle.
Mr. and Mrs. James L. No- Mr. and Mrs. James E.
Ian, 2417 Douglas; boy, Greg- Richardson, 602 N. Sixth; girl,
Jacquelyn Anita.my.
Mr. and Mrs, Sammie LeeNOV. 6
Boyd, 3851 Barron; boy, Sam-Mr. and Mrs. Robert Davis,
mie Lee, jr.222 N. Manassas; girl, Tovis
Mr. and Mrs. Lester L. Tay-Cozette.
lor, 1916 Blair Hunt dr.; boy,Mr. and Mrs. John Dean,
Allen Eugene.752 Fleet; boy, Ricky Bernard.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter H.Mr. and Mrs. Willie C. Rich-
7.4cGaughey, 969 Mason; boy,ardson, 315 Crump; boy, Willie
Reginald.Earl.
NOV. 9Mr. and Mrs. Ozell Up-
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse J. Ben-church, 2069 Benford; boy, son,
2356 Brooklyn; girl, Carol.Harry.
Mr. and Mrs. William K.Mr. and Mrs. Harry Johnson,
Brooks, 2431 Deadrick; girl,1952 Timothy; twin boys.
Nikki Lasha.Mr. and Mrs. James L. Mc-
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Triplett,Intyre, 1403 Effie; girl, Teresa 589 Walnut; boy, Larry Eu-Ann.
gene.Mr. and Mrs. Edward Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. Huey Lee380 Driver; boy, Eddie Lee. Savis, 1333 Woodard; boy,Mr. and Mrs. William Jones,
Jimmie Lee.1588 Oriole; boy, Vernon. 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Price,Mr. and Mrs. Willie L. Wil- 1717 Ash; boy, Ronnie Wayne.son. 2675 Park; girl, Eliza-
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Houston,beth Ann. jr., 1992 Frisco; boy, GeneMr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Lloyd.Dabney, 1496 South ave.; boy, Mr. and Mrs. Acey W. Bryd,Michael.
1185 E. McLemore; boy, Acey,Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Chap jr-man, 670 Mosby; boy, David. Mr. and Mrs. Leon Steven-Mr. and Mrs. Floyd L. Has- 
son, 1584 McMillan; boy, Rod-lett. 1428 Austin; girl, Ricky ney.
Lavell.
NOV. 10NOV. 7
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Ferby,
1700 Orr; girl, Agnelia Denise.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wil-
:iams, 225 Linden; boy, Ber-
nard.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin L.
Leonard, boy, Melvin, jr.
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND FLOOR
STERICK BUILDING
-WHERE FOLKS 51Sf YOU
GET PRIFIRINIIM
SIR V ICI
Taste the
Greatness
of historic
OLD
CROW
America's Preferred Bourbon
Henry Clay did...
and personally arranged for
Old Crow to be sent to his
NVashington home.
Light. Mild. 90 Proof
588 King rd.: girl, Rose Mary.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Smith,278 Poplar; girl, Gloria Lynn.Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Hunter,1943 Boots Lane; girl, Shirley
Lynne.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Hamblett,939 S. Mansfield; boy, RexNapoleon.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Wilson,735-B Marble; boy, Darrell.Mr. and Mrs. Eldridge Jack-son. 932-A McDowell; a girl.
NAACP
(Continued From Page 1)
the defense. Mrs. Motley han-
.
dles most of the Defense Fund
activities in Mississippi, and is
now representing Negro plain-tiffs in a federal district court
suit filed last June to outlaw
discrimination in bus. railway.
and air terminal facilities in
Jackson.
Atty. Jack Young of Jack-
son, who has been defending
most of the Riders, will work
along with Mr. Greenberg andMrs. Motley.
Greenberg made it clear,
however, that CORE officials
will continue to be consulted
on various matters connected
with the defense of the Jack-
son Riders.
YWCA
(Continued From Page 1)
secretary, and an auditorium.
The drive to raise funds to
erect the building was
launched in 1957 with A. Ma-
ceo Walker as chairman.
"Our goal was $40,000," he
recalled on Sunday as he came
for the dedication, "and we
raised that in about six
months.
"You a I ways get a thrill
when you attend the dedica-
tion of a building that you
help build," Walker said, "and
I am very proud that I had a
part in the erection of this
one."
No SLEEPING ROOMS
Walker, president and chair-
man of the board of the Uni-
v er s al Life Insurance com-
pany and the Tri-State Bank
of Memphis, was also chairman
of the drive which raised funds
for the swimming pool at the
Abe Scharff br a n ch of the
YMCA already in use and the
remodeling of the building
now in progress.
There are no residence
rooms -in the Sarah Brow n
branch, but Mrs. Owens said
the old building on Vance ave.
has been purchased by Rev. N.
R. Tucker, 230 S. Wellington
st., who is using it as a resi-
dence hall for young women.
"In the old building," Mrs.
Owens explained, 'we only had
sleeping quarters for 14 wom-
en, and the YWCA discourages
residence halls for less than
50 persons.
"There does not seem to be
a need here in Memphis for
housing for young women,"
she added.
HOSTESSES
Hostesses for the open house
were Miss Dora Todd, Mrs
Georgia Quin n, Mrs. Mary
Willis Robinson, Miss Rosa
Robinson, Mrs. Omega Shelto,
Mrs. C. C. Sawyer, Mrs. Lois
Greenwood, Mrs. T. J. Johnson,
Mrs. G. W. Stanley Ish, Mrs.
Belle Pettigrew, Mrs. Rebecca
Diram, Mrs. Geneva Williams,
Mrs. A. Mc E w en Williams,
Mrs. Ethel Harrison and Miss
Louise Weeks.
Accepting p a ym en t s on
memberships and taking dona-
tions to purchase new furni-
ture for the branch were Mrs.
Leora Gunter and Mrs. Mary
Collier.Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Lewis, One out-of-town guest at
Tennessee State Confiscates
Highlander Folk School—No
Compensation For Buildings
The State of Tennessee made
the first steps in confiscating
the Highlander Folk school of
Monteagle, last week, which
marked the first time in the his-
tory of the state that it has re-
voked a school's charter.
The state is taking over with-
out compensation, the build-
ings, land and equipment, in-
cluding the library and the
home of the controversail direc-
tor, Myles Horton, who has
been directing the residential
adult center on a southwide-
educational program on an inte-
grated basis since 1932.
Recently the school and its
faculty has been harrassed by
court hearings state investiga-
tions and other undue pressures.
The use to be made of the
school's property has not been
disclosed. A number of Major
contributors are insisting that
the State has a duty to make
the facilities which they have
provided available to all re-
gardless of race or creed.
In reaction to the confiscation
Director Myles Horton stated,
"Understandably, it is with per-
sonal sorrow that we leave our
home and the school which our
staff, neighbors and friends
from over the world have help-
Three City Beautiful clubs
donated flowers to the branch
which were planted inside the
court on last Friday. The clubs
and their presidents are New
Chelsea, Mrs. Ruby Benson;
Klondike, Mrs. Emma Smith;
and 35th Ward, Mrs. Beecher
Dobb. Mrs. Miley Johnikan,
City Beautiful inspector, was
there for the planting.
HOSPITALITY CLUB
The bra nc h's Hospitality
club prepared and served re-
freshments and were assisted
by Y teen clubs from three Ne-
gro high schools, and three
from white high schools.
Members of the Hospitality
club are Mrs. Willie Pegues,
president; Mrs. P. F. Carruth-
ers, Mrs. Myrtle McGaughey,
Mrs. Jeanette Flynn and Mrs.
Hilda Helm.
the opening ceremonies was
Mrs. Jennie Vance, former
Memphian now living in Hum-
boldt, a past chairman of the
committee on administration,
who don a ted $50 for the
branch on Sunday.
Flowers were contributed
for the occasion by Bodden
Tailoring ompany, Mrs. Annie
L. Higgins in memory of the
late Mrs. M. W. Bonner, the
first branch chairman; T. H.
Hayes Funeral home, Veterans'
Upholstery company. Hutchi-
son's Drug store, R. S. Lewis
and S. W. Qualls Funeral home.
MORE FLOWERS
Also Littlejohn Taxicab com-
pany, Flora's Flower shop, Mr.
and Mrs. A. M. W a 1 k er in
memory of his mother, the
late Mrs. Lelia Walker; Rober-
son's Supermarket, Lt. George
W. Lee, the Negro Citizens'
Council, McLemore F I or a I
company, Mrs C. M. Rouhlac.
Mrs. Luckie Sharp. Mrs. Rob-
ert Mebane. Mrs. Betty Buton.
the Abe Scharff YMCA, Mrs.
T. J. Johnson, Mrs. Ruth Sher-
rill, Victory Funeral home and
Universal Life Insurance com-
pany in memory of the late
Dr. J. E. Walker.
A plant was donated by Mrs.
A. Beeson, Mrs. Esther Arm-
strong and Mrs. Willie Mae
Gordon, and Flora's Flower
shop gave orchid corsages to
YWCA officials.
Pouring tea at different in-
tervals during open house were
Mrs. A. M. Walker, Mrs. Marie
L. Adam s, past chairmen of
committee on administration;
Mrs. Flora Rawls, Mrs. M. 0.
Bennett, Mrs. Charles Hen-
derson, past presidents of the
board of the YWCA; Mrs. An-
nie L. Higgins, Mrs. Carlotta
Stewart Watson, life members
of the YWCA; Mrs. Russell B.
Sugarmon, Sr., and Mrs. A. W.
Jefferson, past World Fellow-
ship chairmen.
Aside from Mrs. Owen, staff
members of the Sarah Brown
branch are Miss Barbara Neal,
Teen a ge program director;
Mrs. Maude D. Bright, office
a n d information secretary;
Mrs. Nettie Cole, secretary;
and Mrs. Lilla Hall and Mrs.
clerks.
Hanely School
Adds 13 Rooms
The addition of 13 classrooms
and a library to the Hanley Ele-
mentary school at a cost of
$186,500 was approved by mem-
bers of the Memphis Board of
Education at the regular meet-
ing held last Friday afternoon.
John C. Freeman of t h e
school system's Department of
Business Affairs, recommend-
ed that the bid of J. M. O'Brien
and company be accepted as
the lowest and best for con-
struction.
Hanley school recently cele-
brated its first anniversary.
Mrs. A. McEwen Williams is the
principal.
Construction on the school is
expected to begin within the
next 10 days.
ed us to build.
"As a native Tennessean," he
said, "I am disappointed that a
small group of desperate seg-
regationists has been allowed
to use the courts to deprive us
of our rights to teach and hold
classes on an integrated basis."
Horton emphasized, "The suc-
cessful operation of Highland-
er as a pioneer adult school
for more than a quarter of a
century is a part of the demo-
cratic tradition of Tennessee, in
contrast to the legalistic con-
spiracy which brought about
its closing."
A State charter has recently
been obtained for a new school,
the Highlander Research and
Education Center, which will
take over the staff and pro-
gram of the Hilghlander Folk
Stadium
(Continued From Page 1)
players," the coach replied as-
suredly "we will not offer that
as an excuse." He hasten to add
"as usual, down thru the years
my boys will be giving their
best every minute they are on
that field."
Porter went on to reveal a
strong desire to defeat Lincoln
high. He said, "I would like
to win this one so we can up-
hold the reputation of t h e
Memphis Prep League."
EVENLY MATCHED
Helping Porter to groom the
"Thunderbolts" for their final
game of the season are: end
and assistant line coach, Lest-
er Snell; and line coach, Louis
It is felt that the two teams
are evenly matched. Both play4
a "running game" with aler
iefensive.
Coach Porter said, "football
fans will have an opportunity
to see how the game is play-
ed in another section of t h e
country . . . both from the of-
fensive and defensive sides.
Half-time ceremonies include
the presenting of Bertrand's
queen, Miss Elaine Alexander,
and her attendants. Lincoln
high is expected to bring its
queen to witness the game.
Bertrand's band will also per-
form.
Meanwhile, Bertrand's cheer
leaders are building up en-
thusiasm for the game by a
series of pep rallies.
school. Headquarters for t h e
new Adult Center are located
in Knoxville.
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THE HOME THIS YEAR
AND ENJOY IT. . .
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THE BROADWAY THEA-
TRICAL extravaganza,
brought here by the Zeta Phi
Beta Sorority last Friday, was
a little too rich for the blood
of many of our friends who
vonuld lead us to believe that
they are interested in and are
entertained by the Arts . . .
but they're not. Field-hands
are still field hands.
CONGRATULATIONS TO
the Zetas. They did a giant-
size job in presenting the
Broadway Stars at LeMoyne's
Bruce Hall.
WE ARE NOT PLEASED
AT a report that drifted back
from Jackson, Tenn., from the
West Tennessee Educational
Congress. The report asserts
that one of our county princi-
pals was called by an unbe-
coming name. We don't like
for our principals to be up-
braided before an assembly
as large as the Educational
Congress.
A CITY SCHOOL TEACH-
ER was making a report at
the Educational Congress in
Jackson when she said: "That
Negro students were about
four year's behind white stu-
dents in the south. Another
teacher from another neck-of-
the
-woods contradicted her.
—He said "maybe the students at
your school are four years
behind white students ... but
such is not the case at my
school and many other schools
I know about."
A BEAUTIFUL, YOUNG
- WIDOW has ditched her third
husband but she is not beg-
ging any crumbs from him.
She came into a big pile of
money from the estate of her
previous husband.
THE COURTESY REPLY
"YES SIR," can be used in
very poor taste. Take the case
of a Negro man, about 70, who
continuously replied with a
toothy "Yes, Sir" to a three-
year-old white boy. It con-
fused the child and he told
his grandfather, who was so
tickled until he bee hawed.
MOST OF THE TEACHERS
in the Memphis Public School
system are cooperating with
the NAACP in Freedom Drive
and its campaign "It's Sane
to Stay Off Main," but a few
manage to get into the big
THANKSGIVING DAY
will be
• BANK
HOLIDAY
•
Banks. Members of thks •ssociation
wilt not be open for the transaction of
business.
litSMINCIS CLZARINO MOUSE ASSOC
downtown stores surreptious-
ly, and with the skill of an
OSS agent getting into an
enemy country in wartime.
One teacher got into a store
and just couldn't resist put-
ting her name into a recepta-
cle for a chance at a prize.
She was among the 15 win-
ners, and her name has been
published.
THERE'S TALK about start-
ing a new movement to pre-
vent "Slip-Ins" What are
"Slip-Ins?" They are those
civil-right Lighters who have
been knocking down white
customers entering segregated
places.
THE REPORT IS NOT
TRUE "the young, handsome
man who had all of his cloth-
ing stolen from his home, is
not walking the street naked.
To all of those persons who
have been calling this news-
paper, concerning the thief
at the man's home, we sug-
gest you call him. We do not
know whether or not he has
bought a new wardrobe since
that time.
TIMES ARE REALLY GET-
TING HARD. A very promi-
nent professional man and his
wife charged a friend of theirs
35-cents for a tuna sandwich.
The friend is hollering loud
and long. He is investigating
to see if the professional man
has a license to operate a res-
taurant.
DON'T EVER LET A WO-
MAN SEE you with money.
For instance, a man acquired
$500 from an investment that
his wife knew nothing about.
He told her about it. She
wanted the entire $500. When
her husband hesitated, she
threatened to go home to
"Mommy." To keep peace in
the family, the man gave her
the $500 plus, bought her a
new car.
THAT GROUP OF MEN
who have organized the Om-
nibus-100 Club are still not
explaining anything about the
club. The only thing we can
learn about the club is "it is
a service organization for men
who want to see Memphis
grow." Out with it men . . .
Tell us more about this fancy
new all-male club.
TOO MAIN STREET went
one of our favorite waitresses.
She is Jess* Foxx, who calls
herself a natural fox ... what-
ever that means. The coffee
just does not taste right since
she left.
•
Everyone Loves
Salads Made with
R. SPE ASifie
iov.k Ii SPE AS
BIG WORRY
NEW YORK — (UPI — In
one way women haven't
changed at all in the 42 years
that Fred Hecker has been a
waiter at one restaurant in
New York.
"They worried about their
figures then," Hecker said,
"and they worry about them
now." Hecker is the oldest
waiter at Luchow's.
A GUIDE TO GOOD
EATING
ly
GRACE WILLIAMS
PIGS TO MARKET
We've got good news pork
is becoming more plentiful!
Our local marketing specialist
says that the prediction is for
five per cent more pork this
year than last year.
Pork is an excellent source
of high quality protein. It also
furnishes phosphorus, iron and
niacin in generous amounts.
Thiamine is found in pork, too.
This is especially significant
since this B-vitamin is found in
very few foods.
Because of its high fat con-
tent, pork is a good energy
producing food. However, peo-
ple on reducing diets may en-
joy pork, since the lean con-
tains no more calories than
lean beef. Producers are meet-
ing the demand for less fatty
meat by producing a meatier
streamlined hog. Processors and
retailers are joining by trim-
ming some fat from cuts of
pork, leaving just enough for
correct cooking.
VITAMIN LOSS
In a recent study conducted
at Oklahoma State university
it was learned t h a t3 1/2
ounces of the cooked lean por-
tion of pork supplies 194 cal-
ories, while the same amount
of beef supplies 209 calories.
When the marbling is left in
the lean meat, the total num-
ber of calories in pork is 240
while there are 286 in beef.
When pork is cooked, can-
ned, cured or stored, there are
some losses of nutrients, par-
ticularly of B-vitamins. When
pork is roasted at a low tem-
perature, the losses of B-vita-
O. PICKETT
"DOING THE RIGHT THING Pickett. who is studying "'ell-
e/ the right time and in the improvement," at the Jan An-
right manner is Miss Orrelia gel sdiool.
Native African
To Address Club
Sunday, Nov. 19
A native of Southern Rhode-
sia, Africa, Alois Musango
Bee a, a freshman at LeMoyne
college, is scheduled to address
the Pilgrim Fellowship of Sec-
ond Congregational church, 762
Walker, ave., at 4:30 p.m. Sun-
day, Nov. 19, announces t h e
pastor of the church, Rev. John
Charles Mickle.
The Pilgrim Fellowship con-
sists of senior high school stu-
dents and young adults.
Bera is expected to speak on
"Teenage People in Africa."
The meeting is planned for the
church's parish hall. All teen-
agers are invited to attend an-
nounces the president of the or-
ganization, Joan Hargraves.
Merril,. r General flemodelers of Menipli is
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Farmers Are Losing
Thousands By Not
Filing For Security
All farmers who are near or
past retirement age need to
know how their work may
affect their social security.
Joe W. Eanes, manager of
the Memphis Social Security
office, stated that thousands
of dollars are lost each year
by farmers who do not file for
social security benefits because
they are still operating their
farms.
If you have income from
soil bank payments or farm
rentals, these could affect the
amount of benefits you re-
ceive in a year. For detailed
information as to how soil
bank payments, rental and
other income affect your bene-
fits.
Write to the Memphis So-
cial Security Office and ask
for the booklet, "The Social
Security Retirement Test For
Farm People."
'Women Are Never
Too Old Or Young
For Improvement'
A new school of "self im-
rrovement" has been establish-
ed at 167 S. Second. Miss Jar.
Angel, owner of the "charm
and modeling se:loot" by the
same name. said: "Women and
teenage girls will be taught
how to improve on their grace
in standing, walking and sit-
ting as well as many other
things about choosing :he right
makeup and clothing."
The 80-hour course is taught
ever a period of five months.
It is believed to be t..te first
schoo, of its kin.:1 for Negroes in
the Mid-South.
Misr Angel. wh3 studied at
the Patricia Stevens school of
modeling said: "women and
teenage girls are taught the
right way of doing things which
will build up confidence in
themselves by doing things in
the right way at all times. She
added "women are never too
young or too old to not be in-
terested in self-improvement.
Classes are divided according
to age groups.
The Jan Angel school has
scheduled a Tea Room modeling
show for Sunday, Nov. 26 at
the Flame Restaurant on Out-
er Parkway, starting at 6 p.m.
HAVERTY'S
Low Price Sale
4 — SPEED PORTAnr. , . .2 SPEAKERS!
Thrilling FULL
STEREO
$6995
52 DOWN
• Channel Stereo Amplifier
• 4-Speed Automatic Changer, Personal Preference tone ,
Control
• 2 Sapphire Needles
• Sturdy Case Covered In Simulated Leather.
157 SOUTH MAIN
JA 6-5906
3132 SUMMER
GI. 2-7309
PUSH UNCF CAMPAIGN
— B. G. Olive. jr., vice presi-
dent and secretary of Uni-
versal Life Insurance com-
pany. is pictured here with
two United Negro College
Fund workers. Miss Naomi
Gordo n, left, head of The
mins are stnal/cr than when
tigh temperatures are used.
Cooked drained pork retains
on the average, one-half to
three-fourths of the thiamin
originally present. A small
amount of that loss will be
in the drippings and can be
conserved if the drippings are
used for seasoning or sauce or
gravy.
DON'T EAT RARE
When you buy pork what
cuts do you buy—pork chops
ribs Boston butts? There are
many more cuts you know.
Have you tried arm and blade
steaks, cusion - style picnic
shoulder, boneless loin roast?
These are just a few. Ask your
butcher about others.
For a better flavor, texture
and appearance cook pork in a
moderate oven and follow
these simple rules to protect
your family from trichinosis.
1. Rule of color: Cook pork
until it has lost its pink-
ish color. Don't eat pink
pork.
2. Rule of time: Cook large
pieces of pork at least
thirty minutes per pound.
3. Rule of Science: Use a meat
thermometer. pork heated
to a minimum of 137 de-
gress F. is safe.
South Division. and Mrs.
Juanita W. Stanback, right,
who is directing the North
Division. Olive was speaker
at the kickoff meeting last
week. UNCF aids LeMoyne
and 31 other colleges and
universities in the South. A.
Now I Iv out us, pe for ham
and scalloped potatoes.
HAM AND SCALLOPED
POTATOES
2 cups thinly sliced potatoes
1 tablespoon grated onion
1 1/2 cups milk
1/2 lb. thinly sliced ham. Cut
Into serving pieces.
Put half of the potatoes into
a greased baking dish. Sprinkle
with the onion, pepper, and
little salt._ Use salt sparingly.
Add ham, cover with the
rest of ingredients Add milk
until it barely comes between
the potatoes on top. Save the
rest of the milk to use during
cooking if needed. Cover dish,
bake 350 degrees for 1 hour. Blossom Classic.
C. Williams of WDIA is di-
recting the drive in the
Memphis area. Miss Gordon
is a member of the Universal
Life staff and Mrs. Stanback
is an executive officer at
Union Protective Life Insur-
ance company.
Melrose Grad Makes
Honor Roll At Howard
Real Estate Confabs
A Mumplos student was
among the 223 Howard uni-
versity students who made the
honor rolls, and was cited at
the "Honors Day" program.
The Memphis sophomore is
Walter L. Evans, who is the
son of Mrs. Lena Evans Jones
of 2114 Dublin St. Evans is •
graduate of Melrose high school.
MIAMI — A record 43,645
persons saw the 1959 Orange
411
SAVE 13( 'under price ofhome delivered
milk
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
rwl CART HOME SAVINGS!
CIMINO'S
SUPER MARKET 2803LAMAR
OPEN 1 DAYS A WEEK 7 A.M. 'TIL MIDNIGHTOpen All Day Sunday
You'll be so pleased with our
HIGH QUALITY
LOW PRICES
For Thanksgiving At Gardino's
HAM Southern Belle
Center Slice. 16.784 Gutt Half. lb. 48t
Shank Portion. lb. 374
PORK-
Back Bones
Steaks
Cutlets
Oleo Solid
Hickory Smoked
••••410'
-
-- TURKEY-Oven Ready 2Toms 16 lbs. - average (
per lb.
lb. 49$
lb  49$
lb  59$
lb  12$
CRANBERRY SAUCE Ocean Spray. . • 16 oz. 10$
With $5.00 Purchase at Canine's i $5.00 Purchase Coupon i
I Gardino's - Gardino's 1
Pecans New Crop 
 
lb. 29e
Grits Quaker 24 oz. Box LBO
Florida Oranges 252 Site 2c Each
Dixie Dandy Sweet Potatoes 
 
21.2 Size 19#
DOUBLE COLAS CASE. • 894
Aunt Joinima Corn Meal Mix
Morton Frozen Pumpkin Pies 
Kroft Grapy Jelly 
 
18 oz. 294
2' -Size 17gPeaches Miss Georgia
 5 lb. Boo 294
3 for 97#
Prices Good Nov. 11-18100 or 10 PROOF DISTILLED FROM 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS
PRODUCT OF U.S.A. CLEAR SPRING DISTILLING CO., DIVISION OF JAMES B. NAM DISTILLING CO., CLERMONT, KY.
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Whither shell I go from
Thy Spirit or whither shall
I flee from Thy presence?
If I ascend up into heaven
Thou art there: If I make
my bed in hell, behold, Thou
art there. If I take the wings
of the morning and dwell
in the uttermost parts of the,
soe; even there shall Thy
right hand hold me."—Psalm
1311:7-11.
DAY TO ESCAPE
We live in a day of escapism
—everyone is on the run.
Something has spoken to us
and we are reminded of our
shortcomings. These shortcom-
ings have set us to flight. We
are building storm shelters,
spending money trying to
"overeducate" ourselves: we
are resorting to everything to
get money that we might have
•the things most cherished in
life. We are running around in
circles and from pillow to post
trying to find the answer. The
great stabilizing force for all
of this chaos has been left
out of the picture and our only
concern is escape.
The time has come when
the running must be stopped.
We must be awakened to the
fact that there is no merit
in running.
RESORT TO SUICIDE
In this day of eternal flight
something must come into our
lives and give us new mean-
ing. There must be a reawak-
ening on the part of each of
us in terms of moral, spiritual,
intellectual and cultural worth-
iness. We are in our present
plight because we have failed
to take these things under con-
sideration. Something must
happen to bring us to the sen-
ses that will enable us to be
the best of which we are cap-
able—nothing else will stand.
The idea of escapism is not
something that has just started
—David when confronted with
Isis deeds of yesteryear stopped
to think of his conditions and
at once wanted to flee from
everything. Oftimes people in
our day become so set on the
idea of escape that they re-
sort to suicide or to drunke-
ness. When the dark clouds of
adversity begin to rinse in,
we inadvertently try to dis-
cover some area of escape.
The futile aspect of our ef-
forts to escape is wrapped up
The Memphis Congregation
of Jehovah's Witnesses attend-
ed a three-day convention held
in Malvern. Ark. starting last
Friday at Wilson High School.
David Velark, presiding mi-
nister of the Klondike Congre-
gation of Jehovah's Witnesses
announced, "The purpose of
the assembly" Velark said
"was to help everyone of Je-
hovah's Witnesses in this
neighborhood in the practical
use of the Bible, so we in
turn can aid individuals in our
community."
Velark went on to say that
"the highlight of the assembly
was the public address by Dis-
trict Supervisor Ja me s A.
Thompson Jr. entitled 'Uniting
Men in a Split-up World.' He
said 'In a world where peace
and unity are sought after
and seldom gotten and where
the will of God means little or
nothing to many, the sponsors
of the Assembly the Watch
Tower Bible and Tract Society
has chosen as its theme, "As-
sist one another to do God's
Will'."
BRING CLEANING
AND REGISTER
at
C R
CLEANERS
2960 Chelsea
2166 Chelsea
1242 Breedlove
780 Poplar
in the fact that wherever we
go we find our conscience right
there to haunt us. This is what
happened to David—this hap-
pens daily to countless other
people who find themselves
in like dificulties. It is at this
point that we must be able
to reach back to something
stronger than we.
NO HIDING PLACE
Since there is no escape each
of us must fight as never be-
fore to contain ourselves with-
in the best that is in us. We
must live each day on the
highest level. We must adhere
only to those things from
which we will not have to run
later.
Our lives, deeds, actions, and
utterances must be beyond re-
proach on all occasions. There
must be something going on
on the highest level that will
enable us to enjoy life with-
out reproach from our con-
science.
Here and now we must rea-
lize that there is no hiding
place down here. Someone has
wisely said, The truth will
out!" Truer words were never
spoken. What is done in the
darkness will eventually come
to light. It will come to light
if no more than in our con-
scious. The very fact that it
comes to light here will give
us reason for concern. When
this reason for concern be-
comes great enough we do all
that we can to try to escape
only to learn that there is no
escape.
David said in so many words
wherever I go I come face to
face with my shortcomings. So
it is with each of us. The
things which we did years ago
apparently no harm have now
come back to haunt us into
a world of trouble and con-
cern. The little things which
meant so little years ago are
now mouneains.
In each of our lives there
must be an equilibrium. There
must be something to give us
meaning for being and the
like. This can only be realized
through a knowledge of God.
In the proportion that we cast
our all on God, then life takes
on a new meaning. When we
set out to take over matters
ourselves without the help of
God we will inevitably find
ourselves coming up short.
We must come to a full reali-
zation that there is a God to
Whom we are all responsible
and the joy of life is realized
only through this.
Pentecostal Temple's
Homecoming, Nov. 19
witl be observed at the Pen-
ecostal Temple Church of God
in Christ on Sunday, Nov. 19,
and the pastor, Bishop J. 0.
Patterson, is asking all mem-
bers and former members to
"come home" for the entire day.
BISHOP PATTERSON
Women's Day At
Mt.SinaiChurch
Annual Women's Day at Mt.
Sinai Baptist Church, 1667 S.
Lauderdale at. is planned for
Sunday, Nov. 19, announced
the chairman of the celebra-
tion, Mrs. Irene White.
Guest speaker for the 3 p.m.
program is expected to be Mrs.
J. C. Austin, member of Great-
er Mt. Pleasant Baptist Church.
Theme of the celebration is
"And She Besought Us Say-
ing, If Ye Have Judged Me To
Be Faithful To The Lord,
Come Into My House and
The public is invited to at-
tend.
Mrs. Geneva Porter is co-
chairman. Rev. L. L. Laws is
the church's pastor._
klo 
All Colors and Co/or
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Among the highlights of the
day will be the presentation of
three "sons of the church," now
pasturing churches in Tennes-
see.
They are Elders W. L. Porter
of Clarksville, J. E Booker of
Jackson, and Johnnie Brown of
Parsons.
Music for the day will feature
singing by the Pentecostal
Sancturay choir, Mrs. Matti
Wigley, Miss Ann Fletcher,
Miss Jessie Jimerson, Mrs.
Madie Flagg Porter, Mrs. Irene
Stapes, the Pentecostal Male
group and others.
GREAT EVENT
Homecoming services will
start with Sunday school at
930, continue through the
morning worship at 11:00 a.m,
and conclude with the night
service to be heard over Radio
Station WDIA.
Mrs. Gwendolyn Poindexter,
general chairman of Homecom-
ng Day, said, "Members and
friends are going to enjoy a
great ingathering and spiritual
east. It promises to he one of
the greatest events in the his-
tory of Pentecostal Temple."
The church is located at 229
S. Wellington St.
Miss Jessie Jimerson is chair-
man of publicity for the day.
Baptists Will
Honor Pastor
On Anniversarv
The seventh anniversary of
Rev. T. R. Buckner as pastor
of St. Luke Baptist church.
1280 N. Stonewall at., will be
celebrated on Sunday, Nov. 19,
and he and Mrs. Buckner will
be honored at all services of
the day.
The theme for the day will
be, "He taught them as one
having author it y." Guest
speaker for the morning will
be Dr. Charles L. Dinkins,
president of Owen college.
Speaking at the afternoon
service will be Rev. S. H. Her-
ring, pastor of St. Paul Bap-
tist church.
During the morning service
the emphasis will be "Facing
the Ministry with Courage,
Wisdom and Faith." Charles
Morris will talk on that sub-
ject.
AFTERNOON
At the afternoon service
Israel Reed, Jr., chairman of
the observance will speak on
"Growth in Christian Charact-
Enjoy the Channel 3
Movie Tonight and
Every Night!
Wednesday, November 15,10:10 PM
"Tap Roots" with Van Heflinand Susan Hayward
Thursday, November 16, 10:10 PM
and Louis Wolheim
Friday, November 17,10:10 PM
"Tarzan and the Huntress" jBorherinfidya te) lyscsern"er
Saturday, November 18,10:10 PM
with Randolph Scott
and loan Leslie
Sunday, November 19,10:15 PM
''Here Comes Mr. Jordan" walnut,' CRIcabued retRMaionnstiomery
Monday, November 20,10:10 PM
with Glenn Ford
and William Holden
Tuesday, November 21,10:10 PM
In A Lonely Place / with Humphrey Bogartand Gloria Graham
POPULAR BIBLE CLASS—
A well-attended Bible class
in Holiday Heights is the one
taught by Elder John Were,
right, teaching some 22 per-
sons here. On front row are
Ricky Johnson, Marshall
White, Juanita Clark, De.
borah Leaks, Bobby John-
son, and Alice Fay Clark. On
second row are Patricia
er."
Rev. C. H. Dee will serve as
master of ceremonies for the
afternoon program honoring
the pastor.
Co-chairman of the observ-
ance committee is Eugene
Carter. Mrs. L. M. Harris is
recording secretary.
Holmes, Shirley Ann Byron.
Christine Young and Billy
Williams. On third row are
Delois Johnson, Ella Clark,
Etta Clark and Olivia Brown.
On fourth row are Mrs. L.
Guy, Mrs. M. Ware, Mrs.
Nina Fay Brylon, Mrs. Mag-
gie Williams and Mrs. Cora
CHOIR ROBES
High Fashion Styling
Superbly Tailored
- At An Economy Price
APIRO • SOUTHERN
UNIFORM COMPANY
314 South Main St. JA 6.3641
Coll for M/1. Li/lie Pearce
(Member of Mt. Zion Baptist
Church for Information)
FOR ALL YOUR
THANKSGIVING
FOODS!!
'LIBBY Fruit
Cocktail. . . . . 1::194
McCORMICK
Black Pepper. . 4.394
BALLARD or PILLSBURY
Biscuits.
Hio
 1Pil  • 611494
Reynolds Wrap. 25 Ft 65t
PILLSBURY - White, Y•llaa, or Chocolate
Cake Mix. . 318..894
JACK SPRAT Pink
Detergent. . . 22.394
Buchanan. On back row are
William Stewart and Au-
gustus Buchanan. Six mem-
bers of the class were ab-
sent on night photograph
was made.
PROVIDENCE AME CHURCH
3 8 4 N. DECATUR STREET
Rev. A. D. BROWN, Minister
1. Sunday School 
Mrs . Georgia Watt, Superintendent
2. Morning Sermon 11  00 A.M.
3. Communion Service every First Sunday after morning
Sermon.
U.S. Inspected,U.S. Grade "A" 20 to 22 Lb. Avg. Tom
„GOLDEN WEST„
OCEAN SPRAY "The Perfect Mate for Meat"
15 01.Cranberry Sauce. With coupon & $5.00 additional purchase 2p300
BIG STAR Whole Bean JACK SPRAT Maraschino
Coffee. . . . Lb.49t Cherries. .
Jumbo! Celery Stalks 9'. With coupon & 15.00 additional puichase.
fifth miene x 4.1 00 ad
ditiona I pie, hase one
It, a fsmIIr Elipt re
'so% 21st. 1.scIlidin
tobacco.
0300 •G'ons 9
111th citutinn & 115.00 ad-
ditional purchase. one
tea WWI). [spires
Nov.21mt. Lteludine
tobacco.
, 3 e 10,
L Loaves /
1% /tit coupon it $5.00
ditional purchase.
to vsoir,
Nov.2lat. Excludiou
tobacco.
$1500
addifional purchases
required to redeem
all three coupons.
PRICES GOOD
THRU TUESDAY
.NOV. 21st.
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AT STATE MEETING —
Some 22 new churches join-
ed the Ten  Regular
Baptist Convention when the
stale melting was held re-
cently in Jackson, Tenn.
Seen here in host Cumber-
land Baptist church are of-
ficers of the Convention.
rrom left are Dr. A. L.
Campbell, president of Stale
Convention; Rev. L. Rice,
REAt ESTATE DIGEST
By Jesse L. Williams
"Whoso stoppeth his ears
at the cry of the poor, he also
shall cry himself, but shall
not be heard." Pro verb 21
chapter, 13 verse.
Even though the real estate
broker does not think of him-
self as a mortgage broker, he
may act like one and be com-
pensated accordingly. In some
places it is customary for all
Oinding institutions to pay ander's fee to real estate brok-
ers who bring loans to them.
This practice usually starts
when one lending inslitutiOn
undertakes to obtain an advan-
tage over its competitors by of-
fering a finder's fee. Once a
practice of paying a finder's
fee is started, it is not easy to
- — — -
Rev. James Lawson
Will Attend World
Assembly In India
The Rev. James M. Lawson
of Nashville will attend the
Third Assembly of the World
Council of Churches in New
Delhi, Nov. 18 to Dec. 6.
Mr. Lawson is one of 125
churchmen from around the
liparld selected by the Councilserve as advisers in various
sections of the assembly. He
will serve as adviser in a section
on church unity dealing with
the church and society.
The Rev. Mr. Lawson served
as minister to Christian stu-
dents at Hislop College in Nag-
pur, India, from 1953-56 under
the auspices of the Methodist
Board of Missions.
He is a graduate of Baldwin-
Wallace college, Berea, Ohio,
and the school of theology at
Boston university.
He is pastor of Scott Chapel
Methodist church in Shelby-
ville, Tennessee: chairman of
t is e Tennessee Conference
Board of Christian Social Con-
cerns; and Special Projects Di-
rector for the Southern Chris-
Leadership Conference.
The •W o r 1 d Council of
Churches has a membership of
172 denominations representing
about 70 per cent of the world's
estimated 315 million non-
Roman Christians in 50 nations.
IS THERE
PREDESTINATION?
"The end of creation is a
heaven from the human race
Therefore it is of the Di-
vine providence that every
man can be saved; and that
those are saved who acknowl.
edge God and live well . . .
Man himself is to blame if he
is not saved Thus all men
were predestined to heaven,
and no one to hell . . That
only those born within the
church are saved is an insane
heresy ... "
Read more shout this and
other vital subjects in Swe-
drnnorg'n hook "The Divine
Providence." For your copy
send 25c (for postage and
handling) to:
THE EPSILON SOCIETY
455 SOUTH PRESCOTT ST.
MEMPHIS 11, TENNESSEE
abandon it. Consequently, the
real estate broker expects to
collect his fee even in cases
where the borrower insists up-
on patronizing the institution
that is accustomed to pay it.
Where finder's fees are not
generally used, the real estate
broker is required to assist
heyers and sellers to finance
property offered for sale. The
success of any pact,cular ceal
frequently depends upon the
ability of the experienced brok-
er to assist the inexperienced
buyer to finance the prone .ty.
STANDARD LOAN
The institution to whir% a
real estate broizer takes a loan
eoplication assists the clans of
the broker. By meking the loan,
it enables the broker to earn a
selling commission. Sometimes
the brok,r overlooks this reci-
procal service and considers the
lending institution which re-
ceives much of the business rec-
ommended by him to be under
obligation to him.
`,here finder's fees are net
paid for this service, the brok-
er expects compensation in
some other form. The form of
compensation most frequently
expected is a willingness on
he part of the lending insti-
tution to return the favor by
occasionally making an off-
standard loan that it would
itherwise not care to grant.
465-CI. Property management.
Fundamentals of real estate
management, both commercial
and residential, including t h e
eile and functions of property
management, and the qualifica-
tions of manages. Detailed ex-
amination and analysis are
made of the problems, duties.
and responsibilities of man-
agers and supervisors of the
different types of rental pro-
perty. Tenant selection and
marketing of rental space is
considered. Sixteen assign-
ments. Three hours credit.
(From the University of Ten-
nessee Record - correspondence
study catalogue.)
LeMoyne Professor
To Attend Church
Laymen Fellowship
A professor of chemistry at
LeMoyne college, who is a
pastor of a Church of God, in
Anderson, Ind., has been en-
gaged as the Laymen's Fellow-
ship speaker at the Second Con-
gregational church, 762 Walker
ave., for 7:30 p.m., Tuesday.
Nov. 21, announces Lonnie F.
Briscoe, president of the or-
ganization.
Prof. Buehler is expected to
speak on "Interesting Religious
Experiences in Mississippi and
Texas." The meeting will be
held in the church's parish hall.
Host of the meeting will be
Milton A. J. Barber, vice presi-
dent. Rev. John Charles Mickle
is the church's pastor.
5$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
SAVE! SAVE! SAVE!
Dollars On Automobile Liability Insurance
* * *
WE CAN INSURE YOU!
AT LOW RATES
• Small Down Payment • Small Monthly Payments
Safe Drivers Save 'Aore Money
CALL US OR COME TO OUR OFFICE TODAY
ENGEL BERG Insurance Agency
888 POPLAR AVE.-Phone: JA 6-0651 or JA 6-0652
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$'S S $ 5,
vice president: Revs. Charles
Epps, W. T. Herbert Brew-
ster, C. M. Lee and L. E.
Freeman. Host pastor for the
meeting was Rev. William
Moore.
Shelby PTA Group
Holds Meeting For
Schools At Geeter
The Shelby County Council
of Parents-Teachers Associa-
tion observed National PTA
Day and the first annual Fel-
lowship Luncheon at Geeter
high school recently.
A forum was one of the
highlights of the observance,
and four topics were presented.
They were 'The Teacher I
Want for My Child," by Mrs.
Ida Rambert and "The Parent
I Want for My Student," by
Mrs. Mildred Barnett, both
Ford Road school; and "The
Student I would Like to
Teach" by Clifton Mosley, and
"The Kind of PTA I Would
Like To Have" by Mrs. Erma
Jean Sinclair, both of Geeter
High school
WANTED QUALITIES
Among the qualities the par-
ents wanted to see in teachers
were love of children, mental,
moral and spiritual awareness,
ability to teach children of all
races; fairness, Christianity
and a desire to be a good
teacher.
Schools participating in the
meeting were Capleville, Ford
Road, Shelby County Training,
Walker and Geeter.
Mr. Mary A Wrushen is
president of the Shelby County
Council PTA. Prof. T. J. Toney
is principal of Geeter school.
Roadblocks On
Increase-O'Rear
State Safety Commissioner
Greg O'Rear said today that
the highway patrol will con-
tinue a stepped-up roadblock
campaign for the remainder of
the year. He also said the road-
blocks are a valuable device
in sweeping unlicensed and in-
competent drivers from Ten-
nessee highways.
He disclosed figures show-
ing that nearly 1,400 drivers
have been arrested at High-
way Patrol roadblocks so far
this year.
O'Rear said during 1961, the
Patrol has conducted 578 road-
blocks in various sections of
the state.
The largest number of ar-
rests were for violation of
Tennessee's driver's license
law, 747 persons have been
charged with this offense, 172
were given citations for vio-
lation of the registration law.
Bus and truck accounted for
103 arrests.
By A. WASHINGTON
The world is now facing a
crisis far beyond those ima-
gined in the past. Russia has
xplodeda 50megaton
bomb, the radiation fallout is
now sweeping across t Is e
Northern Hemisphere. This
radiation will effect the peo-
ple of this generation and of
the next. President Kennedy
advocated the continuance of
nuclear testing for the purpose
of discovering the effects of
this on the free world.
In three of the major cities
in the world their citizens pic-
ketted the Russian Embassy in
hopes on discontinuing this hor-
rible weapon of annihilation.
The qusetion of the week is:
"Do you think that nuclear
testing should be continued?"
NORMA WILLIAMS, a jun-
ior at Harlan high, stated, that
if nuclear testing was continued
she did not want to be here
when both Russia and U. S. A.
become so proficient in this
field. "Everything will prob-
ably he gone anyway, so why
should I be left here."
JOHN McILRATH, also a jun-
ior, believes that neither Rus-
sia nor United States would
really try to explode such a
powerful bomb in the atmos-
phere; for fear of hurting their
own exsistence. However, John
also, believes that if the day
comes when the world is faced
with complete annihilation:
that, he too would rather be
dead.
The threat of disintegration
by such a bomb is still far, we
hope, in the future. But, re-
member it's still there.
Before you think that the
world is coming to an end. I'd
better say good-bye. I'll be
seeing you next week, with
another question of vital im-
portance. I'll hit the road, Jack;
but, I'll be back next week,
SO-LONG.
HUBBY MARKETS
NEW YORK — (UPI) — It's
the husband who walks into
the grocery store in one out
of every three family shopping
trips, says a survey by Na-
tional Family Opinion inc.
NEED CASH!
—Quick Loans—
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There is a reason why people
like to do business with us.
You, too, will like our cour•
teous treatment and desire to
h'Oelpen";hursday and Felder
Nights Until 8:130 P M.
Sotunfori 9:00 to 1:00
Mete VIN4NCE CO.
Horne Owned Horne Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"We like to soy yes to your
loan request"
Examined and Supervised by
the State Department of
insuranc• and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main. JA. 7-8581
152 Madison, JA. 5-7611
Upholsterers
and
Ref inishers
Of Fine Furniture
A Complete Line of Decorative
Fabric Finest In Upholstery,
Drapery, Bed Spreads
Custom Made Mattress--King Size
Call WHITEHALL 61678
VETERAN'S
MATTRESS & UPHOLSTERING COMPANY
Fisk Receives
$113,000 Grant
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Fisk
university has been granted
$113,000 by the Nations' Sci-
ence Foundation for support of
an "Academic Year Institute
for Secondary Teachers of Sci-
ence and Mathematics," Dr.
Stephen J. Wright, Fisk presi-
dent, announces.
The institute is to be under
the direction of Dr. Myron B.
Towns, Fisk chemistry profes-
sor.
Terminating about June 30.
1963, the grants will provide
$3.000 for experienced teachers,
with allowances for dependents,
books and travel. Additional
stipends and dependency allow-
ances are provided for paritici-
nation in summer institute pro-
grams.
Pre-service teachers can re-
ceive grants of $1,800 for 12
months' participation, with al-
lowances for dependents, books
and travel. I.. B. HOBSON
Two Memphians Named Officers WTE Congress
I I:
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Two Memphians and a Mill-
ington man were elected to of-
fiet_s of the West 1 ennessee Ed-
ticat.onal Congress when the or-
ganization held a two-day ses-
,ion on the cains,us of Lan&
college in Jaci.:.on last week-
end.
Elected to one-year terms
were Louis B. Hobson. princi-
pal of Manassas high school,
parliamentarian; and Miss Vio-
la Flowers, Melrase high school
music teacher, music director,
Cornell L. Wells, principal of
E. A. Harrold school at Mill-
:Won, was electel vice presi-
dent.
Baha'iReligionBrows
Dedication OT a House ot
Worship in Kampala. Uganda,
and Sydney. Australia, marked
unprecedented growth of the
Baha'i World Faith in the past
year, accordnig to Hugh Chance,
secretary of t h e National
Spiritual Assembly of t h e
Bahals of the United States, in
statement to some 10,000 be-
lievers in this country in oh-
servance of the birthday of
Baha'u'llah, prophet-founder of
the Bahe'i World Faith.
There are more than 6,000
centers around the world ac-
cording to report.
Large Size
HOLY BIBLE
Self-pronouncing 
Bible containing
In your
old and new 
testaments. 
choice of white or 
black.
97c
0,n1Lai5 Order.
Hell
Orders
Promptly
FIlled
Sparkling
Crystals
Pans insp:reci Ong-
inals in beautiful
Aurora Borealis
colors—.a wide as-
sortment of styles
are evailable.
Ono Striped
Necklaces or
furring'
2 Strewed
Necklace
$3.99
3 Strand
Neckline
$S.te
.;*
Heading the organization
t.crne 2,700 teachers for the
year will be Arthur L.
inson, principal of Montgomete,
high school in Lexington, whi I
was reelected to a second tern,
as president.
Also elected to offices in thi
WTEC were Mrs. Genetic 0
Nelson, Ripley, recording sec-
retary; Mrs. Algee C. Outlaw
Brownsville, corresponding sec.
rotary: Mrs. M. F. Stone, Jack-
son, treasurer; and E. M. Gray,
near Arlington, chaplain.
le
REAL ESTATE CONFABS --I.
It. was decided at the 14th
annual convention of the Na-
tional Association of Real Es-
tate Brokers, Inc., at Boston.
Mass., that the 1962 convention
will meet at Dallas, Texas.
The 1964 convention will meet
in Chicago. Ill., the 1964 con-
vention, in Denver, Colo.
All the National Association
of Real Estate Brokers. "Mid-
winter" conference will meet at "
Washington, D. C.
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Get Rig Savings & Easy Credit, Too
Sensational Sale!
17 Jewel Watches
Truly an c>utstanding value. Imagine, depend-
able 17-jewel watches for men and women
in many exciting styles, some with features
such as unbreakable mainsprings, shock re-
sistant, waterproof', sweep-second hand, and
more for this special Anniversary Sale price.
Reg. $739.00
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Our Opinion
Labor And The Handicapped
The AFL-CIO and its States Federa-
tion paid all travel costs of State winners
of the Annual National High School essay
1 contest sponsored by the President's
. Committee on Employment of the physi-
ytally handicapped.
This was indeed a gesture that de-
serves universal commendation. In this
highly competitive industrial society, the
tendency is to place mechanical perform-
ance above all other considerations. And
of that were the sole measure yard, per-
Thaps modern society could, in due course,
accommodate itself to it.
But there are other exigencies that
are rated almost on equality with per-
formance: race, color, creed and physical
appearance and competence.
Through re-education of the public.
and by dint of persistent drive to trans-
form hitherto unyielding attitude of in-
dustrialists into reasonable hiring poli-
.. cies, much of the former prejudice against
• and resistance to the physcially handi-
capped can be said to have been over-
come.
This program was spelled out in a
recent policy statement by President
Kennedy in which he called on Federal
agencies "to lead the way in the selective
...placement of handicapped persons."
He said using the handicapped in -pro-
- ductive employment "is sound and nec-
essary, both for the contribution hancii-
- capped citizens can make to our national
productivity and for the sense of inde-
pendence and well being which they can
a
Members of the President's Cabinet
and other associate members of the Presi-
dent's Committee also recently urged
hiring of the handicapped. "Nations on
this globe," they said in a joint statement,
"are watching with more than passing
interest America's consideration of her
less fortunate sons and daughters."
We are of the conviction that if the
same moral emphasis were placed behind
the President's Committee on Federal
Contracts, much of the senseless discrimi-
nation against employment of Negroes
would soon disappear.
Since it is, in the main, his physical
appearance that causes him to be re-
jected as a worker, perhaps the Negro
should be included among the physically
handicapped.
This sad situation does not only pre-
vail in the general field of industrial
employment, but even labor unions have
discriminatory clauses in the constitu-
tions and by-laws of a good many locals.
Though there is a non-discrimination
clause in all Federal contracts, many com-
mercial plants and industries ignore it
without apparent danger to their commit-
ments. If this willful abrogation were
made a national issue, purely on moral
grounds, the results might prove more
equitable and humane than they have
been in recent past.
• The West Is Filling Up
'' • The West is filling up. And as trl..u,
• sands of new people pour daily into what
were once the "wide open spaces" of the
frontier a major new public issue has
been created. On the one hand are the
outdoor clubs, the Izaak Walton League.
the Audubon Society, the camping and
mountain-climbing organizations, which
demand immediate measures to preserve
something of what is left of the wilder-
ness between the Rockies and the Pacific
coast.
Opposing tnem are many of the big
lumber and oil companies and individuals
who believe that private exploitation of
the West's resources is as important to its
, ....future as it has been in its past.
' The vast national parks, national for-
• ests and other Federal preserves in the
'• West were set aside for public use long
ago, when the pressure of population was
slight.
Now any proposal to extend them
". arouses opposition on a scale unimagined
, by early conservationists such as Presi-
dent Theodore Roosevelt and Gifford
.,..gni chot.
vt - All of the West is yet debating the Wil-
' orderness Bill, which was proposed two
; years ago to mark out "wilderness areas."
from which private development and ex-
-• ploitation would have been excluded.
And in Oregon this summer, public
• opinion was sharply divided over a gov-
ernment plan to create a 35,000-acre
"Oregon National Seashore," in effect a
new national park, on the shores of the
Pacific Ocean.
In miniature, the issue is the same as
that racks the whole West. Along a Pa-
-. cific "beachhead," several hundred Ore-
.
-s• u w 
gonians are defending tenaciosly hat
DAR K
SHhgaNdk3MMEI
I by NAT D. WILLIAMS  1
THE PUDDIN'S PROOF may not have yet learned to
Negroes in Memphis and all appreciate it). But the suspic-
over the nation have been yak- ion lingers that they won't
king a long loud time about think it so shameful to be de-
tneir rights, reeds, and merits signated as "Negro" . . . once
in the field of education, such funds as the United Fund
Well, the nroof of th rind_ is supported as it should be by
din' . . . the place whsre the Negroes. Maybe if they are
water hits the wheel . a the beneficiaries of such a fund
chance to demonstrate that they they will come up with the
really mean it about educa- ways and means to make be-
lion and echcational opportuni- ing a "Negro" something ot
ty where Neseoes are concern- which to be proud.
ed . . . is presented starting The United Negro Collegethis week. Fund gives every Negro a
It's the annual financial cam_ chance to invest in the respec-
naign to rsise money for the tability of first class citizen-
Lnited Negro College Fund. ship. For one of the first char-
Now, whether or not a guy acteristics of the first class citi-
wants to be referred to as a zen is self-reliance, linked with
Negro, the fact remains that self-support. Those are the back-
there are schools and colleges ground materials for self-re-
exclusively for Negroes. sped. And no amount of de' 
Theseare the schools and mands and protests can take
colleges which provide the lead- the place of them. So, every
ership for the Freedom Fight- self-respecting Negro in town,
ers. Sit-in'ers, and the like, and all his friends, will see
It is at once obvious why the the great spiritual and morale
state-supported institutions of building potentialities behind
higher learning for Negroes support for the United Negro
can't give too much support for College Fund.
the desegregation movement. PROMISE LANDWhat's happening
Tennessee State College young- After all, the Fund is much
sters who got carried away with more important and will pay
the fight for freedom and full much higher dividends than
citizenship is illustrative. They wekly or nightly visits to the
are catching it trying to get dog track. It has been estimat-
back in school and continue ed that Memphis Negroes, alone
their college education scend more than g25,000 a week
OWN DESTINY at that dog track. That's not
But the colleges suporteci by even mentioning what they
the United Negro College Fund spend for liquor and cigarettes
are freer to move in and around... . to mention a couple of non-
And there's a reason for it. essentials. •
they conceive to be their just property
rights.
The National Park Service has been
pressing for public preserves on what its
officials have called America's "vanishing
shore-line." Early last year, after making
a survey of the 1.700 miles of coast from
Mexico north to the Strait of Juan de
Fuca, the service reported that the
natural seashore is already vanishing
rapidly and that vast tidal areas are being
reclaimed and used as refuse dumps.
airports and freeways.
When states sell their tidelands, it is
hard for the public ever to reach the sea.
The report strongly recommended the
preservation, in perpetuity of the coastal
area for the use of the public.
The Secretary of the Interior would
have the authority to acquire, by pur-
chase or condemnation, private property
along the shoreline in various coastal
areas to preserve as national monuments;
one of these would be the Oregon Nation-
al Seashore, the maximum size of which
has been set at 35.000 acres.
The bill was bitterly opposed by com-
mercial interests in and around the north-
ern edge of the projected reservation, and
by the majority owners of the 250 homes
and resort hotels in the area.
The local people feel that it would be
economically harmful for the Federal
government to acquire forest lands in an
area in which payrolls are dependent on
privately owned lumber and woodwork-
ing business.
Finally, they denounce the confisca-
tion of private homes and commercial
establishments for public use as a form
of "creeping socialism," which will de-
stroy much of the taxbase on which the
schools, hospitals and fire and port serv-
ices depend.
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They're more independent. Ne- Th.. challenge
 facing the 1' 
i,nples
 Atomic Dream
groes have greater control of cal contingent of God's chillun
them. And, as long as the Ne- (Negroes) is to prove there is
gro controls some modicum oil willingness to face up to the
his own education, he will have responsibility of taking care of
control of his own destiny, their own. . . Unless they do
Incidentally. it is to be noted that, it will be hard to refute
that much of the leadership of the postition of those detractors
the United College Fund ef- of the race who declare that
fort oomes from products of the Negro is a fourflmher try-
state-supported schools. For in- ing to bluff his way to the
stance. A. C. Williams, co- Promise Land of first class citi-
chairman of the current drive zenship. Well, how-bout that?
in Memphis, is a graduate of _
A. & I. State university of
Nashville. He's serving in the S
area where he can be most ef-
fective in the support of the
race-wide movement to gain
educational improvement.
The United Negro college
aints College
Prexy Attends
preleaindoefpaendco:nptleNne, UNESCO Meetfirozdenisorthinogm colleges to offer scholar-
ships and opportunity to Ne-
gro young men and women of 
The president of Saints Jun-
ior college in Lexington. Miss.,
ability and talent, who other- Dr. Arenia C. Mallory, was
wise would not be able ob-
tain college training. It should 
among the 2,000 persons at-
tending the eighth National
be remembered that in t o o Conference of the U.S. Na-
many of the great white edu- tional Commission for UNES-
cational institutions . . . how- CO in Boston, Mass., Oct. 22-
ever integrated . . . there is a 26. She participated in the
minimum of opportunity for discussion panel on Educational
Negroes to obtain scholarships. Systems in Africa.
Right or wrong, that's the way Jaja Wachuku, Nigerian, Mi-
ll is. So. the United Negro Col- nister of Foreign Affairs, de-
lege Fund effort is the best livered the keynote 
address,
answer found to date to take entitled "The Image of the
care of our own. 
U.S. in Africa" Monday. The
It is interesting to know that 
Honorabalsse 
assistant 
MsencrnetnaryWielf-
at the kick-off meeting for this
hams,
year's campaign here in Mem-
state for African affairs and
phis. almost $2,000 was raised. 
former governor of Michigan.
That's fine. It's also a settee- 
delivered the concluding ad-
dress.
lion on Memphis Negroes it "'The major objectives of the
they don't multiply that initial conference are to broaden
American understanding of thevisummiboytrrsomrue N50Dstimes.
achievements and aspirations
Quite a few kids graduate of Africa's people and to de-
from o u r many local high velop ideas which may be use-
schools. Most of them won't be ful to the U. S. National Com-
able to attend college. Many mission in advising the U. S.
of the best brains among them Government on educational,
will be wasted in idleness anc: scientific and cultural aspects
of American policies with res-frustration. Unless . . . at least
sume of them (those without Pect to Africa.
funds) . . . receive help from A survey conducted by the
such an agency as the United Bulova Watch company shows
College Fund. that 75 per cent of all watches
(The word "Negro- was left sold in America are purchased
out advisedly some of the kids as gifts.
chance do you think your 'sep-arate'.,1500 Hear Integration state would have?".• LEADERSHIP
While the debate drew many
Non-Segregation Debate chuckles, the somber impactof Mr. X's continued referenceto history and his many sharp
••• criticisms of current practicesWASHINGTON, D. C. — the audience as Malcolm X led one faculty observer to
, Howard University's Cramden developed an attack on "so- say, "Howard will never be
s called Negro leaders." He said, Auditorium was filled to ca- the same. I feel a reluctanceThe black man in Americaracily (1500)—with more " to face my class tomorrow."than five hundred (500) will never be equal to the „stu-
white man as long as he at- „ We Muslims," said Mr. Xdents and citizens outside
tempts to force himself into have isolated ourselves fromwanting to get in last week
his house." "The real problem, the white man long enough toto hear a debate between Mal-
he continued, is that the analyze this great hypocrisycolm X of N. Y., National
anemic Negro leader, who and begin to think black, andrepresentative for Elijah Mu-
survives a n d sometimes now we speak black. We care" hammed, Muslim leader, and
thrives off of gifts from white nothing for the white man'sByard Rustin of N. Y., execu-
people, is dependent upon the love' but we do have his 
re-live director of registers
white man whom he gives spect because we demand it.League.
false information about the Ysaomue:students must do the••• . The subject. "separation or
masses of black people."Jtegration" was moderated byDr. James Nabrit, jr. presi-
_Dr. E. Franklin Frazier with Rustin, in replying recsived dent of Howard, said, "this
- Mr. X speaking for separation loud cheers when he said, "you discussion has been a very
-s and Rustin for integration. say America as presently con- thrilling experience becauseBoth speakers spoke elo- stituted is a sinking ship, and Howard is dedie'ated to the
-,squently and were armed with Negroes should abandon this task of ma::ing young people
,n.s mass of historical facts as ship for another called 'Sepa- think. We appreciate the op-
ta -well logic and reason. rstion' or another state. If this portunity to host such lively
• There was a stilled shock in ship sinks what possible croas-currenting."
SO WHAT?
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"Man, I had the awfullest
dream last night," said Sim-
ple.
"What did you dream?" I
asked.
"I drempt that a white wo-
man was running for an atom
bomb shelter in the next war,
and some Negroes right be-
hind her ran over her and
tromped her. The rest of the
white folks turned around to
fight with Negroes, but the
Negroes ran over them and
tromped them, too. When the
atom bomb fell, the shelter
was full of Negroes. Why do
you reckon I drempt that?"
"You were just acting out
your aggressions in dreams,"
I said, "as the psychiatrists
say."
"Doing which?" asked Sim-
ple.
"Getting rid of your hostili-
ties," I said, "working out
your own evil by way of a
dream. Where did this dream
of yours take place, North or
South?"
"You know it must have
been up North," said Simple.
"There wouldn't be no Ne-
groes running over no white
woman—by accident or other-
wise—down South. In fact, the
South would probably have
no air raid or bomb shelters
for Negroes in the next war,
come hell or high water, If
they did it would be a little old
Jim Crow shelter in Uncle
Tom's backyard meant just
for the handkerchief heads.
The Freedom Riders would
have to ride awhile to get in
anywhere out of the fallout."
"Do you mean to tell me
FAR ENOUGH HIS NEXT in
POW—WOW'S GOIN' TO BE HELD STANDING UP!
the white South would be so
inhumane as to build public
bomb shelters with signs up
WHITE ONLY, and none for
Negroes? What kind of people
live in Dixie?"
"You go down there and
see," said Simple. "You North-
ern Negroes do not know what
Richmond or Birmingham is
like. It is a bo-biddling! But
lemme finish telling you about
my dream. When I got down
in that bomb shelter, who
should be down there but Di-
nah Washington singing the
"Wee Small Hours" blues.
Dinah was standing on top of
the air-cooler belting it out,
"In them wee small hours
when the one you love is
gone." And the rest of the
Negroes was standing around
whooping and hollering just
as if they was on Lenox Ave-
nue in the Old Colony Bar and
Grill. Just about that time a
minister stood up and said,
'Ain't you-all got no respect
for death? You should be
kneeling and praying instead
of singing and shouting the
blues!' But nobody heard him,
so he sat down again and
started patting his foot him-
self."
"Where was your wife,
Joyce?" I asked.
"She was completely left
out of that dream," said Sim-
ple.
"Further proof that you are
in need of psychiatry," I said,
"leaving your wife out of the
fold in the cold in a time like
that."
"It were only a dream,"
said Simple. "In real life, I
would have Joyce with me,
bcmb or no bomb. But that
night in my dream she were 
not there. She was dreaming.
her own dreams on the other
side of the bed. Me and Dinah,
was singing the blues and
waiting for the bomb to fall.
By and by it fell—BAM!!! And
I woke up screaming!
My dream had done turned
to a nightmare. I sat bolt up-
right in bed and sweated a
cold sweat. Joyce just turned
over kind of sleepy like and
said, 'Jess, what is the matter
with you, high again? What
time did you come home?'
"I said, 'Oh, baby, don't bo-
ther me with them kind of
questions right now. I have
just been caught in the fall-
out.'
" 'What fall-out?' says Joyce.
"'Out of bed,' I said. 'I
woke up so sudden I mighty
near fell out of bed.'
"'You should fall out," says
Joyce, 'coming in after midi',
night on a week day night anW
You got to go to work in the
morning.'
"'Such unpleasant subjects
as you can bring up,' I said.
But by that time my wife had
turned over in bed again and
gone back to sleep. Me, if I
had had a drink in the house,
I would have got up and got
one to steady my nerves.
"Dreaming about atom
bombs and such is no good.
But I did enjoy Dinah Wash-
ington singing the blues. And
I sure am glad Joyce was right
there beside roe when I woke
up because in the wee small
hours, if the one you love is
gone, you will be all alone by
yourself—which is worse than
the bomb! While there's life,
there ought to be a wife."
Council Of Churches Not For Them, Latest
Speaks To Members Emphasis Holds
By LOUIS CASSELS
The National Council of
Churches was established in
1950 as "an agency through
which Protestant and Ortho-
dox churches in the United
States can express their com-
mon faith in Jesus Christ . . .
and cooperated to focus the
light of that faith on all phases
of American life."
Today the national council
is under fire from religious
and political conservatives.
They charge that in its efforts
to "focus the light" of Chris-
tian faith on public issues, it
has espoused liberal view-
points which are contrary to
the thinking of many U. S.
church members.
Within the past month, two
major denominations which
are charter members of the
council—the Episcopal church
and The Disciples of Christ-s-
have dealt formally at their
national conventions with
resolutions attacking the coun-
cil and demanding a curb on
Its "pronouncements." In both
cases, the resolutions were
overwhelmingly defeated.
Earlier, the American Bap-
tist Convention had debated—
and rejected by a wide margin
—a demand from several of its
local congregations that it
withdraw from the council.
OUESTIONS RAISED
Although the council's sup-
porters have considerably out-
numbered its foes in every test
to date, the repeated airing of
the controversy has raised
setorus questions in the minds
of many church members.
They are _asking what the
council is, how it operates,
0
why it issues pronouncements
on "political" questions, and
what stands it actually has
taken.
Let's examine these ques-
tions in order.
The national council of
churches is essentially an in-
strument for inter-denomina-
tional cooperation. There
seems to be a widespread im-
pression that the council ex-
ercises some kind of control
over its 33 member denomina-
tions, but the actual situation
is just the opposite. The de-
nominations give orders to the
council. They use it as a serv-
ice agency to carry on co-
operative programs in Chris-
tian education, missions, for-
eign relief and other fields.
They also use it as a clearing
house for joint studies and/or
statements on matters of com-
mon concern.
The council has no special
hierarchy of its own. Its poli-
cies are determined, and its
pronouncements are issued, by
a general assembly, which
meets every three years, and
a general hoard, which meets
every four months. Both
bodies are composed of repre-
sentatives named by the mem-
ber denominations. For all
practical purposes, the leader-
ship of the council is identical
with the leadership of the de-
nominations.
STUDIED AT LENGTH
Pronouncements by the
council usually are preceded
by months of committee study
and much backstage negotia-
tion over wording. This proc-
ess sometimes results in wat-
ering down a statement with
vague generalities. But it also
insures the "substantial pre-
ponderance" of agreement
which is necessary, under the
council's rules, for adoption of
any position. It is rare for a
council pronouncement to be
approved by anything less
than a 10 to 1 majority.
What all this means is simp-
ly this: When the national
council of churches takes a
stand on a public issue, it
represents a fairly broad con-
sensus of leaders of 33 major
denominations as to how
Christian principles apply to
the particular problem under
discussion.
It does not mean that the
council speaks for all the AI
million Americans affilia
with its member denomina-
tions. There are wide differ-
ences of opinion on public
issues within every one of the
churches represented in the
council. Religious leaders may
agree with one another about
the moral implications of a
problem (for example, in con-
demning segregation as un-
Christian) without necessarily
reflecting the attitudes held
by all or even most of the
members of their churches.
NOT ALWAYS CLEAR
Critics of the council con-
tend, with som ejustification,
that it not always has been
scrupulously careful about
making this point clear.
The council lately has taken
cognizance ofthis criticism
emphasizing that it speaks t
rather than for, church mem
hers when it seeks to apply
Christian teachings to public
issues.
•
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• Georgian Progresses From $10A Month
Farm Hand To $15,000 A Year Farmer
SYLVANIA, Ga. — From to need and put the extra acres and earn $6 an acre.
10-a-month farm hand to $15,- in soil conserving practices, They also harvest cotton
000-a-year owner is the long the Solomons signed up to for neighbors with their me-
stride James P. Solomon of take 75 acres out of corn. In chanical cotton picker. They
Sylvania, Ga., has made over return, they received certifi- gather about six bales a day
a 23-year period, reports Au- cates from USDA to exchange for a fee of $30 a bale.
gustus Hill, state supervisor for a quantity of corn held in "We have had a lot of help
of agricultural extension work storage by the Commodity all the way," said Solomon.
with Negro farmers. Credit Corporation. "Carr R. Carter, our Farmers
And the major factors in With their corn acreage re- Home county supervisor, and
Solomon's success, says the ex- duced lois year, Solomon and C. D. Camp, our county agent,
tension supervisor, are care- his oldest son, James, have have helped us plan and op-
ful planning, improved farm- more time to harvest corn erate our farm on a sound
ing methods, sound use of with their mechanical picker basis." (Camp has been se-
credit, hard work, and high for neighbors. They can bar- lected as Georgia's Negro
goals. vest from 10 to 12 acres a day county agent of the year.)
"Without a doubt," Hill con-
tinued, "these have helped the
Solomons to become one of
&Georgia's most outstanding
IllIfarm families."
Once penniless sharecrop-
pers who bought their Lrst
mule on credit through the
Farmers Home Administration
of the U. S. Department of
Agriculture, the Solomons now
own a 377-acre mechanized
farm with a mechanical cot-
ton picker, a corn picker, and
nearly $20,000 worth of other
modern equipment, including
three tractors.
And in their improved pas-
tures are 150 high quality
hogs and 30 head of beef cat-
tle. About 160 acres of corn,
peanuts, soybeans, and water-
melons round out the enter-
prises of this family of 12 who
live in an attractive modern
home.
•
"But things were far dif-
ferent when we married in
1938," Solomon recalled. "Then
I couldn't even find a farm to
sharecrop. So I moved in
with my wife's folks and took
a job on a nearby cotton plan-
tation as a $10-a-month day
hand."
The next two years they
sharecropped, and then Farm-
ers Home made him a loan to
plication for a loan to buy a
mule. But bad weather cut
their crop and left them owing
for the mule. Determined to
repay the agency, Mr. Solo-
mon went to Augusta, 60 miles
away, and worked in a pipe
factory to pay the debt.
By cotton-planting time, he
was back in Sylvania ready to
try to make another crop. Im-
pressed by his record, Farm-
ers Home made his a loan to
buy an additional mule, 100
baby chicks, and a milk cow.
The Solomons have been my-
(' ing forward ever since, Hill
111, said.
In 1945 the family started
buying 157 acres through
Farmers Home. Since that
time, they have added 220
more acres and are now rent-
ing an additional 130.
Cotton is the Solomons'
main crop. They get from a
bale to 1 1-2 bales per acre
by having their soil tested and
then applying fertilizer accord-
ing to recommendation. They.
also have their seed tested for
germination. And they have
one of the best sprayers in
the country for killing boll
weevils.
Some years they produce
more than 100 bales of cotton,
nearly 16,000 bushels of corn,
and market more than 300
hogs. Entering the county five-
acre corn contest a few years
ago, they got a yield of 115
bushels per acre to walk off
with the prize.
This year when Secretary
• of Agriculture Orville L. Free-
man asked farmers to adjust.
MECHANICAL COTTON
Picker — James P. Solomon,
left, of Sylvania. Ga., and
one of his sons, James are
discussing the work of their
mechanical cotton picker
with Augustus Hill, state
MORE LIVESTOCK, LESS
Cotton — These five Duroc-
Jersey brood sows symbol-
ise expanded livestock pro-
duction and corn* reduction
of cotton acreage by Negro
farmers in the South. The
GIL _44/e-
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supervisor of Agricultural
extension work with Negro
farmers. The machine har-
vests about six bales of
cotton a day, or as much as
45 hand pickers. — USDA
Photo.
hogs belong to Augustus
Aiken, second from left, of
Madison. Fla., and his son,
Augustus. Jr., second from
right. They make up part of
their swine herd of 90 head.
The Aiken. sell about 160
'049
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MERIEL E. COLLINS, a
1961 graduate of Florida
A&M University, is enrolled
as a full-time student in
the University of Miami
(Fla.) graduate school. She
received her B.S. degree in
history and is pursuing a
COUlbe of study for a mac.
ter's in education. Miss Col-
lins was editor of The '61
Rattler (A&M yearbook).
FAMU staff photo by Hor-
ace Jones, Jr.
VEGETABLE DIET
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
Americans are eating more
vegetables today than their
grandparents did 50 years
ago.
The U.S. Department of
Agriculture's Economic Re-
search Service reports that
vegetable consumption is about
15 per cent greater today than
a half century ago. We now eat
about 260 pounds of fresh and
processed vegetables per per-
son per year.
hogs a year. Observing the
quality porkers ore County
Agent James S. Miller. left:
and District Agent Virgil
L. Elkins. right. — USDA
Photo.
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Dear Mme Chante: Since
the Chicago Defender is a
much read peper, I hope that
a copy bearing this letter
reaches the hands of the
gentleman I seek. I am a lady
34 years old, slender, neat,
light brown complexion, nice
features. Desire a gentleman
past the age of 35, light brown
complexion, tall and neat.
Write giving occupation, re-
ligion and self description. —
Miss Lois Jameson. 657 E. 50th
Pl., Chicago 15, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mine Chante: I would
like very much to , meet a
nice lady between 30 and 40
—one who wants the finer
things in life. I am a widow-
er—have no children. All let-
ters will be answered. — R. E.
Carson, 1632 Senate, Apt. 2,
Indianapolis, Ind.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I have
been a constant reader of the
Chicago Defender for a great
number of years and I think
it is one of the greatest papers
published. I am 39, 5 feet, 10
inches tall, weigh 175 lbs.,
light brown complexion. I like
all sports and music - especial-
ly progressive jazz. Like to
correspond with ladies be-
tween the ages of 30 and 45. I
will answer all letters and ex-
change photos. — Bobby Jour-
dan, P. 0. Box 266, Mt. Vern-
on, Ga.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
single young man interested in
young ladies between 18 and
30. If interested please send
a photo in first letter. I am
REV. KATHERINE K. SHI-
VERS, founder and president
of the newly-organized Uni-
versal Baptist Convention,
Inc., Los Angeles, is crusad-
ing for members. Rev. Shi-
vers said "old traditions and
orthodox ideas have outlived
their usefulness, pressure
and demands from restles-
ness are forcing this to be
5 feet, 4 inches tall, 159 lbs.,
dark blown complexion. —
Charles Brown, 4850 Mancrief
Rf., Jacksonville. Fla.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I would
like your help. I am a very
lonely gentleman from the
South. Would like to meet a
nice Christian lady — one who
is honest and sincere. I am
divorced. Would like for her
to be at least 5 feet, 5 inches
tall, between 30 and 40 years
age. I am 35. Will answer
ill mail.—Leroy Miller, 1632ka
Boulevard Pl., Indianapolis,
• • •
Dear Mine Chante: I would
like to heroine acquainted
with a young lady regardless
of race, color, creed or nation-
al origin. One who would ap-
preciate the companionship
of an older, mature man. I
am 55 but young at heart.
Considered intelligent, broad-
minded, congenial, consider-
ate and understanding. Baptist
faith. Please do not write if
not sincere. Send photo in
first letter. — John Diceson
Brown, 7935 Tioga St., Pitts-
burgh 21, Pa.
Dear Mme. (11.iinte: I would
like to meet a clean, depend-
able gentleman between the
ages of 30 - 50, not over 190
lbs., in good health. Profes-
sional or with good position.
1 would like a beautiful home
and a fine companion who is
interested in marriage. I have
excellent qualifications and
nice appearance, weigh 135
lbs. Please call B. Lester, HU
3-7637 - Chicago.
true." She stated that tak-
ing from humanity and giv-
ing nothing in return cannot
survive. The main project of
the convention is the Angel
City Foundation, a division
of the convention which is
raising funds to purchase a
rest home and eventually a
hospital.
King To Give First Talk
On Florida's West Coast
TAMPA. Fla. — Dr. Martin
Luther King, integration lead-
er, will be principal speaker
.at a meeting sponsored by
the Florida State Conference
of the NAACP at the Ft. Hes-
terly Armory on Nov. 19.
Dr. R. R. Williams, Sr.,
grand master of the union
grand lodge, Prince Hall affili-
ate of the Masonic order, will
serve as honorary chairman.
Mrs. Florence Jones, promi-
nent civic worker in Tampa,
has been appointed general
program chairman.
A record crowd is expected
according to Rev A. Leon
1D G%'4 VOU A BIG KISS AN A 11116.
IHEN 1:1) Put ON tyw) ... 6E4 iN
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Lowry. NAACP official who
said this is Dr. King's first
appearance on the westcoast
of Florida.
"He has spoken before thou-
sands of people in Miami and
Jacksonville, many of whom
had to be turned away," said
Lowry.
Others who will participate
in the program include: J. E.
Lundy, Alice Foster, Leon
Cox, Dr. and Mrs. Ralph Wim-
bish of St. Petersburg; Mrs. H.
S. Saunders, Miss Victoria
Casettes, Rev. John A. Steph-
ens and Rev. Lloyd C. Ilais-
ley.
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A&T Granted $118,000
To Set Up Chemistry Unit
GREENSBORO, N. C —
A St T College has been
awarded a grant of $118,200
by the National Science foun-
dation for the operation of an
academic year institute for
high school chemistry teach-
ers.
The institute, to begin in the
fall quarter next September,
is designed for participation
by experienced chemistry
techers in full time study
while on leave from their
regular teaching duties. It is
one of more than 45 being op-
erated in leading colleges and
universities about the country.
Announcement of approval
of the grant was made by Dr.
Samuel D. Proctor, president
of the college.
Dr. Proctor said the objec-
tives of the new institute are
to: raise the level of science
subject matter understanding
of science teachers who have
not recently completed an ade-
quate science major, but who
would otherwise be good pros-
pects for the M.S. degree in
chemistry; to improve their
understanding of the scientif-
ic method through exposure to
research techniques and to
raise a few of the participants
to the level of science super-
visor.
LIMITED STUDY
Dr. Proctor added that a
majority of the work is to be
concentrated in chemistry
with a limited amount of re-
Thomas Named
111. Consultant
NEW YORK — Appoint-
ment of Julius A. Thomas as
a consultant to the industrial
relations program of the Na-
tional Urban League was an-
nounced by Whitney M.
Young, jr., NUL executive di-
rector.
In this assignment Thomas
will continue to fulfill the
functions and responsibilities
he has headed in this area of
league activities fpr almost 20
years prior to his official re-
tirement last Oct. 1, Young
said. He will spend a con-
siderable portion of his time
in work with the League's
Commerce and Industry Coun-
cil which is the agency's prin-
cipal link with American busi-
ness.
Thomas, a veteran of 37
years of service with the Ur-
ban league movement, has de-
voted almost half of that peri-
od to developing close work-
ing relationships with top
echelon levels of American in-
dustry.
His efforts have resulted in a
now nationwide betterment of
understanding of the equal
opportunity concept in tech-
nological, professional and vo-
cational employment of both
the country's Negro youth and
work -force potentials.
In addition, Thomas has
worked in close concert with
educators, youth incentive
leaders and many others in
helping translate these goals
in terms of workable realities.
The new assignment of
Thomas was effective as of
Nov. 1, Young said.
The National Urban league
is an interracial community
service agency founded in 1910
to further equal opportunity
for Negroes in employment,
education, housing and social
fare,
lated science or mathematics.
He announced that Dr. Ger-
ald A. Edwards, chairman of
the Department of Chemistry
and author of the proposal,
will direct the Institute.
The institute will begin op-
erations on Sept. 10, 1962 and
extend for approximately 10-
months, concluding in June,
1963.
Dr. Edwards, describing op-
portunities under the new
institute, said that 20-superior
applicants will be accepted for
the program, and that credits
earned during the one-year of
study may be applied to the
master of science degree.
Participants will rceeive sti-
pends of $3,000, allowances for
dependents at $450 each, up
to four-persons, and allow-
ances for books and travel.
Inquiries concerning the
new institute should be di-
rected to Pr. G. A. Edwards,
director, A & T College at
Greensboro.
Yes, We
All Talk
HEARING AIDS
For all children who need to
wear hearing aids. I recom-
mend the publication TIM
AND HIS HEARING AID by
Ronnei and Porter, published
by the Volta Bureau. Washing-
ton, D. C.
The material is an introduc-
tion to that seemingly mysteri-
ous device, a hearing aid. It
makes no attempt to tell how
to use a hearing aid, or how to
give auditory training instruc-
tion. Help in these areas may
be obtained from a speech and
hearing teacher, or from a
speech and hearing clinic at
the nearest college or uni-
versity.
The book gives children the
friendly assurance that they
do not face their challenge
alone, but together with many
hard-of-hearing boys and girls
all over the world.
The Zenith Radio Corp.,
Hearing Aid Division, 5801
Dickens, Chicago 39, Illinois,
distributes free these book-
lets:
"Hearing Aids for Deaf
Children" by Wm. G. Hardy;
"Hearing Aid for Preschool
Children" by Sortini.
READERS: For my parlia-
mentary law chart of motions,
send forty cents and a self-ad-
dressed long busineess envel-
ope to Dr. Marcus H. Boul-
ware, Florida A & M. Uni-
versity, Box 310-A, Talla-
hassee, Fla.
Liaison Post
Goes To Dean
NASHVILLE, Tenn.—Atty.
Thomas M. Jenkins, dean of
the Florida A & M University
college of law, has been ap-
pointed chairman of the Li-
aison Between Law Schools
and the National Bar Associa-
tion Committee.
In making the announce-
ment, Atty. Robert E. Lillard,
president of the NBA, said
that the A & M dean had been
named to the Legal Zducatios6.
Constitution Revision. aed
Re lution(
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Try and Stop Me
 By BENNETT CER 
WHEN DOROTHY PARKER first visited Hollywood
" (and the fearless reporters who interviewed her there
never will forget it) she was asked repeatedly, "If you hate
It so out here, why did
you come?" Miss Parker,
never the one to dodge a
question, invariably an-
swered, "I'm here to
make a little money and
get caught up on my
debts. Already I'm up to
t ha Spanish - American
War."
• • •
A Los Angeles middle-
weight boxer was held up
the other night and robbed
of $10. Asked why he aur- 11-10
rendered his wallet with-
out a murmur, he explain-
6d, "Shucks, I don't fight no more for them small purses."
• •
A riddle for the small fry: What's the difference between a
Cat and a frog? Answer: A cat has nine lives but a frog croaks
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Yendor Cultural And Ethical Society's Ball Is Rated Glamorous Success
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MEMBERS OF YE NDOR
Cultural and Ethical Society
of Chicago form letters in
YENDOR with the aid of
Chicago Defender staff artist
Chester Commodore. during
DR. CLAFIENCE 0. R. Rod-
ney, moderator, served as
host at Yendor Cultural and
Ethical Society's ball in the
King Arthur's Ballroom at
S h•r a t o n-Chicago hotel.
Nov. 4. The conforrnity of
the ladies and gentlem.”
their second Restrictive For-
mal Ball in the King Ar-
thur's Ballroom of the Sher-
atonChicago Hole I. Satur-
day evening, Nov. 4. The af-
fair, which was r a t ed a
the pre-requisites of being
attired in one of the four
pastel colors, namely, blue.
green, pink or white floor-
length gowns, while their
worts were arrayed in full
class tails and white ties.
smashing success, began at
10 p.m. and ended at 2 a.m.
Continental d e si g n ers au•
thoritively categorised floor-
length gowns worn by the
lovely ladies at the gala at-
FORMING A CIRCLE at
Yendor Cultural and Ethi-
cal Society ball, held in the
King Arthur Ballroom of the
Sheraton-Chicago hotel re-
fair. Their elegance was dis-
tinctive, the charm and dig-
nity of the ladies were at-
tractive, their reciprocal
complimentary elucidations
cently, were (in foreground):
Mrs. Julia Woodbridge,
Theodore McEwing, Julia
Fairfax, Hayward Fairfax,
elusive limited formal party
was terminated by melodi-
ous baritone singing of
"Home Swee t Home." by
Johnny Hauser and his tine
Rufus Kidd, Mary Crowley
and Ruth Ellis. Dr. Clarence
0. R. Rodne y, moderator,
was host.
orchestra. Forming "Yendor"
in photograph are: in fore-
ground. Mesdames Dorothy
Gibson, A melia Howell.
Pearl Phillips. and Ruth Po-
AMONG SOCIAL SET who
joined Yendor Cultural and
Ethical Society of Chicago
second restrictive formal
ball were (left to right): Mrs.
welt. The men are: Claude
Sims, Dr. Odell Howell and
Joseph Lockett, next in fore-
ground is Mrs. Violet Fran-
cis and Claude Burrough
Margaret Peace, William
Clark, Ines Clark, Edward
Peace, Mable Reynolds, Ce-
cilia Buckholter, Austin
and Mrs. La Verne Knight.
Mrs. Kathlyn Rogers. Rob-
ert Knigh I. Mrs. Dorothy
Campbell. Theodore Ed-
wards and Mrs. L. Nochnn.
Campbell, Marshall Jones.
Lawrence Piggon, William
Little, and Dr. Ruth Fon-
che.
A MEMBER of talented pi- Ballroom of the Sheraton- group gather around lovely ring began with champagne. ny Hauser's orchestra. The tertaining. Concert sing•S
anists appeared at Yendor Chicago hotel, Nov. 4, dur- lady who played piano. This after which dancing got un- exclusive formal party was Theodore Charles StoneCultural and Ethical Socie- ing their second restrictive eventful affair of the eve- derway to the tunes of John. highly educational and en- rendered musical selections.ty's ball in the King Arthur's f or m al ball. Members of
DR. LOUISE SCOTT (cen-
ter), an d participants at
Yendor Cultural and Ethical
Society ball (left to right),
are Barbara Rhymes, Frede-
rick Clark, Roger Procter.
Theodore Charles Stone,
Evander Nochim and Daisy
Webster. The affair was a
grand success. Festivities
took place at Sheraton-Chi-
cago hotel, Nov. 4.
GAY GUESTS AND mem- critic and baritone singer as
bers of Yendor Ethical So- he renders one of his musical
ciety of Chicago, listens at- selections on the piano dur-
tentively to Prof. T. C. Stone
Guest Speakers And Their Topics
Guest speakers and their topics, delivered to the mem-
bers at monthly meetings of the Yendor Cultural and Ethical
Society of Chicago are as follows:
I. PUBLIC RELATION SERVICES
I. Frayser T. Lane,
Urban League
Information and referral specialist of the Chicago
Urban League.
NEW FRONTIER IN CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY
2. Lee Blackwell,
Managing Editor Chicago Defender.
THE NEGRO PRESS IN A CHANGING WORLD.
3. Dr. G. Odell Howell,
Chicago public school teacher,
FREExt*OM AND RESPONSIBILITY.
SCIENCt.
I. Greene R. Whitney, IV.
a research associate in Neuro-Physiology in the
department of Psychiatry at the University of Illi-
nois.
SOME RECENT TRENDS IN MEDICAL RESEARCH.
2. Evander W. Maclin,
director Inhalation Therapy - University of Illi-
nois Research and Educational hospital.
DIAGNOSTIC AND THERAPEUTICS IN MOD-
ERN MEDICAL, SURGICAL AND PSYCHIATRIC
CLINICS
FIELD OF MUSIC.
I. Dr. Ruth Allen Fouche,
Chicago public school teacher,
SOME PHASES OF FOLK MUSIc THAT PEO-
PLE ARE SINGING.
V.
ing Yendor's second restric-
tive formal ball at Sheraton-
Chicago hotel, recently.
FILMS AND TRAVELOGUE.
1, Frances Matlock,
Chicago public school teacher,
King Henri Christophe's picturesque fortress
Cp.-le of Hayti.
2. Christine Johnson.
Chicago public school teacher,
Films end narration of the topic "What is hap-
pening in Africa today"
INSURANCE.
I. Lorenzo Jones.
vice-president and member of the board of
rectors, Chicago Metropolitan Mutual Assurance
THE IMPORTANCE OF INSURANCi ZN RN'
GARD TO THE FAMILY.
JACKSON VISITS
Your Merry-Go-Round re-
porter has hied to Jackson,
Tenn., for the past two week-
end. . . first to visit with my
sister and family, Louise and
Paul Collins, and their Paula
and Pamela.
Accompanying Charles and
Evelyn Iles and their Kathy,
my brother, sister-in-law and
niece, and my pride and joy,
Lynn, we enjoyed a wonder-
ful week-end and attended
the Lane-Fisk football game,
and enjoyed the pleasure of
Paul and the other Lane
coaches in winning the game,
which was also the occasion
of Lane's homecoming.
There were scores of Nash-
villians, Chattanoogans and
Knoxvillians to say nothing
of Memphians, in Jackson for
the game...and we thoroughly
enjoyed every moment of the
casual goings and comings of
friends from far and near —
who all dropped by to rehash
the game and bring tidings
from friends across the land —
as is the usual custom at the
homes of coaches across the
/and.
We spied Manassas' cham-
pionship coach. Johnny John-
son and Rev. Eddie Currie at
the Stadium.
Last weekend the West Te7-
nessee Education Congress
drew hundreds of teachers
from West Tennessee, and a
stellar crowd from Memphis.
Again, the Collins' apartment
was the scene of much activ-
ity, as Sam Helm. Joe Atkins,
Lorene Osborne, Martha Gra-
ham, Ozzie Hodge, Fannie
Taylor, Charles Bodye, Rev.
Currie, Nashville's Dr. Dave
Hamilton, a college classmate
at TSU and scads more, gath-
ered after the morning meet-
ing.
SKC BRIDGE CLUB
'Along the bridge front, the
Flame Club continues to be a
favorite meeting place, and
the red-carpeted eating place
was the scene of the gay party
given by Mrs. L. H. (ANN
REBA) Twigg for SKC
BRIDGE CLUB recently.
Cocktails, steak dinner and
coffee, mingled with convivial
chatter, set the pace for the
rounds of bridge that ended
with prizes of coveted per-
fumes, Arpege, Chanel 5, and
Miss Dior — won by Charles-
teen Miles. Julia Hopkins and
Harriet Davis, and Faberge
soap — a consolation prize
that went to Melba Briscoe.
Other SKC's enjoying the
party were Juanita Arnold,
Marion Pride, Gert Walker,
Alma Booth. Louise Davis,
Minnie Woods and yours
et 04014f an one easy apphcation'
rou can base natural-looking straight
bait the sea easy SILKY R.T.RATti
hay Your hair stays straight for
laionths, won't go back even when
het Easy-to-follow direction. far
trofessional-like moults.
POIS woncx,
l'Oft MINI Reinder Strength $125
pi II s 0.. en • violl
IIIONEV.BACK GUARANTEE
M every package.
LAS FABULOSAS CLUB
Another gay bridge party
held at the Flame was that
of Las Fabulosas Club given
by Mrs. FLOYD (HAZEL)
BASS. Partaking of the cock-
tail hour, dinner and bridge
were members Ruby Jean
Lewis, Laurie Sugarmon, Doris
Ray, Nora Jones, Odiestiene
Herndon, Kathleen Johnson,
Rose Evans and Juanita Lewis,
and the prize winners, Nina
Brayon, Eloise Flowers and
Zernia Peacock.
Hazel's guests were Deeta
Brandon, Vivian Willis, Ann
Willis and guest bridge win-
ners, Cecelia Westley and
Martha Galloway.
DEVOUE BRIDGE CLUB
MRS. J 0 H N (LEODA)
GAMMON was the recent
hostess to the DEVOUE
BRIDGE CLUB and her party
was held at Tony's Inn,00 long
known for its wonderful food.
Chicken was the main course
of the tasty dinner served; and
much fun always is encount-
ered in this club with their
"secret pals" who give won-
derful surprises throughout
each year, and whose identity
is unkown until the end of the
year.
Here Grace Young, Sally
Bartholomew, Elizabeth Si-
mons, Edith Thornton, Victoria
Hancock, Allegra Turner, Ida
Jamison, Ophelia Byas, Iris
Harris, Laura Owens, Leola
Gilliam and Martyna Mc-
Cullough attended, with Dor-
ris Bodden filling in for an
absent member. The high
scores of Liz Simons, Vic
Hancock and Sally Barthol-
omew netted them the fancy
prizes awarded by Leoda.
CHIT CHAT
Last Sunday's lecture at
Brooks Art Gallery, "What
The Artist Thinks" by Dr. Al-
len S. Weller, Dean of the
College of Fine and Applied
Arts, University of Illinois,
including color slides, attract-
ed several of our art
-minded
citizens, and more and more
attention is being focused on
the wonderful activities on
the calendar of the Gallery.
We would like to call to
our readers' attention the Jun-
ior Gallery at the same place,
which currently is featuring
Early American Heritage, in
a display of authentic Ameri-
cana, especially interesting
and culturally beneficial to
children.
Mrs. Rena Perry of 1209
Smith it. has been confined
at E. H. Crump Hospital for
a few days last week. We wish
her a quick return to the sunny
side of health.
We enjoyed chatting with
Mrs. Johnetta Kelso this week.
who has been semi
-confined
with a bout of virus. Notwith-
standing that, however, she
was on hand for Elder Blair
T. Hunt's "This Is Your Life'
program given at B. T. Wash-
ington high school. He has long
been the pastor of Mississippi
Blvd. Christian Church, found-
ed by Mrs. Kelso's late father,
Dr. J. E. Walker, and he is
ever an ardent friend, Confi-
dant and guiding light in her
life.
Pert Jean Latting, daughter
of Atty. and Mrs. A. A. Lat-
ITCHING Torture
Stopped like Magic
Here's blessed relief from tortures nf vaginal
itch, rectal itch, chafing, rash and eczema
with an *mating new scientific formula
called LANACANE. The. feat-acting, grain-
less medicated creme kills harmful bacteriaitems while it roothes raw, irritated and
inflamed skin tissue. Stops scratchina—so
speeds healing. Don't suffer another minute.
bit LANACANE today at all drus it01111.
ALTERNATES second and
third place winners, Mrs.
Helen H. Bowen, left, and
Miss Fannie Carpenter, right,
pose with the winner of the
"Secretary of the Year" Mrs.
Carolyn Champion. Mrs.
Bowen, first alternate, is the
secretary to H. A. Gilliam,
second vice president—agen-
cy director of Universal Life
Insurance company. Miss
MEMPHIS' "Secretary of the
Year." Mrs. Carolyn Cham-
pion, is being crowned by last
year's first alternate Mrs.
Veniece Starks at the "Y
Muisc With Fashions" held
Oct. 29th at Ellis Auditorium.
The charming Mrs. Champion
will reign as the YMCA's
queen and "Secretary of the
tine, a freshman student at
Douglas college, sister school
to Rutgers university at New
Brunswick. New Jersey. was
the guest of Herman A. "Art'
Gilliam — a Yale university
junior, at the Yale — Colgate
football weekend recently.
Mrs. Allie Mae Roberts
planed off to St. Louis last
week-end to attend a reunion
of the Stuart family there.
SEQUINS CLUB
MISS IDA MAE WALKER
SAVE EXTRA NOW!!
BUY MIXED CASES AT REGULAR CASE PRICE!
ALL POPULAR BRANDS
Carpenter is secretary at
Capleville high school. The
three lovely ladies reported
more than half of the total
sum raised for the YMCA's
Musical With Fashions show.
Total amount raised by com-
peting secretaries was $1,722.
Coordinating the contest was
Mrs. Francis M. Hassell, also
of University Lite. Other
contestants includ e: Miss
Year" for 1961-1962. Employ-
ed at E. H. Crump hospital,
Mrs. Champion makes a love-
ly Queen. Mrs. Starks, is em-
ployed at Universial Life In-
surance Company. She took
over the crown when last
Wordie Wcrk. secretary at
A. B. Hill school: Mrs. Mary
Lewis, secretary to Dr. Le-
land Atkins, Miss Arlene
Patton of Atlanta Life In-
surance company; Mrs. Betty
Gillis Round of St. Augustine
school; Miss Carnell Sledge
of Union Protective Life In-
surance company; and Miss
Willa B. Seynour of Tennes-
see State Employment office.
(Photo by Hooks Bros.)
NASHVILLE'S JUGS have
taken a cue from the parent
chapter in Memphis and are
making plans for a Jan con.
cart to be given at Tennes-
see State university on Fri-
day night, Nov. 24, featur-
ing the Andy Goodrich Quin-
Mother's Club Hears
Civil Defense Leader
Civil Defense Director, was
guest speaker for the Lady
Alice Day Care Center Moth-
ers' club when the group met
recently at the home of the
director, Mrs. Jonnie Mae Coo-
per, 1917 Freemont ave.
The speaker told the club
and guests how they should
organize now as family units
to work as civil defense teams,
and how to act when there is
a Conelrad alert.
He said families should call
counsel meetings to make sure
everyone knows how to act
during an emergency. One
should be appointed for first
aid, another for home nurs-
ing and one as fire chief.
Each family, he said, should
have a battery radio, first aid
kit, a shelter area and a sup-
ply of emergency food and
HOME SERVICE DIRECTOR AND HER STAFF I sco
Invite friends over for an evening of fun and fellowship!
For a festive note, serve Holiday Eggnog and party sand-
wiches. Thanks to Carnation Evaporated Milk, this egg-
nog is rich, creamy and delicious. Carnation is fresh,
whole milk with over half the water removed by evapo-
ration. Its double-richness is wonderful not only for
beverages but also for candies, custards, casseroles, sal-
ads ... all kinds of delicious dishes. For more of these
tested recipes, look on the Carnation label.
was the hoste,:, of the SE-
QUINS BRIDGF CLUB last
Saturday night a he Univer-
sal Life Insor -rt. • company's
dining room. Th re. a delec-
table dinner fr atured butter
broiled chicken, mushroom and
pimiento rice, corn pudding,
French beans and almonds,
tossed salad with artichoke
hearts, rolls and coffee. Helen
Shelby and Mary Pruitt were
Ida's guests, and the beautiful
party was the joy of members
Ruth Mims, Rubye Gadison,
Almazine Davis, Gloria How-
ard, Thelma Harris, Helen
Prater. Mildred Williams, Rose
Nell Iles, Grace Collins, Jua-
nita Poston. Margaret B. Mc-
Williams and Jessie McNeely.
Coveted prizes • - all Estee
Lauder toiletries — were the
joy of winners Thelma, Alma-
zine and Juanita.
WITH THE J-U-G'S
THE J-U-G'S were the
guests of their president, Jo-
sephine Bridges, at her lovely
home on Argyle street last
Saturday night, where plans
were mapped for their 1961-
62 campaign for support of
their highly commendable
project for unwed mothers and
fathers.
Enjoying the meeting and
fun after business were mem-
bers Gerri Little, Helen Cooke,
Marie Bradford, Delores Lewis,
Sarah Chandler. Pearl Gor-
don. Hester Miller, Gwen
Nash. and Nedra Smith, who
all miseed member Lockie
Sweet who is convalescing
following the birth of the little
son who joined the Lockie and
Herman Sweet household a
couple of weeks ago.
HOLIDAY EGGNOG
(Makes 234 quarts)
1 teaspoon nutmeg
31/4 cups (2 large cans) undiluted
CARNATION EVAPORATED MILK
Beat eggs until slightly thick
and foamy. Gradually add sugar
and continue beating until mix-
ture thickens and sugar is dis-
solved. Add salt, vanilla and
nutmeg. Beat about one minute
longer. Stir in Carnation and
water. Chill thoroughly in re-
frigerator. Serve icy cold.
CM Printed in 13.8.A. UM
For Foamy EggnoL• Separate
egg yolks from whites. Beat
yolks until thick and lemon col-
ored. Add sugar gradually and
continue as above. Beat egg
whites to soft peaks and fold
into Carnation mixture. Chill.
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REHEARSE NOW
Col. Somers suggested that
families rehearse the action
they would be expected to per-
form if a bomb were to drop
or some other catastrophe oc-
curred.
Following the talk there was
a question and answer period
during which time refresh-
ments were served.
Guests included Mrs. Mary
Bently, Mrs. Lessye Bennett,
Mrs. Rose Bowman and the
hostess's husband, Leno Coo-
per.
The members are Mrs. Pau-
line Jones, president; Mrs.
Josephine Wade, Mrs. Helen
Piner, Mrs. Mae Moon, Mrs.
Alvera Crockett, Mrs. Margue-
rite Pegues, Mrs. Maggie Clay
and Mrs. Catherine Jones.
Porter PTA Set
To Hear Report
Porter PTA expects to meet
at 7:30 p.m.. Thursday, Nov.
16 in the school cafeteria. A
large attendance is urged at
this "important meeting."
Reports of the West Ten-
nessee District meeting at Lane
college, Jackson, Tenn., will
be given by the delegation.
Which include the president,
Mrs. Christine D. Hill, Frank A.
Davis, Mrs. Erma Jones and
Mrs. Lurline Murry.
Mrs. Roberta Young, chair-
man of Homeroom Mothers will
lead a panel discussion entitled
"Role of Parents in the PTA."
Music will be furnished by
the band under the direction of
Harry Winfield,
The PTA is spearheading
the drive of the Band Boosters
to raise funds for additional
band uniforms the drive will
culminate at this time.
The band will also appear in
a benefit recital, Recital, Thurs-
day, Nov. 30 in the gymnasium
tot. Proceeds from the affair
will be used to assist the
city's unwed mothers by
providing them counseling
service, maternity protec-
tion and financial assistance.
The ultimate goal will be a
home for the young women.
Here making plans tor the
concert are Miss Mary M.
Leaven. Children's Service:
supervisors William F. Moy
nihan. executive director u:
Family and Children's Serv-
ice; Mrs. Johnny* Goodrich,
president of Nashville JUGs
Inc.: and Mrs. Dorothy B.
Baughn, vice president.
NO LIMIT ON PURCHASE
OFFER GOOD 'TIL
THURSDAY NOV 23
COUPON
BRING THIS WITH YOU
William J. Williams
Co., Inc.
1142 College St.
At E. McLemor•
WH 6-4442
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM S.
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
May I Grant Your "Wish"
For A More Charming You?
CHARM, INC., A new and
exciting Charm and Model-
ing school is designed for
making a new "YOU".
Charm, Inc. is dedicated to
meet the needs of teen-
agers, college and career
girls, business and profes-
sional women, and home-
makers.
Your ambitions and personal
plans suddenly and wonderfully,
beginto materialize. A full date
book, new or better jobs, a more
interesting social life, greater
admiration of friends and assoc-
tes will all be yours.
Whatever your dreams, a CHARM,
comeelnc, tcrouuer.s• can help to make It
Pion to enroll tecloy: Coll BR 6.2i24 or WrItia
CHARM, INC.
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AkaKSCP
EDUCATION WEEK
Nationally, education was the
center of attraction during the
past week and we in Jackson
didn't fall behind. Open house
was held at all schools an public
night programs were held at
South Jackson Elementary and
Lincoln Elementary schools on
Wednesday and day programs
were held at Merry high and
Washington-Douglas.
The programs at the elemen-
tary schools featured talent of
the student body, while at Mer-
ry high the principal speaker
on Monday morning was Rev.
A. L. Campbell, pastor of Ber-
ean Baptist church.
All programs were centered
around education, keyed to the
theme, "Your Schools: Time for
a Progress Report."
WTEC MEET
Last week was also the meet-
ing of the West Tennessee Edu-
cational Congress which con-
vened in its fifty-ninth session,
November 9-10 at Lane college.
The central theme of the Con-
gress which wit take three-
years for development is "A
Program of Excellence in In-
struction for the sixties."
This year the emphasis is
placed on "The Relation of
Guidance to the Instructional
Program in a Space Age."
Departmental meetings were
held in relationship to the
theme. The opening address for
the first general session on
Thursday night was given by
Blair T. Hunt, retired Memphis
princioal and member of the
Shelby County Board of Educa-
tion.
. Presiding over this meeting
was C. L. Wells, vice-president
of WTEC.
Williams of Memphis; Mr and
Mrs. John Culberson, Atwood,
Tenn; Mrs. Marjorie I. Vlen
and daughter Lynne; Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Iles and daughter
Cathy of Memphis, Tenn.
Mrs. Ulen and the Iles were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Collins and family who we are
certain to make Lanites even
though they aren't alumni.
Collins is assistant football
coach and head basketball
coach. There were many others
I'm sure I missed as it was hard
to get around with so many
callers myself, but I must say it
was fun.
CANE VICTORY BALL
There were many young
adults in town for the game
also. Among those I was able to
speak to were Kay Frances
Perine, Shirley Green and An-
nie Springfield of Tennessee
State; Ross Bruce Cheairs, Lo-
retta Jean Kirkendoll, and
Florence Bond of Fisk univer-
sity. We were sorry the Fiskites
came to see their team get
beat, but had they not lost it
would have been a sad home-
coming for Lane. Accompany-
ing Miss Bond were her parents,
Prof. and Mrs. Roy Bond of
Brownsville.
Completing the court to reign
over homecoming activities
were Miss Wanda Jean Brent,
"Miss Lane College," Miss Lin-
da Kay Shipp, "Miss Pre
-Alum-
ni," Miss Joyce Todd, "Miss Per-
sonality," Miss Nancy Grimes,
"Miss Dragonette," and attend-
ants Misses Henrietta Martin,
Mary F. Wiiiiams, and Gwen-
dolyn Dillard.
The Victory Ball closed the
activities on Saturday night in
Lane College Health Building.
Speaker for the second gen-
Brooks, principal of Burt high
eral session was George W. AIDS 
O
_
school in Clarksville and execu-
tive secretary of the Tennessee
He was presented by A. I. To Show WorksEducation Congress.
Robinson, president of W. T.
E. C.
Music for the first session
was furnished by the Lane Col-
lege choir while Central High
School of Paris, furnished the
music for the second session.
The meetings were said to be
very profitable.
LANE HOMECOMING
Echoes from Lane college
homecoming are still coming in.
Among the many personalities
from out of the city who came
for the big event were Robert
Rivers, Sandford Holder, and
Mrs. Edmond Regan of Chicago,
Mr. and Mrs. Willim "Billy"
Lovette and Lawrence "Babe"
McKinney of New York; Mr.
and Mrs. Riley Bandy and two
eons of Detroit; Harry J. Jones
of St. Louis; Mr and Mrs. J. D.
Tennessee Social
Club Holds Meets
Members of the Tennessee
Social club held their regular
tneeting in the home of Mrs.
Mary Buford, 407-B Foote park
last week.
After a song, prayer and de-
votion, the meeting was turn-
ed over to the president, Mrs.
glikElizabeth Bailey.
The club met earlier in the
home of the reporter, Mrs.
Sammie Lee Carter at 380-D
'Driver at.
Mrs. Mary Buford is secret-
ary of the organization.
Mainz, Germany, the cradle
of modern printing, in 1962
will celebrate the 2,000th an-
niversary of its founding.
'Don't suffer needlessly. Get Weedy ea-
..1101 from Throbbing mei of tOOthaelea
welt fast acting ORA-KI.
tom In sItc Oath GU•rafetied
er ssoney back. All drug stores
Of Art Teacher
The "AIDS," a civic-social or-
ganization of Tipton county will
present the art works of Mil-
lard Epps in an exhibit, Sun-
day, Nov. 19, at Price's Ter-
race in Covington, Tenn., from
12 noon to 4 p.m.
Epps. art instructor at the
George R. Ellis high school in
Tipton county, is a graduate of
Frazier high school in Coving-
ton, a n d A. & T. college,
Greensboro, N. C.
A member of Canaan Baptist
church, he resides in Coving-
ton with his wife, Mrs. Char-
lene Nelson Epps, and two
daughters, •a'ynette and Char-
lene.
The AIDS. during its two
year existence has provided so-
cial activities for teen-agers in
communities ef Tipton county,
aided several needy families,
contributed to civic projects.
presented and participated in
an Easter Pageant, along with
others, at Collins Chapel CME
church and provided two, $50
scholarships for Dorothy Ann
Dyson of Gailor high school
and Calvin Foster of Frazier
high school.
Foster was unable to use the
scholarship and it was awarded
to Lawrence Vernon, Winston
of Frazier. Both students are
at Tuskegee Institute in Ala-
bama.
Members of the AIDS are
Miss Ina Taylor, president, Mrs.
Omar Pearl Donaldson, Mrs.
Hattye Yarbrough, Mrs. Jen-
nie Gibson, Mrs. Ruby Heaston,
Mrs. Margaret Collier, Mrs.
Ida Palmer, Mrs. Thelma Moore,
Miss Fannie Epps and Mrs.
Priscilla Cochran.
Associates member are Mrs.
Bernice Manggum of St. Louis,
Mo., and Mrs. Inn Collier of
New York. N. Y.
SALES LADY WANTED
You Can Make $50 between Now and Dee. 5th
Dy Taking Orders For
EBONY CLASSIC CHRISTMAS CARDS
E,,,iusive For Negro's In Your Neighborhood
Reply In Own flondwriting Only Ti"
PAUL P. BENJAMIN
1759 Eastmor•lond Memphis 4, Tenn.
EBBS
Giltiey's Distilled London Dry Go. 90 Prod. 100% Greta Neutral Spirits. W. A.
i Abb. gilobrilesramibui 1111•AMoest
THE QUEEN. Mrs. Veniece
Starks, and her court, left:
right Miss Elms Tunstall,
"Miss Northeastern." Miss
By CARLOTTA WATSON
MUSING: In all this world,
we having troubles because of
general conditions; individual
troubles, such as reverses in
business or family difficulties.
We realize that any of these
troubles leave people. with a
sense of defeat. But never for-
get God is our refuge a n d
strength and a very present
help in trouble.
Dear Carlotta:
One of my best friends is
trying to take my boy friend
away from ME. Should I like
tie other boys that like me
or should I continue to like
Memphians Attend
Kick-Off Meeting
At Meharry College
A number of Memphis physi-
cians and dentists attended a
kick-off campaign dinner on
the camnus of Meharry Medical
college in Nashville last week.
The campaignors expects to
raise $20 million "needed to fi-
nance higher operational costs
and to construct new facilities."
The Memphis delegation was
headed by Dr. James Byes, a
member of the campaign's
steering committee. Other Mern-
phians included Drs. T. W.
Northcross, W. 0. Speight, L. L.
Adkins, Fred A. Rivers, Clara
A. Brawner and Mrs. Andrew-
netta Jones.
President of the col.ege. Dr.
Harold D. West asserted: "If
Meharry is to keep pace with
advancements in medical
knowledge and provide care for
the ever increasing population,"
we must raise most of the in-
creasing cost from the alumni."
Alumni Secretary. Walter H.
Boyd, presented a detailed plan
for t h e current development
program.
, TFEN DER
Ernestine Wrigh t, "Miss
California:" and Mrs. Marene
Stamps, "M i s s Southern."
•
tnis boy and see tie. results'?
Trouble
Dear Trouble:
Do both. Like eveiybody. I
feel that you are a little young
to think you own somebody
else. . . . that one boy is your
exclusive property. Let your
girl friend have him, and get
you another boy friend.
Dear Carlotta;
My girl, who is 17 wants to
get married. I don't seem to be
able to pursuade her that she
shoud not only finish school,
but she should try for a ca-
reer. The man she wants to
marry only makes 50 dollars a
week. What can I do?
Mother: I certainly would
continue to pursuade her to
finish school. However, it is
no harm to marry. Of course, I
can see your point. I know she
will not be able to live as you
think she deserves on $50 a
week. However, she may be
happy. If you can't get her to
finish school. Let her marry,
she must learn to take the hit-
ters with the sweets. And once
she learns this the "bard" way.
she will never forget.
'HERE'S A REAL BUY
IN FLOOR COVERING
Just What You Have Been
Waiting For
NO DOWN PAYMENT
EASY BANK NOTES
Featuring Armstrong's
Llaolcums
Mt
HARRISON'SFLOORCOVERING
''Neighborhood Store''
2123 Fla. St 6-1220
SMOOTH RHYTHM!
INCREASE POWER!
Motor Overhaul
Your rer mill run -like new" •Inio
with smooth power . . . greeter
mllesee . and gI,C you thst
proud feeling of knowing your far
has rereised tho bei.t trestnii•nl
possihle. I , \1'R
TERMS ARRANGED . . $25.00 down and the
balance over many months.
UNDO
cEzchevrollet
1020 Union
BR 4-740o
Where Service hi a Sclerfee—Not a sidelinis
(Miss Velma Bogar0. Mis
Midwestern" had to leave
before this picture Was taken.
Shoe Council Holds
Annual Program
The North East Memphis
Shoe Council held its annual
program at Macedon' Baptist
church last week. Guest speak-
er was Miss Aline Roberson
Music was supplied by the
Hyde Park School's Glee club
under direction of Mrs. A
Mims.
The club furnishes shoes
fiir needy children who attend
Hyde Park school and Shannon
School.
Also appearing on the pro-
gram were Mrs. Lucille Jack-
son, Mrs. Ella Ross, vice presi-
dent of the club. Mrs. A.
Campbell, Mrs. Hazel Brown,
mistress of ceremony and the
president, Mrs. James Boswell.
BELL CHIME
"MISS UNIVERSAL Life
Insurance Company of 1961
1962.- Mrs. Veniece Starks.
receives crown from the re
tiring queen, Miss Mildred
Jones. Mrs. Star k s w a
crowned at a brilliant coro-
nation ball for Universal
Life personnel and guests
on Nov. 4th.
Though Houston, Tex., is 31
miles from the Gulf of Mexico,
it ranks as one of the nation's
busiest ports. A channel links
the city to the sea.
A gift from Phoneland the whole
family will enjoy. Centrally
located, the Bell Chime answers
all your phones with gentle,
gracious melodic notes. Or when
you like, it can be set for the
familiar ring or a loud bell. In
your choice of gold or ivory.
Foods Taste
BETTER
with...
EXTENSION PHONES
Add pleasure, convenience and
comfort for your family where-
ever you work, sleep and play
with extension phones. Phone-
land offers a variety of colors
and styles — the familiar wall
and table models or the lovely
Princess, with light-up dial. '
Why not bring the magic of Phone/nod to your home? To hod
oaf more about these and other modern sereires. just risit
or call the Business Office or ask your telephone serviceman.
Mr& Veniece Starks, is the
newly crowned "Miss Univ;r-
sal" of 1961-1962. Receiving her
crown from the retiring Queen,
Miss Mildred Jones. She began
her reign, Nov. 4th amidst a
brilliant coronation setting and
festive activities.
Mrs. Starks was "Miss Tex-
as" in the Founders' Month
Contest which put the four geo-
graphical areas in competition
for industrial and ordinary in-
crease during September. Rep-
resenting the Home Office Au-
diting department. Mrs. Starks
selection as "Miss Univenal"
was the second vict icy for the
auditing department and Tex-
as. They won in 1959.
Mrs. Starks joined the home
office personnel in March, 1959.
She is a Mississippian by birth,
but, moved with her family to
Cleveland. Ohio at an early age.
She attended the public schools
of Cleveland and Chicago, and
Henderson Business college of
Memphis.
Royally is now new to Ven-
iece. She reigned as Queen of •
the Memphis Cotton Makers
Jubilee in 1958. She was Run-
ner-up in the 1957 "Miss 1070"
contest and First Alternate in
the 1960 "Secretary cf the Year"
contest.
Home office personnel, their
g 1(tit S and assistant agency
lectors - ending a 4-day confer-
ence at the home office—at-
tancle..1 the Coronation Bail.
Runner-tip to the crown is
"Miss California." Miss Ernes-
tine Wright. who was sponsor-
ed by the Ordinary, Secretar-
ial. Prading and Filling De-
p;,rtinonts.
HOME INTERPHONE
Now you can talk from room to
room, wake the family and call
them to breakfast—answer the
door, by telephone. New Home
Interphone also lets you relay
outside calls and check on a
sleeping baby. Saves time and
steps, helps keep voices down.
Southern Bell
• ' ••"••• T •• • •• • • • FF04 • ' arerlits DEFENDER
•
SATIT
Other Peoples
BUSINESS _
By A. L. FOSTER
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
COSMOPOLITAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
(Formerly Chicago Negro Chamber of Commerce)
PATH Associates are mak- Lee Gordon once a fireman,
ing progress in the assembling
of material for the Cosmopoli-
tan Chamber of Commerce's
proposed publication, the sec-
ond edition of "Chicago —
City of Opportunity and
Progress" published about
three years ago.
Last week we quoted a
statement by James E. Ruth-
erford, president of the Chi-
cago Association of Commerce
and Industry. Today we quote
from letters from three other
distinguished businessmen,
James C. Worthy, Robert B.
Johnson and Fairfax M. Cone.
Worthy, known chiefly as
president of the Republican
Citizens League of Illinois,
was formerly a vice president
of Sears Roebuck as Co. He
was also once an assistant
secretary of commerce in the
early part of President Eisen-
hower's administration. He is
vice-president and chairman
of the Health, Education and
Welfare Division of the As-
sociation of Commerce.
CONGRATULATIONS
Wrote Worthy: "Congratu-
lations on your proposed
splendid publication, 'Chicago
— City of Opportunity and
Prosperity.' Chicago is becom-
ing a city of ever-widening
opportunities for all of its
citizens, regardless of race,
creed or color. The progress
already accomplished gives us
added incentive to continue to
move forward. In this, the
Cosmopolitan Chamber of
Commerce is providing real
leadership." Worthy is a
Chamber member.
Robert B. Johnson is man-
aging director of the State
Street Council. In a letter to
Bob Winbush of PATH,
Johnson says: "I was very
impressed by your presenta-
tion of your new book "Chi-
cago, City of Opportunity and
Prosperity." The information
you are deriving from the re-
search activity in preparing
this book should be most val-
uable. Best of luck!"
Fairfax M. Cone, of Foote
Cone and Belding, one of
America's most outstanding
advertising firms is constantly
in the public eye because of
his active participation in civic
affairs. Last year, he sparked
the annual campaign of the
Community Fund to grand
success.
RECOMMENDS BOOK
Cone wrote to Winbush: "I
was delighted to see the
progress you have made with
the upcoming edition of Chi-
cago—City of Opportunity and
Prosperity for the Cosmopoli-
tan Chamber of Commerce.
This promises to be a useful
publication and I shall reco-
mend its use wholeheartedly
to a number of people."
Readers of this column who
are interested in further cul-
tivating the Negro market and
also want to encourage the
hopes, ambitions and inspira-
tions of Negroes should give
PATH Associates complete
cooperation.
The Cosmopolitan Chamber
dispatched a letter to Supt. of
Police Wilson expressing to
Sergeant Joseph Burns its
members' deep sympathy and
best wishes for his speedy
recovery.. You will recall that
Sergeant Burns attempted to
question members of a gang
and was brutally attacked and
beaten.
STRICTER LAWS
Laws dealing with attackers
upon the police should be
more stringent. Police are in a
hazardous occupation and are
expected to be prepared when
unexpectedly confronted with
a dangerous situation which
may result in injury or even
death. However, when vicious
gangs attack our police and
are apprehended, they should
be made to know that they
will be sumarily dealt with.
Such gangs must be discourag-
ed from making such attacks.
James C. Worthy showed an
independent spirit when he dis-
agreed with Republican Sen-
ators in their opposition to the
appointment of Earl B. Dick-
erson as a member of the Illi-
nois F. E. P. Commission.
Worthy is president of the Illi-
nois Republican C itizens
League. He supported Dick-
erson's appointment despite
the smear campaign by fellow
Republicans and the Illinois
Manufacturers Association
which had previously fought
passage of any type of FEP
legislation.
CAPTAIN RETIRES
I am sorry to see Police Cap-
tain Albert W. Anderson re-
tire although after 39 years of
polke service he undoubtedly
deserses sustained rest.
The captain gave full co-
operation to the efforts of the
Cosmopolitan Chamber in its
fight for rigid law enforce-
ment.
I am also sorry to hear of the
death of my old friend Earl
once a policeman and in re-
cent years in the public rela-
tions filed with Hawthorne-
Mellody Dairy Co. We extend
sympathy to his wife and
other relatives.
Police Superintendent Wil-
son continues to improve po-
lice service and deserves con-
tinued praise. The new police-
call setup which goes into ef-
fect Nov. 25 at a cost of $2,000,-
000 will give Chicagoans "the
fastest and most efficient po-
lice service in the world."
Wilson has also appointed Mel
Mawrence as director of pub-
lic information. Incidentally,
according to Wilson no police
station is scheduled to be
erected on Calumet between
47th and 48th sts.
NEW MEMBERS
Interesting new Cosmopoli-
tan Chamber of Commerce
members are accepting definte
assignments according to Lew-
is A. H. Caldwell, president.
Here are a few profiles. Rich-
ard Johnson, a veteran artist
photographer and motion pic-
ture operator, was born in
Louisville, Ky., and for several
years as supervisor of the
photographic department of
the National Youth Adminis-
tration for Kentucky he made
orientation and documental
films throughout the state.
During World War II he was
supervisor of the Photogra-
phic and Motion Picture De-
partment of the Chicago U. S.
Quartermaster Depot and in
this capacity he made motion
pictures throughout America.
He won recognition for an out-
standing information color film
itled "Corn Is Ripe."
Johnson was a staff pho-
ographer for the Louisville
Defender and at one time di-
rected the display department
for the Woolworth Sc & 10c
store in the State of Wash-
ngton.
NEW PROPRIETOR
Johnson has done a number
of motion picture films in-
cluding "The Roomer," a 90-
minute production in color and
many commercials for Mat-
hew, Caldwell and Ballard
Advertising Agency, Burts
Clothing store, Al Abrams,
etc.
He says his ambition is "to
organize a motion picture work
shop for people of all ages and
walks of life.
Ruthie Wallace who owns
Ruthie's Grill at 5513 State,
was an employee in the same
restaurant when it was put up
for sale and she purchased it.
She has no regrets because she
has made it a success. Born in
Brownsville, Tenn., she has
been in the restaurant busi-
ness since 1956.
MECHANIC JOINS
Eddie Castle is an expert
auto mechanic with his shop
at 7721 S. State. He came to
Chicago from New Orleans
sk here he got his baptism in
auto mechanics 24 years ago.
He has lived in Chicago 22
years. His wife is Leola Castle.
They have 3 daughters and a
L. C. Wesley, funeral direc-
son.
or at 5842 State, was born in
Memphis, and has been in
Chicago for about 13 years.
He took embalming and fu-
neral directing at Worsham
College of Mortuary Science
and has been operating his
own funeral parlor for 10
years. His wife Icella was also
born in Memphis. They have
tun boys and two girls.
Wesley was a deacon for a
full period at Mt. Zion M. B.
church and James, jr. plans
to follow in his father's foot-
steps and is studying at Wor-
sham.
The M & M Real Estate firm
started out as the Margaret
Management company. It was
named for Margaret Scott,
wife of John Scott who with
his wife's help has developed
a successful real estate busi-
ness. Scott was born in Bir-
mingham, Ala., attended Lin-
coln University in Pennsyl-
vania where he got his degree
in 1947. During the war he
served in Italy and North
Africa.
ALPHA JOINS GROUP
Scott is an active member
of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity
and of Park Manor Congrega-
tional church where he was a
trustee. He is currently, presi-
dent of the Chicago Chapter of
the National Lincoln Alumni
Association. Interestingly,
Scott attended the Atlanta
School of Social Work and his
first job in Chicago was with
the Chicago Welfrae organiza-
tion as a case worker.
One of the most interesting
new members is Atty. De-
Frantz Ransom Williams. He
gets his name • hansom" from
his uncle the distinguished
Bishop Reverend Ransom of
the AME church. In addition
to practicing law, Williams
holds a real estate broker's
license. He served as vice con-
GULF OIL REPRESENTA •
TIVES were escorted on a
campus tour of Philender
Smith Collcge, Little Rock.
Ark., by President Roosevelt
D. Crockett (left) following
presentation of a $1,000 un-
STANLEY R. CLAGUE has
been named as vice-presi-
dent and treasurer of the
Sidney Wanzer k sons
Dairy. Chicago's oldest indi-
vidual family owned and
managed dairy. Claque is
past president of the Chi-
cago Rotaty club, and of the
Chicago Business Papers As-
sociation, as well as a Di-
rector of the Audit Bureau
of Circulation for 10 years.
He is also an alumnus of the
University of Wisconsin. He
resides with his wife Lu-
cille and two children at
300 Woodland rd., Highland
Park.
restricted grant to the insti-
tution's department of edu-
cation. With Dr. Crockett
are, left to right, J. A. Grit.
fey, Gulf sales manager in
Little Rock; Prof. Crawford
J. Mims, head of the educe-
lion division: and Daniel G.
Kean of Gulf's public rela-
tions department. Pitts-
burgh. In the background is
the college's new library
and fine arts center, to be
ready for us* this month.
Westerfield Advanced To
New Post In Treasury
WASHINGTON, D. C. —
Treasury Secretary Douglas
Dillon has named Dr. Samuel
Z. Westerfield, jr. to the post
of senior adviser to the direc-
tor of the Treasury Depart-
ment's Office of International
Ficance.
Dr. Westerfield is a former
Dean of the School of Busi-
ness Administration at Atlanta
University, Atlanta. He joined
the Treasury last June as as-
sociate director of the Debt
Analysis Staff.
Secretary Dillon, in an-
nouncing Dr. Westerfield's
advancement to the new post,
said it will allow him "to de-
vote his full talents to foreign
economic policies."
"Dr. Westerfields' economic
background will be extremely
valuable to the Office of In-
ternational Finance, where he
will play an important role in
helping to develop policies
vital to the free world," said
Secretary Dillon.
Dr. Westerfield received his
A.B. degree Magna Cum
Laude from Howard Universi-
ty in 1939. He received his
Master's and Ph.D degrees
from Harvard University.
Dr. Westerfield has been an
instructor of economics at
Howard University, and a pro-
fessor of economics at West
Virginia State College, Lincoln
University, and Atlanta Uni-
versity, as well as guest lec-
turer at University College,
Addis Ababa, Ethopia, and
University College lbadan, Ni-
geria.
Born in Chicago, Dr. West-
erfield received his early edu-
cation in Washington, D. C.,
where he graduated from
Dunbar High school. He was
the recipient of an Anson
Phelps Stokes Scholarship and
of fellowships from the Ros-
enwald Foundation and the
Social Science Research Coun-
cil in the years from 1940 to
1944. .
Dr. Westerfield is married
to the former Helen Bryant.
They have two children, Sam-
uel III, 14, and Sheila Helene, 9.
ITAS IN THE BAHAMAS—
Attending a banquet given
by the Bahamas Develop-
ment Board for visiting
members of t h e Inter-
American Travel Agents
Society at the British Colon-
ial Hotel in Nassau, Baha-
mas are from left: Charles
North, North Travel Bureau,
Miami, Fla., and treasurer of
ITAS; Cyril Richardson,
member of the Bahamas De-
velopment Board: V. E.
Chenea, general sales man-
ager of the Development
Travel Experts
Tour
Bahamas
WASHINGTON — The In-
tcr-American Travel Agents
Society recently concluded its
three-day convention held in
fun-packed Nassau, The Ba-
hamas.
It was the society's third
annual convention.
The group of travel experts
was entertained by the Ba-
hamas Development Board
and the Nassau Hotel associ-
ation and was assisted in its
orientation tours and visits by
the Bahamas Taxi union.
Travel and tourist agencies
on New Providence. the island
on which Nassau is located, al-
so participated.
Board; Basil McKinney,
member of the Bahamas
Development Board Advis-
ory Committee, and Hilton
_
G. Hill, president of Inter-
national Vacation Service,
New York and vice-presi-
dent of ITAS.
THOMPSON
MEDICAL SUPPLY
sul of the Republic of Liberia
for about 15 years. Born in
Topeka, Kan., he secured an
undergraduate dgeree at the
University of Kansas and then
returned to Topeka for his law
degree at Washburn College.
Williams is a member of
Kappa Alpha Pm, and the
Druids.
Equally interesting is his
wife Jean a teacher at Ray-
mond elementary school, who
studied two summers recently
at the University of Mexico.
4723 S. STATE >STREET
30 YEARS OF COUPTCOUS, EFFICICN
PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
Largest Prescription Stock On South Side
Surgical Dressings. PhysiciansSupplies
WE DELIVER
CALL KE 6-6210-11
RAYMOND L THOMPSON, R.Ph. G
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Direct Home Loans To Be Cut
In Half In Drive To Reduce Deficit
By EDWARD COWAN
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
As part of its drive to hold
down spending and the federal
budget deficit, the Kennedy
administration is chopping di-
rect home loans to veterans by
50 per cent.
Under the 1961 Veterans
Housing Act the Veterans Ad-
ministration can make about
$500 million worth of loans in
fiscal 1962 — the government
accounting year which began
last July 1 and will end next
June 30. Last summer the VA
planned to use all %500 million.
Present plans are to lend
about $250 million. This will
be enough for loans to about
24,000 veterans. In July, Aug-
ust and September the agency
made about 5,000 of these
loans.
Use of all $500 million would
permit well over 40,000 loans,
according to VA estimates.
Officially, the slash in di-
rect lending was decided on
by VA administrator John S.
Gleason. But it is known that
Gleason acted at the behest of
the White House, which has
pressured all agencies to cut
non
-defense spending in order
to hold down the deficit in the
federal budget.
MAY GO HIGHER
The deficit is estimated by
the budget bureau at $8.9 bil-
lion. Prospcets are that it will
go much higher—perhaps as
I
NEW YORK GOVERNOR
Nelson A. Rockefeller chats
with Chief S. L. Akintola,
Premier of Western Nigeria,
and his wife at Rockefeller's
New York office. Premier
Akintola talked with a
number of financiers and
industrialists during h I
five-day visit to the city.
Va officials, who are em-
barrassed by the cutback in
view ofthe backlog of veterans
who want loans, argue that
there is at least one mitigating
circumstance. They point out
that loosening of mortgage
money since last winter has
made it easier for veterans
to get private loans which are
guaranteed by the VA.
Guaranteed loans cost the
veteran 5 1-4 per cent (plus
any forbidden—and therefore
hidden—discount he may have
to pay), the same interest
rate the VA charges on its
direct loans.
The agency expects to
guaranteed 180,000 private
loans in fiscal 1962—about 55,-
000 more than in 1960. Chief
influence on the volume of
guaranteed loans is the will-
ingness of lenders to make
them. When lenders can get
much higher interest rate on
conventional loans they are
less willing to lend on GI
morteages.
The VA plans to limit the
amount of money it lends by
controlling the number of loan
applications it mails to vet-
erans. This device avoids the
problem of disapproving or
stalling on applications which
meet VA loan standards. How-
ever, Congress may object and
pressure the White House to
loosen the purse strings.
BACKLOG OF 14.000
As of mid-October the VA
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Tormenting Rectal Itch
Stopped In Minutes
Science Finds New Healing Substance That
Promptly Stops Itching and Pain of Piles
New York, N. Y. (Special) —
One of the most common afflic-
tions is a condition known as
"itching piles." It is most
embarrassing for the victim
during the day and especially
aggravating at night
No matter what you've used
without results — here's good
news. For the first time, science
has found a new healing sub-
stance with the astonishing
ability to promptly stop the
burning itch and pain. It actu-
ally shrinks hemorrhoids —
without surgery. Medical sci-
ence has proved this substance
produces a remarkably effec-
tive rate of healing. Its germ-
killing properties also help pre-
vent infection.
In one hemorrhoid ease after
mother "very striking improve-
merit" was reported and veri-
fied by a doctor's observations.
This improvement was main-
tained in cases where a doctor's
observations were continued
over a period of months! Among
these sufferers were a wide
variety of hemorrhoid condi-
tions, some of 10 to 20 years'
duration.
The secret is this new healing
substance (Bio-Dyner) — dis-
covery of a world-famous
research institution. This sub-
stance is now obtainable in oint-
ment or suppository form known
as Preparation 110. Ask for
Preparation H Suppositories
(convenient to carry if away
from home) or Preparation H
Ointment with special applica-
tor. Available at all drug
counters.
Wind-O-Gate
BURGLAR
GUARD
GUARANTEED
SOLID STEEL
* * * * *
PROTECTION
AGAINST BURGLARS
s
Fits Any Window or Door
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low Priced and Attractive Gates In Stock
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KE 3-4146
had a backlog of 14,000 vet-
erans waiting to receive loan
applications. Last summer, be-
fore Congress extended and
enlarged the direct loan pro-
gram, the backlog was about
40,000. Officials admit the
rate of lending planned under
the economy lid will leave a
backlog of indeterminate size
next June. However, because
some veterans secure other fi-
nancing, the backlog overstates
the pentup demand for direct
loans from the VA.
On the plus side, VA offi-
cials also point out, the agency
from January through Sep-
tember made available to its
56 direct loan field offices
some $250 million. This was a
nine-months record and $140
million more than in the first
nine months of 1960.
Only veterans living in
designated "housing credit
shortage areas"—usually small
towns and rural areas—may
obtain a direct loan. The loans
may not exceed $15,000.
UtO.U,SE
LORDS
T he F'avofite
Light Scotch's
IMPORTED SOLELY BY CLENMORE
CO., LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY. % PROW.
•
HOW MUCH
LIFE INSURANCE
IS ENOUGH?
Recently thousands of visitors
to the Chicago International
Trade Fair got an answer to this
important question at our New
York Life Exhibit. In answer to
many requests, we have made
special arrangements to provide
this service to you. If you will
fill out and mail the coupon, we
will give you an analysis based
on thousands of typical family
situations which have been elec-
tronically programmed on our
I.D.M. 705 computer. This anal-
ysis will show you how much
life insurance might be required
to meet minimum income needs
for your family, taking into ac-
count maximum Social Security
benefits. Be sure to give all of the
information requested. This in-
formation will be kept in strict
confidence.
0
•••••••
NEW YORK LIFE 11
INSURANCE COMPANY
.0. Inland Steel Building
30 West Monroe Street
Chicago 3, Illinois
Gentlemen.. Please let me know
"How Much Life Insurance Is
Enough For Me." To enable you
to make an analysis here is the
information you need.
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I MANASSAS HIGH NEWS
HOMLia0OM PROGRAM
The 12-2 homeroom of which
Mrs. B. B. Jones is instructor
resented an assembly pro-
Wean just recently, a "first" in
the history of our school, since
most assembly programs are
given by clubs and organiza-
tions.
The 12-2 class dared to be
different and presented a most
enjoyable program with a
hearty invitation extended to
the seniors and freshman.
Highlighting the program
was Mrs. R. 13. Sugarmon, Eng-
lish and French instructor at
Owen college and wife of a
prominent lawyer. Her infor-
mal talk was inspiring and
down to earth and on the sub-
ject of the program, "Ethics."
The program also included a
solo by Juanita Holmes; scrip-
ture read by Verna Royster;
prayer offered by Rudolph
Myers; purpose and aim stated
fro Carl Maple; behavior dis-ssed by James Marshall; in-duction of speaker by Billie
Moore; the presentation of
gift by Carl Maple; a solo,
"Trees," by Roger Buick and
the presentation of counselors
Jackie Payne.
Closing remarks were made
by Mrs. Jones.
FUTURE TEACHERS
The first academic organiza-
tion to present a chapel pro-
gram was the Future Teach-
ers of America, an organiza- one else?
tion of above average students Henry Montgomery says he's
with the aim of making teach- going to stick like glue to L.ink their future endeavor. L. (Well I wonder what she has
The E.T.A. program was also to say about this?)
unique in that the speaker was Why does Claudia Branch
not one spouting eloquent feel that Mo Logan is her man
words requiring the use of a when he's already spoken for?
dictionary but one of our for- Is Marilyn Veulx still try-
ing to play the field?
Why Jimmie Lee still won't
admit that he has eyes for
G. R.?
Why Marieta Wells "can't
sit down" until Edward comes
home?
Why was T-bone STEAK the
popular meat of the week?
When will Osbern Taylor let
his heart heal and come back
in the sunshine again?
Why is Evelyn Golden still
available?
Why has Graphenia McGill
has been keeping David in the
dark and unrevealed to the
public?
Is Glenda Warren still sport-
ing that fire engine red impala?
Wonder if Bowles and Joyn-
er will be the couple of the
year?
Why has Mary McCleod gone
strictly intellectual this year?
Why is Don Cook now being
called "Kookie?"
Why has Vance Moore put
claims and musical notes in
Verdia Foster's head?
Has Edward Harris found
someone to call his "very
own"?
Why can't Shirley Reed and
Robert Rivers (always seen
together) become more than
friends?
Who does Marie Kirk have
eyes for?
Quote of the Week: "Run,
young man run!" —selected
WISE WORDS
Patricia Griffin: Keep cool
but don't freeze (remember
that 15 minute telephone call!)
DID YOU KNOW
Vance Morre and Margaret
Jones have broken the bonds
between them? (Oh well,
there's always the vice presi-
dent and secretary of your
fan club, Vance.)
Helen Fields looked a bit
"hurt" Thursday. (What did
Bertrand tell you?)
0. B. hasn't found himself
another love!
mer students now at LeMoyne
college, Miss Countess John-
, who spoke on "Education
the Challenge of the
odd Today."
The program included a
piano prelude by Claudia Wal-
ton, scripture and prayer by
Juanita Johnson duet by Ca-
rita Harrison and Shirley Pur-
nell, presentation of speak.
36 More
School Areas
Now Mixed
NASHVILLE, Tenn.—(UPI)
—Southern Education Report-
ing service (SERS) said today
that 36 school districts in
southern and border states de-
gregated this fall.an earlier survey revealednew desegregated districts,
but SERS said its latest count
turned up five more — one in
Florida, two in Kentucky, and
two in Delaware.
In its monthly publication,
Southern School News, SERS
said the new count brings to
829 the number of desegregat-
ed districts in 17 southern and
border states.
The five districts most re-
cently reported as desegregat-
ed are Hillsborough County,
Fla.; Clay and Taylor counties
in Kentucky; and new Sussex
county and Dover in Delaware.
SERS also reported that ad-
mission of Negroes to t h e
University of South Florida at
Tampa brought to 147 t h e
number of public colleges in
region known to be deseg-
grated ni practice or in prin-
ciple.
er by Virginia Duckworth, a
solo by Roger Buick, recogni-
tion of outstanding students in
scholarship by Bonita James,
and closing remarks by Mrs.
A. D. Jones.
F.T.A. officers are: Virginia
Duckworth, president; Shirley
Purnell, vice president; Phylis
McCoin, secretary; Bonita
Jame s, assistant secretary;
Carita Harrison, treasurer;
Claudia Walton, parliamenta-
rian; Mae R. Donelson, chap-
lain; and Bernice Johnson and
Ophelia Rainey, reporters.
Mrs. Jones and Mr. M. Mc-
Coy are E.T.A. advisors.
VICTORY BALL
The Victory Ball held at
Currie's Club Tropicana just
recently was quite a success
with many students both from
our school and other schools
honoring and saluting a cham-
pionship football team and
football queen Beverly Guy.
QUIZZICAL QUESTIONS
What's to the Wells-Moss
Treaty ratified only one week
ago? Why are the girls just
finding out that Thurman
Tucker is the man with the
wheels???
Why is James Flagg now
being called "Popeye"?
Why did Gwendolyn Robin-
son says she doesn't trust her-
self?
Is Loretta Shores still in the
swing with George Jubirt at
Melrose or has she found some-
Young Memphis
By BONNIE LITTLE
and SIMONE McANULTY
WHO'S WHERE AND
WHAT'S WHAT. . . the fam-
iliar cry these days . . . Frank
Fitzgerald seems to spend most
of his time, talking to Mar-
garet Abernathy . . . Lewis
Hines is on the "Outskirts of
town looking for Ida Patton.
Morris Webb is taking a tour
of Lester looking for Beverly
Johnson . . . Aurtherine Hol-
man is on Richard ave. search-
ing for a house.
PIGSKIN ACTION
The Father Bertrand Thun-
Irbolts 
will play their last
e of the season Saturday
v. 18, 1961 at Melrose Sta-
dium. The Thunderbolts will
play the Lincoln Tigers of East
St. Louis. To our fine Coaches
Porter, Miller and Snell we
would like to congratulate you
for the fine jobs you have
done. Above all you taught us
good sportsmanship.
THE HAPPY ONES
Joan Ford and Bishop Trot-
ter, Amy McNairy and Clinton
Anderson, Leo Kolheim and
Vivian Barnes, Diane Grey and
Marlin Tate, Belita Miller and
Charles Bell, Lydia Campbell
and Larry Mitchell, Jackie
Walker and Harry Johnson,
Elaine Alexander and Paul
Hawkins, Lynn Howell and
Romeo MrNairy, Henrietta
Hall and Clarence Ingram.
OFF THE CUFF
gaporothy Ellis and Loretta
Wores have something in
common. Geraldine Parks says
she has no fear as long sa
Sam McDowell is near. Char-
les Pete admires Minor Gra-
ham . . Granville Harris and
Fred Jackson are tight. (what
will Anabell Braswell say).
Willie Pegues is looking for a
girl . .
CITY WIDE-POLL
Girls
Diane Grey (Ham.): Delores
Prudy (Man.); Joan Hampton
(BTW); Charlene Washington
(FBH): Lily William (Car.);
Ruthe Davis (Les.); Mary Wal-
lace (Mel.); Georgia Garmon
(FEB); Bonnie Kind (Doug.);
and Juanita Robinson (FBH).
Boys
Don Brownlee (Ham.); Billy
Doss (Man.); John White (BT
W); William Brodnax (FE1H);
Charles Cabbage (Car.); Bishop
Trotter; Robert Fouche (Mel.);
Paul Hawkins (FBH); Ed-
mond White (Doug.) and Ous-
ter Daughtery (FBH).
TOP COUPLES
I. Frank McGraw and Mary
Morris, 2. Walter Winfrey and
Freddie Rooks, 3. Arl Williams
and Teresa Thompson, 4.
George Jones and Joan Hamp-
ton, 5. James Moss and Helen
Coleman, 6. Frank McRae and
Gagell Harris, 7. Charlie Todd
and Betty Jones, 8. Andre Wil-
liams and Jana Davis, 9. Lewis
Smith and Jackie Bruce, 10.
Charles Whitsey and Claudia
Nevels.
DID YOU KNOW
Henry Petty is looking for
a girl? Cherie Walton and
Charles Grey are tight? Kay
Joy and Melvin Grimes do a
mean pony? Fred Griffin is
interviewing members of his
fan club? Bernestine Pruitt ad-
mires Leo Kolheim? Faye
Turner and Hubert McGhee
are stini going strong.
••••••••••414140•••••••••
Carver High
By GLORIA TUCKER
HOMECOMING
Last week was a week that
will never be forgotten by any
Carver students: We had our
first homecoming. Lillie Wil-
liams was crowned "Miss
Homecoming 1961-62".
She made a short speech
of appreciation after which
Charles Cabbage presented her
with a ring from the football
team. Lillie's attendants were
Peggy Wilks, Shirley Brown,
and Jeraldine Rice.
We didn't win the game
against Hamilton, but our band
made a good showing. Since
Carver will be the city champs
next year we didn't mind being
defeated in every game this
year.
YOU AND YOUR MANNERS
The gala event of the school's
social calendar is drawing near,
It is sure to bring lots of hope.
anticipation, excitement and
apprehension. To thoroughly
enjoy this important date, you
should learn dance etiquette
from preliminaries to final
good-night.
Find out what sort of dance
it will be — formal, semi-
formal,' or just dressed. For
the first two you will want to
wear an evening dress. For
a strictly formal dance, a full-
length, ankle-length, or street-
length dress is in order.
At a semi-formal dance boys
won't be wearing tuxedos so
a floor-length dress would be
out of place. Girls, please don't
cram your date's pockets full
with your glasses, comb,
hanky, lipstick, and key.
JUICY NEWS
Who would believe it?, but
Edward (4-D) Taylor is no
square anymore. He and a
sweet little junior make a cute
couple. Marva Cunningham
and John Smith are a perfect
couple, aren't they Joyce?
Mary Brown who in the
world is Gene? That is the
first word in every sentence
you begin.
I've been seeing Charles Cab-
bage talking to Jacqueline.
Foster quite often lately. Are
you two trying to start some-
thing?
A certain young man got
mad the other day because a
young lady called him a heart-
breaker. He shouldn't have
because he is.
HIT PARADE
"Human," Jacqueline Haynes
and John Jackson.
"Farewell," Yvonne Petty
and John White.
"Just Gotta Know," Jackie
Foster and Job's Turkey.
"You Never Miss Your Water
'til Your Well runs dry — Ze-
poria Thompson and John
Henry Miller.
"Aware of Love," Linda
Jones and Ronald Turner.
"Operation Heartbreak,"
Claudette Jackson and Frank
Hall.
You and Me," Mel-
vin Derden and Louise Doss.
"Burnt Biscuits," Annette
Whitaker and Donald Turner.
"Love I've Found You,"
Harold Adams and Angela
Flowers.
"Too Much in Need," Effie
Deberry and Ernest Marshall,
TOP GIRLS
Bonnie Bailey, Lillie Wil-
liams, Dianne Smith, Ruby
Hawkins, Jackie Foster, Georg-
ia Hawkins, Bobbie Jackson,
Willie Ann Hughy, Lena Der-
den and Yours truly.
TOP BOYS
Char/es Brown, Melvin Der-
den. Charles Cabbage, John
Smith, James Gray, Harold
Adams, Eugene Campbell, Ken-
nett Wilkins, MacArthur Rob-
erts and Genty Delaney.
New Dormitory
For Fisk Gets
Board Approval
NASHVILLE — Construction
of a new $725,000 dormitory re-
ceived the approval of the Fisk
university board of trustees.
During the board's annual fall
session in New York City.
Dr. Stephen J. Wright, Fisk
president, said an application
for a 40 year loan will be filed
with the Federal Housing and
Home Finance Agency. The
dormitory, to be completed by
the fall of 1963, will house 180
to 200 women students, it is
understood.
The board also named a Com-
mittee to re-examine the long-
range objectives of Fisk, with a
view of planning ahead for the
next 10 to 20 years.
BTW
SCHOOL
NOTES
By Eloise Silmon and
Liaabi Ross
Hi! Here to soothe y our
newspaper worries are those
two reeling rocking reporters,
Lizzie and Eloise.
ASSEMBLY
On Tuesday, Nov. 7, all true
Washingtonians witnessed one
of the most beautiful pageants
ever to be presented in the
gymnasium at "THE" school.
The occasion was the crown-
ing of Miss Homecoming.
BOUND FOR INDIA — Dr.
J. H. Jackson, president of
ftie National Baptist Con-
vention, USA, Inc., and his
wife, Mrs. Jackson, left Chi-
cago recently for a round-
the-world trip which will
last 80 days. En route to
New Delhi, India, whore
they will spend throe weeks
at the World Council ot
Churches, they will stop in
Honolulu, Hawaii; Tokyo
and Hong Kong. Before re-
turning to America in time
for Christmas. they will have
stopped in Pakistan. Cairo,
Egypt; and in Italy.
MITCHELL
HIGH NEWS
By CLARENCE WITHERS
and ..RAYMOND JACKSON
LIMELIGHT
This week we have selected
another of the many outstand-
ing students of Mitchell High.
He is Clayton Barrett, Jr. son
of Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Bar-
rett, Sr., of 3162 Ford road.
Around the campus, he is
president of his home-room
and a member of the Y.M.I.
Social club.
Religiously he is a member
of Walker Memorial Christian
church. Atfer graduation he
intends to go to Howard uni-
versity and study engineering.
CHARITY DRIVE
The Young Men Incorporat-
ed Social Club has announced
it's Basket drive to give to
needy families on Thanksgiv-
ing. The baskets will consists
of all kinds of foods.
All home-rooms and school
organizations are asked to
donate a basket. The home-
room with the best basket will
be given a prize.
FBLA
The Future Business Leaders
of America (FBLA) is back
in action for the year of 1961-
62. The new officers are:
James Moore, president; Be-
verly Shipp, vice president;
Dorothy Savage, secret a t'v
SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI)
—The maid of a wealthy ma-
tron was turned away by elec-
tion officials Tuesday when
she turned up to vote for her
mistress.
Shortly after the angry ma-
t-on telephoned registrar of
voters Charles Rogers and ex-
plained. "I am fatigued to-
day—and my maid is an obedi-
ent girl." •
Mary Ann Snow, assistant sec-
retary; Gloria Willis, treasurer;
Wallace Y o Si n g, sergeant-at-
arms; Gaston Armour, parlia-
mentarian; Patricia Payne, his-
torian; and Carolyn Davis, re-
porter.
The purpose of the club is
to encourage students to be-
come business leaders of amer-
ica, to provide students with
better opportunities in busi-
ness and to promote the gen-
eral welfare of the students in
business.
Miss S. J. Gunn is advisor.
CAMPUS PERSONALITIES
ALBERT HURT
MARY ANN SNOW
DOROTHY CATHEY
RICKY ROBERSON
CLAYTON BARRETT
DOROTHY WESTBROOKS
CHARLES FORD
FORESTINE LARRY
JAMES WEARY
PATRICIA DONALDSON
HERE AND THERE
Betty Graham and Marvin
Gates (B.T.W.).
Carl White and Jenett King
(C).
Jewelme Owens and Frank
Dilworth (Man.).
Adrian Hubbard and Ruby
Hawkins (C)
Delois Mills and Joshils
Ware (Doug
DOUGLASS HIGH
SCHOOL ROUNDUP
EDUCATION WEEK
Every November during the
week which includes Veterans
Day an event known as "Amer-
ican Education Week" is ob-
served in the United States.
This is annual report time in
which the schools tell their
owners, the general public
about their purposes, methods,
achievements and problems.
American Education Week
grew out of the revelation that
during World War I a shocking
percentage of American citizens
were illiterate and physically
unfit. Representatives of the
National Education Association
and the American Legions—
which at that time was a newly
formed organization—met and
discussed the problems. Their
talks led to the establishment
of American Education Week.
Some of the ways that we
could improve our means of
working together are: coopera-
tion, helping the teacher, help-
ing in the home and by receiv-
ing a thorough understanding
from each individual.
WE JUST GOTTA KNOW . . .
Maryland Brownlee, w ha t
does Clyde Griffin mean to
you?
On Tuesday. Nov. 7, Douglass
high school held its program
for American Education Week.
The theme was "Time to Ex-
lore New Ideas". Miss Mose Y.
Brooks, Spanish Teacher,gave
he purpose of American Edu-
cation Week.
Louis B. Hobson, principal of
Manassas high school, was the
euest speaker for this occasion.
His speech was about the im-
portance of education.
GUIDANCE PERICD
On Nov. 8, each individual
homeroom participated in a
one-hour class discussion on
the topic of "Time to Work To-
gether". Many students gave
ideas on how we could work
together.
Bluff City PTA Holds
Membership Dinner,
The presidents and principals
of the Bluff City Parent Teach-
ers Association Council held
their annual membership din-
ner at Carver High school on
Monday evening, Nov. 6.
Guest speaker at the dinner
was William Galbreath, presi-
dent of the Memphis Board
of Education.
All new principals and pres-
idents were presented, and
special remarks from the Prin-
cipals' Association made by
Melvin Conley. principal of
Douglass High school,
Mrs. Ann Abel is reporter
for the organization,
A twenty-one gun salute to
Miss Janet Marie Turner and
her royal court. Alternates were
Misses Joan Hampton and Rob-
bie Ford.
Also present were Misses
Senior, Junior, and Sophomore
of BTW, Miss Melrose, Miss
Father Bertand, Miss Hamilton,
Miss Douglas, Miss Lester, their
escorts. alternates and many
other outstanding visitors.
CLUB NEWS
The Marquettes are now or-
ganized for the school year.
Officers are Lee Scott, presi-
dent; Albert Stone, vice-presi-
dent; Charles Dickerson, secre-
tary; Lloyd Pegues, treasurer;
Malcolm Hawes, publicity man-
ager; Grundy Nolan, parliamen-
tarian; Charles Powell, business
manager; Joseph Brooks, chap-
lain and Lee Williams assist-
ant business manager.
DID YOU KNOW
That Dasie Wilson is stuck on
A. J. Albright (Lester), but
that Isaac Young is trying to
make the scene? Nothing doing,
Dad.
Laverne Washington w a
seen at the game Wednesday
night with Richard House?
William Lambert ponied all
over the gymnasium floor Tues-
day evening?
Ruby Richardson, is it really
true about you and ????
Why two girls wouldn't eat
anything at the banquet?
Charles Brown, is she the
one?
Will Barbara Acox ever run
for "Miss Universe"?
Lois Jurbirt, what's so funny?
George Carr, are you and
Ruby Ingram still making it?
Betty Cox, "what's h i s
name"?
A. Y., are you still consider-
ing him?
James, what's happening be-
tween you and Elaine?
TOP TENS
Boys
Wallace Edward
James Branch
Robert Weaver
James Kincaide
Bobbie Timberson
George Carr
Jemes Smith
Willie Martin
Chester Nunnally
Bennie Plummer
Girls
Beverly Braswell
Ruth Bates
Dorothy Bishop
Juanita Flemings
Cherryl Scott
Beverly Anderson
Jean Galloway
Daisy Parrish
Ora Douglas
Diane Sykes
TOP TUNES
"The Life I Live"
"Look In My Eyes"
"Please, Mr. Postman"
"Gypsy Woman"
"My Last Cry"
"Farewell"
"Whets Your Name?"
"He's Mine"
TOP COUPLES
Lois .Turbert and Fred Griffin
Tames Smith and Barbara Acox.
Audrey Yates and Edmond
White.
Florine Avery and Chester
Nunally.
William Fleming and Carey
Sanders.
S. L. Smith and Gloria Boyd.
Bishop Trotter (Lester) has
been on a certain Washington-
ian's mind for quite some time?
Millard Brown, Gloria Cope-
land and Juliana Potter have
completely taken over Hamil-
ton High School?
Yvonne Owens (Hamilton)
has a young fan club here at
BTW. and the president is
Charles Miller?
CURRENT COUPLES
Joan Hampton and William
Hayes; Astra Roach and Grun-
dy Nolan; Joan Ford and His
hop Trotter; Faye Williams and
John White; Barbara Elrod and
Willie Carpenter; Mary F.
Riley and Russell Wilson; Ruby
Washington and Stanley Beal;
Elma Finley a n d Charles
Walker.
IS IT TRUE THAT—
Lawrence Haley has been
spending his study periods in
the office?
San; Shorter (Ham.) a n d
Mary Weeks (Ham.) are real
tight?
Willie Hollis has been talking
to Arenthia Leath?
Clinton Anderson will soon
appear as one of four coins in
a fountain?
Mose Carroll has the girls
flipping?
Johnny Hunt has quite a few
hearts beating fast?
When John White strolls
down the halls, a certain senior
has to be taken from the scene?
Jepsie Brown has dried her
ears but not her love?
QUESTIONNAIRE
Lee Scott, what about that
certain girl, M.J.?
Lloyd Pegues, why don't you
s.ettle down?
Joseph Brooks, why did you
say that a certain senior dresses
like the "Lone Ranger"?
Georganne Wainwright, why
did you reply "I care" to J.B.?
is Diane, Theodore and Brenda
bringing you up to date with
the latest haps. So grab a seat
and take off with us.
CONGRATULATIONS
We would like to congratu-
late the Manassas Tigers for
playing such wonderful games
throughout the football season.
LATEST DANCES
Margaret Brinkley and
James King were seen killing
the Roach along with Fannie
Bush, John White, Yvonne
Riley and Joseph.
Forming the Pony line were
Dan Hancock, Kay Joy, Wil-
iam Brodnax, Cheryl Wil-
iams and many others.
DID YOU KNOW
President's Island is what's
happening? Isn't that right
Millard Brown, Paulette Brink-
ey, Robert Wells, Glover Till-
man, Carla Allen and Don
Brownlee?
Bertha Puryear, how long
did he stay?
Dan Hancock, whatever hap-
pened to Dorothy Graham
since you started talking to
J. W.?
Ann Burford, what's this we
you and Michaelhear about
Siggers?
'All Around Towne'
By BETTYE CUNNIGAN
and LILIA ABRON
SPOTLIGHT
Stepping into the green
glow of light this week is a
charming young miss, Jackie
Walker.
Jackie is the grandchild of
Mrs. W. Walker and resides
at 899 Bullington. This year
she is a junior at Father Ber-
trand where she is an honor
student.
Around campus she is in
the glee club, choir on the
yearbook-staff and plays drums
and cymbols in the senior
band.
Socially she is member
of the Bondads Social club.
So hats off to a talented young
coed.
TOP COUPLES
Jo Ann Mitchell and Thom-
as Elrod.
Lynn Howell and Fred Carr
(TSU).
Barbara Bowles and Jasper
Williams.
Dorothy Burns and James
Kilgore.
Granville Harris and Mil-
lard Brown.
DID YOU KNOW..
Claudia Nevels and Holmer
Fouche were tight? Yvonne
Owens is on Metrical? Doro-
thy Agnew needs Sego? Mil-
lard Brown thinks he's green
and he's right?
Art Williams has been see-
ing Helen Prudent weekly (I
wonder what Teresa Thomson
will say)?
Bonnie Little and Delores
Prudy have secret admirers at
Lester and Manassas.
Bennetta Nelson and Rich-
ard House are tight?
Claudette Cliff is out to cap-
ture the hearts of Henry Pet-
ty, Elmo Shipp and Robert
Fouche? Fred Griffin has eyes
for Rosa Miles? Booker T.
Jones has been calling Yvonne
Riley lately?
William Lambert says he has
eyes for Ida Smith and Fan-
nie Bush? Joyce Glason has a
mad crush on Don Brownlee?
Bonnie Draper flips every
time she hears the names Wil-
liam Brodnax?
Simon McAnulty and Carl
Maple and Billy Doss make a
neat triangle?
TOP PERSONALITIES
I. Autherine Holeman (Mel.)
2. Simone McAnulty (FBH)
3. Joan Hampton (BTW)
4. Beverly Guy (Man.)
5. Majoy Dueberry (Ham.)
1. Charles Fife (Mel.)
2. George Jones (FBH) '
3. William Hayes (BTW)
4. Benjamin Malone (Man.)
5. Don Brownlee (Ham.)
PREDICTIONS
Miss Charm: Bonnie Little.
Mr. Esquire: Larry Mitchell.
Cutest: Julia 011ie.
Handsomest: James Kilgore.
Most Popular: Lynn Howell.
Best Dressed: Vivian Barnes.
Cool Disposition: Bernestine
Pruitt.
Best Built: L'Ware Wright.
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By MARY WALLACE or Claudette Tucker (LES)!
Myrtle Roberts you had bet-Here is your reporter back ter get your business straightto bring you comments from before Percy Macon and A. C.the Melrose student body.
EDUCATION WEEK 
close in on you. Joyce Gleason,
what is Pope going to think
We the members of the Mel- about you and Edward San-
rose Family observed Amen- dere
can Education Week, Nov. 4- Charles Epps don't sulk9. about anything I write about
The week began with open you because it may happenhouse, with parents visiting again.
the school for the entire week. Homer Fouche, how is Wil-We ended the wonderful week ham Lambert going to take
with a chapel program. Carl your relationship with RuthHill read the scripture while Davis?
the glee club sang The Lord's Barbara Stone, Russell John-Prayer. Putting a cap on this son seems to be on very good
very fine program we heard terms with the important peo-
Mrs. Lawrence Coe., our guest pie in your family.
speaker. There was a long distance
We received a great deal of call from Richard Johnson to
educational information this Lydia Campbell recently.
week. A holiday was taken on Roger House was it that
Friday ending our short but difficult to find Clyde Thum-
enjoyable and beneficial week, day night, or were you lost inIN THE SHADOWS the wonder of it?
Sandra Taylor, it was not Freddie Foster is it difficult
very hard to spot you and Odis to get along with DempseyCoats in the dark shadows of Jackson?
the night. Edwina Randle I al- Authurnie Holmon you had
roost didn't recognize you and better watch R. H., becauseJemmy Ellis,you were so cozy. his eyes are in the directionClaudette Clift, did you of the B. 1'. W. Bennetta Nel-draw straws to decide who son did you enjoy James
was to take .you home Thurs- Mann's company.
day night?
Were Billy Davis, Thomas have remained until the partyElrod, Don McMillan consider- was over.
TOFP. SE. and G. C., you could
ed in your decision.
Bernestme Prewitt, how Shirley Shannon, Charlene
are you going to straighten Kiner, Roger House, Bettythose little episodes by Cunnigan, Yvonne BaileyThanksgiving? You know ycu Charles Harris, William Smith,don't have much time. James Woods, Sidney Madloek,George Jubert it was sur- Emmitt Mackins.
prising to see you and Doro- MOTHERLY ADVICEthy Ellis in the shadows of the The mother lion opened hernight. What will Loretta eyes lazily and saw her youngShores think about that?? son chasing a hunter aroundCRACKS a tree.
M. B. why were you so "Junior," she called, "Don'tshocked by the conduct of a play with your food."
certain group of young ladies? WORDS TO THE WISEBut like I always say, they, Get all you Call, can all youare human beings in spite of get; set on the can and in yearstheir pretenses. to Come you'll find your nameHenry Petty who is the new among the fortunate ones.girl for this week' is it B. P. That's all for now. BCNU.
TEENAGE EXPRESS
By
Diane Morris
Theodore Pickett and Brenda McCollough
Hello young readers. This Billy Davis, were you really
afraid.
Thomas Elrod and Larry
Mitchell keep calling the same
young lady?
Melvin Little will not intro
duce his new flame to anyone?
What's up?
Who was it that Lynch& .
Johnson was talking to on the
night of Nov. 5?
Tames Spencer was left out'
of one picture, but popped up
in the next one?
The Washington Warriors
will kill so many roaches and
stomp so many ponies until
their gym floor will refuse to
take a polish?
WONDER WHY
John Arnold doesn't want
anyone to know his nickname?
Minor Graham has constantly
been singing "Danny Boy?"
Cheryl has put baseball
down for basketball?
Fredda Boone wanted to cry
last Wednesday night?
Toni Bates thinks she can
get Talbert Grey when a cer-
tain girl has him.
TOP COUPLES
Shirley Garner and Ronald
Ester.
Theopilus Lewis and Elling-
ton Johnson.
Benny Greene and Maudine
Horton.
Rubye Washington and Stan-
ley Beal.
Sandra King and Frank
Yates.
Elise Reese and Duane Mil-
iam.
Millard Brown and Paulette
Bringley.
Thomas Elrod and Iris Cor-
pal.
Grady Terre! and Ethel
Chris.
Rubye Hawkins and Adriai.
Hubbard.
QUEENS
KAY JOY
HELEN PRUDENT
ANN BURFORD
CAMELA GUY
GEORGIA HAWKINS
FREDDIE ROOKS
YVONNE ROBINSON
RUTH DAVIS
KINGS
WILLIAM HAYES
LARRY MITCHELL
RODERICK DIGS
STEVE HAYES
DON BROWNLEE
WILLIAM ELMORE
FRANK REYNOLDS
WILLIAM LAMBERT
Most Likely to Succeed_
Janet Turner.
Most likely NOT to Succeed
Morris Webb.
LAST MINUTE FLASH
Edward Harris is talking tc.
Gwendolyn Johnson . . Bon
nie Collins and Rochester Pay-
ne and the Bondads party gi
together.
Annie R. Phillips is out t,
get Lynn Howell. Is it be-
cause of Fred Carr?
Ruby Washington and Thom-
as Elrod have signed a re-
conciliation paper for keeps
how about that Stanley Beale?
DEFLiN lira(
Tennessee
JACKSON
By C. A. AGNEW
; Mrs. Lillie Graham of 411 -
- 
West Alley returned home
recently from Helena, Ark.
"a here she attended the funera
'of her mother, Mrs. Lizzie
Hodges Young. The Rev. R. L.
IFoodson officiated with Jack-
o & Highley Funeral Home
irp charge. Burial was in Mag-
Italia cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs. Bedford Joseph
Nyle, of 464 Thomas at.. are
the very proud grandparents
tg their first grandchild born
14 their daughter, Callie Bell
en Oct. 21. The mother and
Line baby boy are doing nicely
., at this time.
• Mr. and Mrs. Ned Jackson
= of 514 Institute st., were host
and hostess last week end to
their sister-in-law, Mrs. Ardel/
Anderson of St. Louis, Mo., and
their sister, Mrs. Sallie Mae
- Bowers.
• - Miss Delores Marie Brown of
St. Louis, Mo., was weekend
guest in the home of her par-
ents and family. Miss Brown
'Was a 1961 graduate of Merry
'High school and is the very at-
tractive daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Brown of 441 West
!"Franklin St.
• . Prof. T. R. White of 419 So.
.Cumberland st.. reached an-
other milestone and celebrated
another birthday on Nov. 6.
Many were the friends who
cheered him on that day and
• wished him many more years
-to render the kind hearted
services he has been rendering
through the years. Prof. White
. is presently principal of Merry
High school, supt. of the Sun-
day school of Mother Liberty
..CME church, a steward, a
member of the Adult Chorus
• and secretary of the Trustee
Board. His life thus far has
been spent in trying to make
others happy. Congratulations
to you, Mr. White.
Mrs. Mary McElrath of 423
So. Liberty at.. celebrated her
'birthday quietly at home with
;her husband, daughter, and a
,few friends on Nov. 8. Mrs.
•McElrath is a member of
;Greater Bethel AME church.
The Civic Pride club met in
the Berean Fellowship room
Oct. 21. Breakfast was served
by the hostess, Mrs. Georgia
Kelly Wisdom. The president,
Miss Ora Ellington presided
over the business session;
door prizes went to Mesdames
Bessie Gordon, Lillie Bell and
Fern Walker, each member
present received a gift. Elec-
tion of officers was held for
the ensuing year. A unani-
mous vote was cast for the
charming Mrs. Marie M. Penn
to become president. This
group of women take part in
various civic activities of the
city.
On Nov. 3, at 5 o'clock, Mrs.
Litlie Bell served as hostess
.to the Civic Pride club. The
dynamic president, Mrs. Penn,
!made recommendations for the
;year. First on the agenda is a
, pre
-Christmas ,party on Dec.
14, in the beautiful home of
Miss Ora Ellington. Mrs. Fan-
nie Dobbins, chairman of soc-ial activities will have charge.
Mrs. Fern Walker will have a
. birthday Nov. 9. We are sure
the club sisters will not for-
get.
Mrs. Ersula Curry of 421 So.
Liberty at., celebrated her
,birthday on Nov. 9. We don't
.know which one it was but we
think she must be sweet 16.
Mrs. Curry is a prominent
member of Mother Liberty
.:-CME church. She is former
president of the Ladies Auxil-
- iary of which she is a member
: and also a member of the
Adult Chorus, and the very
efficient secretary of the C. F.
I
Odom circle of the Mission
ary. Her life is one of servic,,,
at Mother Liberty.
I Rev. Vergil Caldwell, son
of Mrs. J. A. Caldwell of 449So. Cumberland st, and thelate Rev. J. A. Caldwell was
; guest speaker at Cumberland
Street Baptist church for the
s morning worship service at
; 11 Lat. T h e members wereI greatly impressed with the
; timely sermon by the Rev.
, Caldwell. Rev. W. M. Monroe Mrs. Leola Richardson hasI is pastor. returned home to Chicago after
. Funeral services for Mrs visiting her sisters and friendsI. Julia Greer were held last
Sunday at 1 p.m. at Sand Hill
,• Baptist church, the Rev. F.
; Jarman officiating with theI Bledsoe Funeral Home in
• charge.
I Mrs. Mary Jones of 429 So.
Liberty at.. announced theI marriage of her daughter.I. Lynette to Mr. Walter Bond
of Denmark. Tenn.,. Saturday,
• Nov. 4 at 4p.m. in the beauti-ful and palatial home of Mrs.
Jones' sister and brother-in.
I law, Mr. and Mrs. Will H. Gil-
strap of 134 Eastern ave. The). couple pledged their vows be-
t fore the Rev. C. F. Odom, pas-
3 tor of Mother Liberty CME1 church. The house was elabor-ately decorated with flowers
of various assortments and
a many other interior decora-
I 
lions. The affair was climaxed
with a reception which turned
I Into a rather festive occasion
which was thoroughly enjoy-
able by the invited guests.
• James and Leonard John-
I son. jr., celebrated their 9th
6 and 10th birthdays respec-
tively on Oct. 31 at the home
• of their grandmothre, Mrs.
II Mary Woodson at 116 Tanyard
3 at. James is a 3rd grade stu-
dent and Leonard, Jr., is in the
5th grade at South Jackson
school where they both serve
as president of their classes.
Their 23-months-old sister,
Patricia was present at the
birthday party along with 82
other children. They all were
served ice cream and cake.
The Johnson boys are the sons
of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard John-
son of Central St.
The Spiritualaires Gospel
Singers celebrated their first
anniversary on the fifth Sun-
day in October at Washington
Douglass school. Various other
singing groups were present.
Mr. Willie D. McAllister serv-
ed as master of ceremonies.
Mr. Leonard Johnson is presi-
dent of the group and Mr.
Henry Marshall is manager.
The Imperial Choir of Cum-
berland Street Baptist church
observed its Annual Choir day
on last Sunday at 3 p.m. The
choirs of the city were invited
to participate. Bro. Howard
Jordan, president, Rev. W. M.
Monroe, pastor.
JOHNSON CITY
By CORTLAND R. RHEA
Roy Beason, sr., had as his
dinner guests his nieces, Mrs.
Dunman and Mrs. Ira C. Jones
of this city, Mrs. Edna Willi-
ams. William C. Greathouse
of Fort Payne., Ala., and Miss
Emma Lee Carlton of 1605-E.
Millard at.
Mrs. Ella Mitchell, 66. died
in Memorial hospital, Oct. 24.
The deceased was in declining
health for some time. Final
rites were held from Ledford
Funeral Parlor on Oct. 26, with
Elder W. S. Shanklin, officiat-
ing. She was a member of the
House of Ruth Lodge No. 440.
Interment was in West Lawn
cemetery with J. D. Ledford,
funeral director in charge.
The faculty of the local
schools attended the East
Tennessee teachers' meeting at
Knoxville.
The Rev. J. F. Birchette, jr.,
has returned from Memphis,
where he attended the Baptist
State Convention.
K. T. Fitzpatrick has return-
ed from Birmingham, Ala.,
where he spent two months
with his mother.
Langston High school Gold-
en Tigers defeated Booker T
Washington High school, of
Chattanooga. Tenn., in a grid
game here in Memorial Sta-
dium on Oct. 26 by the score
of 33-6. This was the last
game of the season. The team
is coached by Paul E. Christ-
man and Charles Douglass is
his asst. coach.
The Fred Wilson singers pre-
sented a program at Mt. Olive
Baptist church on Oct. 29,
with Mrs. Ira Jones and Mrs.
Harry Travis as co-sponsors.
The Missionary Society of
the Thankful Baptist church
rendered an elaborate program
in the church auditorium on
Oct. 29. The Usher board of
Thankful Baptist church ren-
dered a program on Oct. 22.
James Brown was the prin-
cipal speaker.
Mrs. Ben Russell of Green-
ville. Tenn., a member of the
Tennesssee Advisory Com-
mittee on Civil Rights was the
principal speaker during a
meeting held by the Council
for Community Concern at
Watauga Ave. Presbyterian
church on Oct. 24.
Rev. Clyde R. Shearer from
Washington, D.C., spent sev-
eral days here with his mother
Mrs. Belle Shearer.
Georgia
MISS MARION ARM-
STRONG, president of the
School of Christian Living
and Leadership Training, dis-
cusses school activities with
Mrs. Barbara DuBose, sec-
;
CORINTH
By W. W. HAMILTON
Two new members were ad-
ded to the Garden Club at its
Florida
PAHOKEE
By R. C. DURR
The Church of God sponsor-
ed the Royal Light Gospel
Singers the first Sunday after-
noon in a Battle of Songs
which was enjoyed by all. Mr.
David Slydell who recently
became a member of the
Church of God has become
the chief soloist for the choir.
Mr. Henry Robinson and
Mrs. Bular Robinson who were
recently married were guests
at St. James AME church last
Sunday.
Mrs. Irene Jones of New
York is spending some time
with her son Elijah Bowie in
our city.
The Church Federation will
meet with St. James AME
church the third'Sunday. The
No. 2 choir will furnish the
music for the occasion.
Lonnie Williams is spending
a pleasant vacation in our city.
Rev. George Thompson of
Cedarville, N. J. was guest
speaker at the Church of God
last Sundae.
On the sick list are Mrs.
Roberta Johnson, Mrs. Katie
Abner and Tim Harris.
Andrew Moore of Bridge-
ville is spending his winter
vacation in our city.
Rev. A. L. Jarden, pastor of
Shiloh Baptist church who has
been ill is recovering nicely
and we all wish him a very
speedy recovery.
CORDELE
By RENA LOCKETT
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Pryor
attended services at Corinth
and Cedar Spring church in
Sumpter county last Sunday.
Elder and Mrs. Leroy Scott
have returned to Chicago after
visiting relatives and friends
here.
Mr. Lindsey Boland was
killed in an auto accident last
weekend.
Herman Vance is home from
Florida.
Texas
retary, (right), following the
election of Rev. Charles H.
Milton, (standing 1 e f 1 to
right), as vice president as
Charles Dickens, the treasur-
recent meeting.
Rev. Sam Jones was guest
speaker at Aberdeen last Sun-
day.
Rev. R. S. Pickens is pastor
of St. Mark Missionary Bap-
tist church here.
Mrs. E. S. Bishop is one of
our best school teachers here
in Corinth. She is also a good
member of St. Mark Mission-
ary Baptist Church.
HALLETTSVILLE
Essie Steward, Harold Gene
and Perry Rice recently visit-
ed in Houston.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Lemon
went to Houston last Sunday
to attend a musical program.
here.
Mrs. Rena Lockett attended
the Pleasant Grove Associa-
tion at the Davis Chapel Bap-
tist church at Davisville, Ga.
Mrs. Eula Hendley is home
from Crisp County hospital.
Mrs. Jonie M. Dyer is also
home from the hospital.
Funeral services for Hamp
Deberry were held at Mt. Zion
F.A.B. Church with Rev. C. P.
Johnson officiating.
Mrs.---Sophia Hayes is a
patient in Crisp hospital.
Mrs. Susie A. Hogans has
returned home after visiting
Mrs. Laura Nelson.
Mrs. Mollie Putman ,attend-
ed the union meeting at Oak
Grove Baptist church last
weekend.
Rev. H. C. Chamblis attend-
ed services at Mt. Olive Bap-
tist church last Sunday at
Warwich.
Noted Educator
Buried In
Pine Bluff
PICKENS
By GRACE BYRD STIGLER
Sunday School was well at-
tended last week.
Funeral services were held
last Sunday at Union M.E.
Church for Mrs. Amy Scar-
borough. She leaves to mourn
her passing one daughter, Mrs.
Mattie Major of Chicago; one
son. Fred, of Pickens and other
relatives and friends.
Rev. Columbus Bowan offi-
ciated at Mrs. Scarborough's
funeral.
WATER VALLEY
By C. A. HAWKINS, JR.
This writer attended the
Mississippi annual conference
at Greenwood last week. Bi-
shop B. Julian Smith of Chi-
cago presided.
Rev. C. D. Wilkins and Mrs.
Annie K. Montgomery visited
the Mississippi conference at
Greenwood last week.
Mrs. Hadee Steen and fam-
ily, Mrs. Marie Reese and chil-
dren visited relatives in Mem-
phis last Sunday.
Mrs. Alberta Hawkins is
visiting her granddaughter,
Mrs. Bobbie M. Johnson in
Memphis. Bobbie Mae is the
former Bobbie Mae Hawkins.
She has been living in Flor-
ida where her husband is sta-
tioned in the Army.
Your reporter was assign-
ed district evangelist of the
Greenwood district.
PINE BLUFF, Ark. - Fu-
neral services for Dr. Floyd
B. Brown were held at St.
Paul Baptist church, Rev.
Robert Dickerson, pastor. Rev.
H. R. Stephenson, pastor Zion
Hill Baptist church, Chicago,
delivered the eulogy.
Dr. Brown was an educator
and flunder of the Fargo In-
dustrial School in 1919 at Far-
go. Ark. In 1949 he turned the
school over to the State of
Arkansas for a training school
for colored girls.
Dr. Brown, a native of Miss-
issippi, came to Arkansas
from Tuskegee Institute. In-
spired by Booker T. Washing-
ton he served as president of
the Fargo school for 36 years
WET ALARM
NEW YORK - (UPI) - A
Japanese firm has brought out
a diaper-cover wired for sound.
The Wall St. Journal reports
the slightest dampness sets off
the cover's tranisistorized buz-
zer alarm.
GOODMAN
By P BILLINGSLEA
•
Mrs. Lois Garland, Mrs. C.
A. Garland. Mrs. Kate Gray,
Rev. 0. B. Davis, Mrs. Rusey
Redd and Rev. and Mrs. M.
C. Billingslea attended the
funeral of the late Mrs. Amye
Patterson Scarborough in Pick-
ens at Union Methodist church.
Mrs. Nannie McGeen visited
her sister Mrs. M. T. Kimble
and family at Joliet. Ill. re-
cently.
Willie McWillie is seriously
ill in Lexington hospital.
Mrs. Ruby L. Davis is on
the sick list.
Illinois
COLP
By ANNA BILLINGSLY
The Rev. George P. Jones,
new appointed pastor of Shaf-
fer Chapel AME church
preached his first sermon last
Sunday. It was enjoyed by all.
Mrs. Alta M. Howard and
her mother Mrs. Jackson
motored to St. Louis recently.
Mr. John Davis and Mrs.
Roscoe Kincard are here visit-
ing.
Hospital patients include
Mrs. Ethel Spencer, Ruth
;Jackson and Ernest Harrison.
Shaffer Chapel AME
Church had a delicious
turkey dinner last Saturday
at the Layman building. Mrs.
Nora Kirby, secretary of the
trustee board was chairman of
the dinner.
Curtis Meeks of North Chi-
cago recently visited his grand-
mother Mrs. Nina Meeks.
The Stewardess Board of
Shaffer sold plate lunches last
week at the Layman Building.
Miss Nadine Jones of Street-
er, Ill. entered University high
last week.
er looks on. The school is at-
tended by Negro and white
church leaders and conducts
fall and spring classes in
Hartford, Conn., and vicinity.
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INVEST
By CHARLES E. ROBINSON
ROBINSON, BOWERS,
HILLIARD & CO.
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SPECULATION is an in-
evitable part of buy securities.
But then speculation is an in-
evitable part of just ii vin g.
Often you are presented with
a choice of risks; when you
make up your mind about
which one, you will take
weighing the good and the bad
features of each, you arrive at
a speculative decision.
When a man takes a risk he
cannot avoid, he is speculat-
ing. But when he takes a risk
that he does not have to take,
he gamble s. Speculation in-
volves an exercise of reason
while gambling involves noth-
ing but chance. The man who
speculates can make an intelli-
gent forecast of the hazards of
his course. The gambler stands
or falls on the flip of a coin
or the draw of a card.
There is a risk just in hav-
ing money - the risk that it
will not buy as much some-
time in the future when you
want to spend it as it will if
you spend it today.
U. S. District Court of East-
ern. Ark.; was awarded a
plaque as the outstanding citi-
zen of the year by the Brink-
ley Chamber of Commerce;
and was included in the 1950
edition of Who's Who in Col-
ored America. as well as a
delegate to the 1950 . Whits
House Conference on children
and youth.
The Wings Over Jordan
Choir, under the direction of
and served on the Board of the Dr. Glenn T. Settles, portrayed
Training School until his the life and works of Dr.
Brown over the NBC network
some years ago.
He was founder of the
Floyd B. Brown Benevolent
Association and affiliated with
many social and civic organi-
zations. He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Lillian Brown;
three sisters, and two bro-
thers.
death.
He built and dedicated a
museum on the school campus
to preserve the history and
records of the school.
He was past president of
the Arkansas Teacher's As-
sociation; Life member of the
American Teacher's Associa-
tion; served on the jury in the
AURORA
By ADA Y. CARNOR
The Senior Citizens Birth-
day Club met last Saturday at
the clubhouse. Mrs. Blanche.
Cranshaw was hostess and had
as her guest her sister, Mrs.
Mamie Bates of Chicago.
Mrs. Sara Durham attended
War Mothers state convention
at Herrin, Ill. and was elected
second vice president for the
year.
The Broadcasting Choir of
Main Street Baptist church
and the pastor, Rev. Robert
Wesby were guests at Second
Baptist church in Elgin last
Sunday. The church celebrat-
ed Men's Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Vaughn
entertained a few friends at
dinner last Sunday. Guests in-
cluded Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Thorne and Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Thorne of Chicago; Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer Willis, Batavia;
and Mn. and Mrs. Thomas
Rhodes; Mr. and Mrs. Hollis
Vaughn, Mrs. Esther Jackson,
Mr. and Mrs. Lucius Tage and
Mr. and Mrs. Massie of Au-
rora.
Rev. Moody, pastor of St.
Johns AME church and choir
were guests of Rev. Bonner at
Mt. Olive Church of God in
Christ last Sunday.
Mrs. Deal Bruce passed
away suddenly last Monday
after a brief illness at Copley
hospital. Funeral was held at
St. Johns AME church where
she was a member. Rev. Moody
officiated.
Mrs. Joanne Higginbottom is
a patient at Copley hospital
When a man buys securities.
he does not have to operate on
the basis of chance. He can
make a fairly intelligent esti-
mate of just how much risk
he assumes on the basis of the
r ecor d. And he has a wide
range to choose from - all
the way from a government
bond to the penny stocks of
those companies whose assets
may be made up principally
of hope.
Of course what is one man's
speculation is very often an-
other man's investment, and
below the level of topflight se-
curities is a vast assortment of
stocks wh ic h many men of
sound judgment consider good
investments primarily because
of the liberal dividends they
pay - 5%, 6%, even 7% or
more.
Some speculative securities
are attractive not because the
future is so glowing but sim-
ply because it looks a lot bet-
ter than the past. A company
may have had to pass some
dividends or miss interest pay-
ments during a difficult period
of reorganization, but once it
star ts to hit the comeback
trail, its securities are apt to
take on new life.
The difference between in-
vesting and speculating is not
to be measured so much in
terms of the individual secur-
ity as it is in terms of the mo-
tive of the buyer. The investor
is a man who puts his money
to work in a company in the
expectation of earning a rea-
sonable and regular return on
it over the long pull. The spec-
ulator takes a short-term view.
He is not interested in divi-
dends; he is interested in mak-
ing a quick profit on his mon-
ey and selling out while he
can get it. Often he takes a
big risk in the process, but if
he hits it right he stands to
make a lot of money.
The professional speculator
does not so often try to make
a profit - a capital gain - by
putting his money into a really
speculative stock as he does
by speculating in the 50 or 60
active stocks - many of them
topflight investments - that
usually account for most of the
transactions on the Big Board.
Their reason for this: at any
Arkansas
STATELY Mrs. Chasles
Curtis Jones. nee Bertell
Theressa Hickson, smiles
serenly after her recent wed-
ding nuptials in the Bethel
AME Church, Augusta, Ga.
The bride was lovely in a
gown of white embroidered
nylon net over silk taffeta,
with chipped Chantilly lace
enhancing the neckline and
sleeves.
Alabama
TRUSS VILLE
By L. R. MEYERS
The Rev, C. L. Johnson of
Birmingham is holding things
together at Corinth Baptist
church of Roper for the pastor
Rev. G. W. Washington who
is convalescing.
A large group from Mt.
Canaan Baptist church motor-
ed to New Castle, Ala. where
they appeared on the program
of the No. 1 Workers Council
of the Village Spring Manly
District S.S. and B.Y.P.U.
Congress recently held at Mt.
Joy Baptist church. Mrs. Rosa
L. Allen delivered a brief sum-
mary of the Sunday school
lesson.
Elbert Posey attended his
Sister's funeral in Chicago.
BATES VILLE
By MATTIE WATKINS
Rev. Fitzhugh of Newport
preached Sunday morning at
Bethlehem Baptist church.
Rev. Daniels and members
of Bethlehem AMS church at-
tended Harvest services at
Jonesboro last Sunday at
Methodist church.
Rev. and Mrs. St. Clair at-
tended services at Bethlehem
Baptist church last Sunday
morning.
Mr. E. L. Taylor entered Dr.
Grays hospital for a physical
checkup.
Rev. and Mrs. R. C. Scribner
attended services in Walnut
Ridge last Sunday.
Mrs. George Barris is ill in
Clinic hospital.
Mrs. David Qualls of Los
Angeles and Mr. and Mrs. Al-
bert Magnus were recent
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Genifer
Watkins.
Mrs. Paulind Dood, Mr. Earl
Dood, and Mrs. Hattie Wash-
ington visited in Newport last
Sunday with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Drayton
of Sidney visited here last
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Brown of New-
port visited here last Sunday
evening.
Mrs. Kennard Candry and
son visited here Monday in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Car-
roll Rucker,
BREWTON
By Alex Autrey
Mr. and Mrs. L. Steward had
out of town guests over the
weekend.
Mrs. C. B. Burns is in Mc-
Millan hospital.
Albert Miller is doing nicely.
Mr. and Mrs. John Smith's
son was killed in an auto ac-
cident. Survivors include his
parents, sisters, brothers and
other relatives and friends.
BESSEMER
By G. W. IVEY
Funeral rites for Mrs. Eula
Henderson Bickerstaff were
held at First Baptist
church, East Bessemer. Eulogy
was by Rev. J. S. Saunders,
Mrs. Bickerstaff leaves to
mourn her passing her hus-
band, 2 sisters, 3 brothers and
a host of other relatives and
friends. Chambers Funeral
Directors,
Mrs. Janie M. Chandler is a
given time, the price of a stock
of the price of all stock rep-
resents the combined j u d g-
ments of all the people who
are buying and selling. Most
times a speculator is staking
his judgment against the pub-
lic judgment.
He may feel that he knows
better than the public what a
stocks really worth-or, rath-
er, what the public will soon-
er or later take as its real
worth. Again, he may, think
that he knows better than the
public does whether stock
prices generally will advance
steadily upward in what is
called a bull market or decline
for a period of time in a bear
market. If he is right the lead-
ing stocks - those that enjoy
the widest public following -
will probably provide the ear-
liest confirmation of his judg-
ment and the most emphatic
one.
On the assumption that his
judgment is right, the specu-
lator seek s to augment his
profits - or protect them once
they are made - by using va-
rious techniques of trading.
He may buy on margin.
He may pyramid profits.
He may sell short.
He may buy puts or calls.
Indiana
very happy grandmother of a
baby girl, Juanita, born to her
daughter, Mrs. Dorothy Bal-
lom.
The 61st anniversary of St.
Paul CME choir was observed
at the church on Nov. 5.
The third annual youth day
was observed at Old St. Paul
Baptist church, Sunday. Nov.
5, 1961.
Classified Ads a
I-Sol/Bo/61 Adviaors
SPIRITUAL HELP THE WAY. OVER.Come problems. Be healed. blessedguided. Let me help you. Send self
addressed envelope Special messageof help Write Elder M. J Per,on Box1562. Cleveland 4. Ohio.
PERU
The Willing Workers Club
was entertained at the home
of Mrs. Bessie Johnson re-
cently.
Mrs. Carrie Garnett is visit-
ing in New Liberty, Kentucky,
the guest of relatives and
friends.
Mrs. Jenne Hackensmith is
critically ill in the hospital.
Rev. Courtney conducted
services on scheduled time last
Sunday at Wayman AME
church.
John Hutchinson, Jr. of the
U.S. Marines is home on an
extended furlough.
Rev. James Dupee conduct-
ed services last Sunday on
scheduled time at Mt. Her-
man Baptist church.
Mrs. William Garnett of
Kentucky is visiting her
daughter. /
And let it be noted in the
succeeding articles that none
of these techniques constitutes
it itself unfair or dishonest
manipulation of the market.
WANTED PEOPLE TO JOIN, HEEE-Mah Religion. We stand for CivilRights Membership application anddtails free. Write Hecelciah Religion1419 Lowe Chicago Hts., Ill.
MAGICAL SECRETS FOR LOVEWin the love of anyone you wish. Freedetails Send a self addressed env,lope to Ann Box 7762 Chicago 80. III 
DON'T GIVE UP
If you are facing cross conditionsMONEY - LOVE HEALTH
DISCOURAGED
Read Proverbs 22-29 daily, write
PROPHET SAMUEL
SEND 63 DONATION FORSPECIAL PSALM Ar INCENSE1213 S Central Park, Chicago 23. ft.
DONATION PLEASE!
If you are worried Write Mme.Howsird 7117 Kinsman Rd. Cleveland4, Ohio
6
--Personals
ANYONE KNOWING THE WHERE
-ghouls of V. W. Kneeland, tar'
known address 1209 West 6th Stre
Crowley, Louisiana. Please contact h
sister. Josephine Knox, 315 Elizabeth
St. Buchanan, Michigan or call OXbow
5-6574.
12.--Correspondenee Club
LONEI Y7 FIND LOVE - ROMANCE
Marriage. Send stamp for infor.
Dirde Club, Box 1273, Ocala, Fla.
LONELY? BE HAPPY. JOIN THE
American Club, Box 757. Clary, In-diana. Send 10c for information.
WRITE TO CHRISTIAN FRIENDS.
Meet young and old. Information.
Write Kate Henriques 20875 A. CT.
Pasadena Apts. Ferndale 20, Mich.
al
-Female Help Wanted
MAIDS N. Y. TO $65. JOBS WAITING
Tickets sent. At/antic AGY PO Box
532 Westbury L. I N. Y.
MAIDS - TOP SALARIES
IN NEW YORK AREA
Pick the Job you want in N Y High
salaries paid weekly. Fare advanced.
Free room & board. Write name, ad-
dress. telephone of reference. Tops
Agency. 341 W 44th St. N.Y. Dept. 22
MAIDS
N Y Suburbs. Salary 855 xer wk. De-
pending on experience. Plus free room
hoard and TV. Write us giving yore
name and address; alao your refers.
ces.
A PHOTO WILL BE HELPEUL
Travel tickets sent at once. No red
tune - No red tape.
NEW YORK'S MOST TRUSTED
WORLD W DE AGENCY
AOIENCY
i NORTH CENTRAL AVE.
HARTSDALE, NEW YORK
31 Help female
DETECTIVE TRAINING. WE HAVE A
magnificent book on automobile sur-
vellance. The coat of same is 13.00
Phillips Secret Service System, 1517'
CD North Kenneth Ave. Chicago 39,
Illinois.
5I-Relp male
WILL YOU WEAR NEW SUITS.
sport coats without one penny cost
and agree to show them to friends.
You can make ins to $10.00 In I day
even in spare time, without canvass-
ing. Pioneer Tailoring Co. Congress k
Throop at Dept F-1226. Chicago 7, Il-
linois
43-Wanted to bay
NEORO MUSEUM SEEKS ITEMS ONE
hundred yearn old Circa Slavery or
Civil War periods. Write 3806 Michl
San A•ellUP, Chicago 63. III.
46-Mise for sale 46-lc. for i's.
CHRISTMAS CARDS
Met SLIM LINE
The fastest selling cards in the United States today
With or with-out your name imprinted free.
20 CARDS 01.115
We carry a full line of photo-greeting cards, in
color or black and white. With or with-out your
name imprinted free.
SEND PHOTO or TOVR-tIELP OR FAMILY
BLACK AND WHITE 25 CARDS
COLOR 25 CARDS
ORDER TODAY
Fashion Greeting Cards
Post Office Box 311
Memphis. Tenn.
02.00
$7.75
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Sports
HORIZON
By BILL LITTLE
PRO BASKETBALL
You've no doubt read quite
a bit about the decline in or-
ganized baseball franchises
over the past few years. These
losses, however, have not
made skeptics out of others
who have ready cash to invest
in professional sports Last
year, Lamar liunt, a Texas
millionaire, was instrumental
in organizing the American
Football League. They felt that
the more stabilized NFL could
stand a little competition.
Abe Saperstein, one of pro
Sports most successful entre-
preneurs, stimulated interest
•
in forming the new American
Basketball League. Saperstein
did so, despite heeds from the
older NBA experts that they
had a chance in a million to
survive. Saperstein is nothing
new on the cage scene for the
diminutive impressario has
promoted his fabled Harlem
Globetrotters in more places
than Ziegfield took his Follies.
The Globetrotters might be
the shot in the arm for the
league. They aren't members
(Saperstein sponsors the Chi-
cago entrant), but will appear
at several of the league arenas
as a sideline attraction. They
drew recently over 6,000 on a
home date of the Los Angeles
Jets.
The league introduced quite
a change concerning the rules
of ABL games. The three point
field goal has been the biggest
change of regulations. The
leleague includes members thatstretch from the islands of
Hawaii to the "Smoky City"
of Pittsburgh. Travel of this
magnitude can engulf great
expenses. The league is ironing
out provisions to pool the ex-
penses of traveling. It is hoped
that this will keep the entire
circuit on more sound financial
ground.
EARLY PROBLEMS
The new league has not
escaped the inevitable prob-
lems. As a matter of fact, the
biggest publicity of the ABL
has been connected with con-
troversy. Bill Sharman, player-
coach of the L. A. Jets, was
in the center of the news.
Sharman, for many years an
NBA top scorer and side kick
of the incomparable Bob
Cousy with the Boston Celtics,
retired from the champion Cel-
tics after the playoffs with St.
uis last season. He was re-
leased to take the L. A. job.
The Boston owner raised the
roof when he learned that
Sharman planned to play, also.
The Celts' owner was so
furious that he stated that
Sharman, possessing a 17 game
scoring average, left Boston to
avoid being drafted by the
National Basketball Associa-
tion's neophyte club, the Chi-
cago Packers. He went on to
say the reason for his exit was
because of the presence of the
Jones boys, K. C. and Sam.
"They drove him away."
FIRST NEGRO
PRO MENTOR
Another attraction in ABL
is the Cleveland Pipers. The
Pipers, members of the ama-
teur Industrial Basketball
League, have as their coach,0Johnny McClendon. McClen-
don went to Cleveland after
leading Tennessee A & I to an
unprecedented three consecu-
tive NAIA lournament Cham-
pionships at Kansas City in
1959.
McClendon is rated by his
constituents as one cE basket-
ball's outstanding coaches. A
native of Kansas City, McClen-
don is first Negro mentor in
the pro ranks. He has an un-
canny way of recruiting talent
that coincides with his cage
philosophy. He pulled a big
one Out of the hat when he
was able to lure Dick "Skull-
Barnett away from Syracuse
of the established NBA. Then
it was McClendon who first
saw stardom in the raw left-
handed jump shut artist who
was grabbed for Tennessee
when he performed in the In-
diana prep circles.
The ABL has another out.-
standing coach from whom
Your scribe has received cor-
respondence. Phil Woolpert is
at the helm of the San Fran-
cisco Saints.
Woolpert is well-known in
the Bay ArLa. Like McClen-
don, a current NBA star had
much to do with his success
as a coach. Woolpert's Bill
Russell and K. C. Jones led
USF teams, were invincible
for three years when they
compiled over 40 straight vic-
tories. Included were two N.
C. A. A. titles.
Woolpert. who also coached
at Seton Hall, resigned in
1957 because of his health.
PRESENTING COMEDY —
The LeMoyne Alumni Play-
ers will present the hilarious
comedy, "Dear Delinquent,'"
on Friday night, Nov. 17. in
Bruce Hall on the college
campus. Members of I he
cast, from left, are James L.
Cowan, LeRoy Van Johnson.
Wallace Wilburn, Joseph Tur-
ner. Welter Mary Ingram,
Earl Greogry. Janet Lewis
and Eunice Carruthers. Miss
Elsie E. Van Ness. drama in.
at Lishloyne. and Mr.
Cowan are directing the play
which is guaranteed to keep
any audience rolling with
laughter.
Victories And Defeats
In Prep League Games
Booker T. Washington and
Hamilton closed out the prep
league schedule with victories
last week. In a non-league af-
fair, Melrose suffered a de-
feat at the hand of invading
Howard High of Chattanooga.
Washington tied for second
place by clobbering Lester 39-
12 Wednesday night in the
Washington Stadium. The
other two games were played
on Thursday night.
On the Washington gridiron,
Hamilton edged Carver 8-6, in
their predicted ding dong bat-
PROFESSIONAL GRID NEWS
American League
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS
Dallas. Texas — (UPI) — The
undefeated San Diego Chargers.
the pass-stealingest team in the
American Football League, have
now added the only defensive
leadership which had eluded
them — that against rushing.
The Chargers, who clinched
the AFL's Western Division
title for the secona year in
row by rallying to beat Den-
ver 19-16 Sunday, have led the
league in pass defense and total
defense almost season long. but,
Boston and Buffalo had been
the stingtuest teams against
ground assault.
The Chargers limited Den-
ver to but 86 yards aground
Sunday to give them a 10-game
average of 88.9 yards. while
Boston gave up 169 yards in
losing the Eastern Division
lead to Houston in a 27-15 loss
to the Oilers. That pushed the
Patriots' defensive average to
90.9 per game.
The Chargers lead the league
in pass defense with a 136-yard
average to 156.8 for Houston
and in total defense with 225.2
to 285 yards for New York.
They have intercepted 40
enemy passes, an average of
four per game, and have yielded
but nine touchdowns by air,
a mark surpassed only by
Houston which has given up but
seven aerial scoring strikes.
BUFFALO BILL
Dallas, Tex.—Warren Rabb,
Buffalo quarterback who had
to be removed from the field
Joey Jay Strikes Oil
In West Virginia Hills
SPENCER W. Va.—(UPI)--'- nols and Indiana," Jay ex-
Joey Jay, 26, struck oil in the
major leagues this past sea-
son and he struck oil again—
this time the real stuff—in the
mountains of West Virginia.
The ace of the Cincinnati
Reds pitching staff is vice
president of the J&B Oil Com-
pany, which recently brought
in an oil and natural gas well
near this small community.
"It's a good well, but not a
great one. We should make
about $200 a day in oil and an
additional $50 to $100 in gas
when we get the gas lines
hooked up," he said.
(SOLD VET
Jay, who leans to the garb
of the outdoorsman, is as ar-
ticulate in the terms of the
oil fields as he is in a base-
ball clubhouse.
Jay won Cincinnati's only
game over the Nw York Yan-
kees in the World Series, and oil, Jay has other interests.
was named United Press In- He does public relations work
ternational Pitcher of the for a peanut firm out of Co-
Year award. lumhus, Ga., and has an orange
The strapping giant ex- grove and a home in Tampa,
plained he and veteran oilman Florida.
Allen Beard formed the J&B
Company in West Virginia
about a month ago. However.
it is not Jay's first venture
into the oil business.
"We've also drilled in Illi-
by stretcher and ambulance
during Sunday's Buffalo-Dal-
las game, has a shoulder in-
jury which will sideline -him
the remainder of the season.
Dr. 'Truett James said the
former Louisiana State star
had a "knocked down should-
er" and would not be able to
play again this season.
He was hurt midway the
game when tackled by the
Texans' Paul Rochester while
throwing a „julep pass, but
re-entered the game in the
final period and was hurt
again when run out of bounds
by Texan E. J. Holub as he
tried to run over a two-point
conversion.
OAKLAND RAIDERS
NEW YORK—(UPI) — The
Oakland Raiders, unsuccessful
in their game with the New
York Titans Saturday night,
prepared for another noctur-
nal contest Friday with the
Patriots at Boston.
The 23-12 loss to the Titans
gave Oakland a 2-7 record and
left them in last place in the
Western Division of the Amer-
ican Football League. But it's
still a three-way battle for
second place, with Dallas
holding a 3-6 mark and Den-
ver sporting a 3-7 won-loss
record.
The Raiders shot off to a
promising start Saturday when
they scored the game's first
touchdown on a 55-yard pass
play from quarterback Tom
Flores to Charlie Hardy in the
second period.
MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE
Teke New RUMTOREk And Raley life
A fleecy preporaNew RUM7011iX take
up where nature Neves Of • 111`01
CI ANS FORMULA. Only 55 00 for e
wee* .00 If Money - heck If et reit
fled Ores I Peetlea, term COO Cheat,
1.44.41*. Oreist NOW
THE RUMTOREX CO.
230 1. 115th St.. lea 17
NEW YORK 29, N. Y.
plained. And he also pointed
out that J&B is no wildcat
outfit. He said the firm drills
mostly in proven oil fields,
such as the one in this area.
OTHER PLAYERS IN
"I got into the business with
Al (Beard) about four or five
years ago," he said. 'I don't
work much in the fields but
I go out a lot. It's a fascinat-
ing business."
Several other ballplayers.
including Bob Purkey of the
Reds, Charley Lau of Balti-
more. Ed Bailey of the San
Francisco Giants and Al
Spangler of the Houston Colts,
own shares in the firm.
Jay said the firm is plan-
ning to drill several other
wells in this area and he in-
dicated he would be spending
much of the winter in West
Virginia.
But, besides baseball and
National League
GREEN BAY PACKERS
Coach Vince Lombardi, safely
past the Chicago Bears for the
rest of the regular National
Football League season, said
his Green Bay Packers need
four more victories to repeat as
Western Division champions.
Lombardi commented after
his pack defeated the Bears at
Chicago 3/-28 in a return en-
gagement following a 24-0
Packer shutout over their old
time NFL foes earlier in the
campaign.
"I figure we need three more
wins to tie for the title and four
more to win it," said Lombardi
whose crew now leads the wont
with a 7-2 slate.
• • •
NEW YORK GIANTS
New York — The New York
Giants are in a good position
to nab the Eastern Division title
after they went into a firs
place deadlock with the Phila-
delphia Eagles as a result of
the 33-21 whipping they handed
the defending World Champions.
The Lion attack was spear-
headed by Y. A. Tittle, veteran
quarterback who went to the
Giants in a trade with S a n
Francisco earlier this season
Tittle completed a fluke 30-
yard pass to Del Shofner in the
early minutes and touched off
a string of lucky breaks that
proved to be the key factor in
LEARN TO DRIVE
If You Have Any Trouble Whatsoever
In Getting Driver's license
Call Tenn. State 1)rivi0 School
BR 6-4121
JA 6-9963
Gin
Wine
tie for last place. A well-oiled
Howard football machine,
trampled Melrose, 33-7,
LESTER LIONS ROAR FIRST
With the game just two
plays old, Lester took ad-
vantage of the short kick-off,
and had the ball on the War-
riors' 35. Lester drew first
blood by sending Charles Lo-
gan through the line on a
quick opener for the touch-
down. A pass was incomplete
for the conversion.
Washington took the lead,
building a 13-6 lead before
the quarter expired. Mel Wes-
ton chalked tip the Warriors'
first score when he took a
punt and rambled 50 yards un-
touched for paydirt. Oscar
Reed, who scored three touch-
downs before the game ended,
Washington a 7-6 lead by
cracking over for the point.
Reed added the next tally
from three yards out.
Washington took to the air
lanes for a touchdown in the
second quarter when quarter-
back Howard Finley hit end
Harvey Smith with a high pass
for 14 yards on the goal.
Just before the half, the
slippery Logan scored again,
with seconds remaining to keep
Lester within striking dis-
tance, Washington wrapped the
game away early in the third
period. Finley capped a 70-yard
drive after the kick-off, by
sliding across from the three
yard line. Fullback Walter
Baughns counted the point to
give the Warriors a 26-12 edge.
Reed personally closed out the
Warriors' scoring.
The sopohomer phenorn
weaved his way 65 yards
through the Lester defense
for a third quarter touch-
down, then in the final period,
was on the scoring end of a
13 yard scoring pass.
Reed, who ran his scoring
total to 71, barely missed a
chance to tie scoring cham-
pion Bobby Williams of Manas-
sas, when his fumble was re-
covered by Lester in the end-
zone for a touchback. Williams
the Giants win.
• • •
DETROIT LIONS
St. Louis — The Detroit Lions
grabbed hold of second place
in the Western Division Sun-
day when they beat the St.
Louis Cardinals, 45-14.
They moved into ahalf
game lead over the Chicago
Bears who took a 31-28 rub-
bing by the league leaders,
Green Bay Packers.
has a total of 78 points.
Finishing ahead of only
Hamilton and Lester last year,
the Warriors, under new Coach
Charles Lomax, vaulted into a
tie for second and having the
psychic feeling of beating the
team they shared that position
with, the Melrose Golden Wild-
cats. The Warriors can finish
the season with a 7-2 mark,
providing they can stop tough
Horace Mann in Little Rock,
on Friday night. The last re-
ports we received, were that
Mann was undefeated and
plenty heavy.
COBRAS WINLESS
The Carver Cobras finished
their freshman football season
without a victory, as Hamil-
ton held off a last-ditch Carv-
er effort for an 8-6 triumph.
Both teams took into the game
0-6 marks, thus, the game was
to decide who would be sole
occupants of the cellar.
As it turned out, a safety
proved the margin of victory
for the Wildcats. All of the
scoring came in the first half.
Carver got the lead when Ray-
mond Jones bucked over from
the five yard line. Jones was
trapped by Hamilton in the
end-zone for a safety to get
the Wildcats on the score-
board.
The touchdown that gave
Hamilton the lead, came in the
second quarter, when Don
Brownlee scampered 12 yards.
Hamilton held on to their mar-
gin for the win. Carver had a
final drive of 72 yards halted
in the last minute of the game.
The Cobras, in scoring, man-
aged to tally in all of their
games.
HOWARD TOO STRONG
Howard high of Chattanooga
simply had too much offensive
punch in making Melrose their
ninth straight victim. Over a
37-game period, Melrose was
the last team to defeat the
Chattanoogans. Thursday
night it was halfback Major
Bowles and his substitute,
Forrest Green who led the of-
fensive assault against the
Golden Wildcats. The pair ac-
counted for 20 of Howard's 33
points' total. Green, speed de-
mon at 155 pounds, raced 88
yards behind a three player
escort with a kick-off for
Howard's first score. Bowles
ran the extra point that tied
the score at 7-7.
In the second period, Green
scooted off the Melrose right
tackle position for a 13 yard
touchdown run. Bowles didn't
score any TD's, but he made
key runs to set up teammates.
Melrose's score was set-up
after a wierd bit of fumble
exchanges. Green, after mak-
ing a long gain, fumbled and
the ball was plucked out of the
air by Ed Olsby. Moments
later, Walter Bell rolled left
and fired a pass to Dickie
House near the 10. House gal-
loped across. Bell kicked the
point.
MIDWAY
LIQUORS
* 355 Beale Si.
Serve
Vodka
Bourbon
Brandy
7at 7‘4,11449iveg9
PaTticd -17
- V"oadzy.e.ade
MIXED CASES AT CASE PRICES
40 Years At The Same Address
Zadia, lovite.,ct
Semi Pro League Elects Six
Board Members—Presents Five
Trophies To Division Winners
Six new board of director
membeis were elected; trophies
were awarded anda speech
front a professional baseball
player was heard during a re-
cent meeting of the Semi Pro
Baseball League at the Abe
Scharff Branch YMCA.
Named chairman of the board
was Harold Walker. 1217 Green-
wood st., who is employed at
the Memphis Wood Products
company. Other members nam-
ed were: Ludy Strong. 2619
Spotswood ave.. who is em-
ployed at Army General De-
pot; Herman Prude, 1304 Dixie
ave., employed at Grace Chem-
ical company; Thaddeus T.
Stokes, 1253 Cannon st., Editor
of the Tri State Defender; Nat
D. Williams, 1310 Sardis st., an
instructor at Booker T. Wash-
ington high school, a disc joc-
key at WDIA and a columnist
for the Tri State Defender; Ar-
nette Hirsch, 1523 Raven ave.,
employed by Orgill Brothers
company; (temporary); and Ar-
zander "Zannie" Jones, 2519
Staten ave., owner of Unity
Cash Grocery & Sundry No. 18
and also real estate salesman
The lead was short-lived
when Green took the ensuing
kick-off all the way to redeem
himself for the fumble. Mel-
rose's spasmodic passing led
to two Howard scores. Napo-
leon Thomas went over from
the five after an interception
by Nick Mastin In Melrose
territory put the ball on the
10. A third period intercep-
tion on the eight, stopped a
Melrose threat.
Mary Nicholson almost went
the distance on the next play
before being hauled down from
behind by Larry Mitchel after
a 78-yard run to the 14 yard
marker. Penalties kept Howard
from crossing the goal line
This was a scoreless quartet
as both teams kept the othei
contained.
Noel Thompson scored after
a 60 yard drive and Art Mas-
tin took in a 34 yard scoring
pass to complete the Howard
scoring aggregate.
Bertrand traveled to Jack-
son Saturday night and thump-
ed Merry High 26-6 in a rough
and tumble match. The Thun-
derbolts meet Lincoln High of
East St. Louis, Ill. Friday night
at Melrose Stadium in the
final regularly scheduled game
of the season.
LEAGUE STATISTICS
School, W, L, T, All Games
Manassas 7 0 0 8 0 0
Melrose 5 2 0 7 3 0
Washington 5 2 0 6 2 0
Bertrand 4 3 0 5 4 0
Lester 3 4 0 5 4 0
Douglass 3 4 0 5 4 0
Hamilton 1 6 0 2 7 0
Carver 0 7 0 0 7 0
SCORING
Player, School, TD's, EP, Total
Williams, Man 12 6 78
Reed, BTW 11 5 71
Myers, Man. 8 8 56
Hayes, BTW A 2 50
House, Mel. 7 0 42
Lee, Doug. 6 1 37
Daugherty, Bert. 5 0 30
Clark, Bert, 4 2 28
Jackson, Carver 4 0 24
Green, Bert. 3 5 23
for the Napoleon Williams Real-
ty Company.
BOB BOYD
Named advisors to the board
w e r e: Johnson Saulsberry,
president of the Semi Pro
League: Arnette Hirsch, treas-
urer: Bob Boyd, pinch-hitter
and first baseman for Milwau-
kee Breves, professional advis-
or; J. D. Williams, founder
Euless T. Hunt, founder; and
Jerry Johnson, LeMoyne Col-
lege's head coach.
Bob Boyd. 80 S. Parkway,
while addressing the League,
said he was offered $1,400 a
month to play ball in Cuba
during the winter but he re-
fused it. He explained "I did
not want to take my child out
of school. Furthermore, they
are'fighting down there."
Top pile+ hitter in t h e
American League during the
1960 season, Boyd opened the
1961 season with Kansas City.
He started on his way to big
league ball after being sold
by the Martin Brothers, own-
ers of tbe Memphis Red Sox.
TEAM WINNERS
Trophies were pre s-
en ted by Saulsberry to
the various teams as winners in
the 1961 season. The Letter Car-
riers were presented the City
Championship award for the
third year. Receiving it was Z.
P. Pittman, manager of t h e
team. Runner-ups was South
M e in p h is Chicks. Sylvester
Shaw received the trophy First
Division, Hollywood Giants, J.
LARRY MOORE of the Balti-
more Colts. one of the top pass
receivers in the National Foot-
ball League. is featured in the
latest Miller Brewing com-
pany sports film, "1961 Pro
Bowl.- Thrilling highlights of
exciting yams, starring pro
footballs greatest stars are
contained in the half-hour
color movie. The film is OW-
ailable for showing to groups
and meetings without charge.
Write Film Section, Miller
Brewing Co., 4000 West State
at.. Milwaukee 1, Wis.
W. Wiggins received the award
Second Division, Castalia Eag-
les, William Gamble received
the award; Third Division, De
Soto Hardwood, Harrison Aus-
tin, received; Fourth Division,
Jim Walter Homers, Robert L.
Vick, received; and the Fifth
Division, Memphis General De-
pot, James Duckett received.
Also speaking briefly was
Jerry Johnson, who said, "the
league is 10 years old, more
stress should be placed on the
basic fundamental of the sport
rather than strategy.' He went
re to say. "I hope the day will
come when we cut hava all sort
of Leagues in Memphis."
A reception forowed.
PAUL'S
TAILORING CO.
Always First
With The Latest
Just Arrived
A LARGE SHIPMENT OF THE LATEST
WOOLENS
Imported and Domestics
FINE TAILORING
At Reasonable Prices
184 Beale Street
BROTHER 11015
to f, 10 to 11, 1:30 to 2
GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 to 10, 2 to 3 0
ri!14 I
HUNKY DORY
fi to 8:30, II to 1:30
CANE COLE
3 to Sign Off
1
8
REUBEN
WASHINGTON
Sunday — Sign On
To Sign Off 0„irmagoggsmisponlogiami
ZONING PRACTICES
Zoning regulations affect
private land ownership as fol
lows; (1) by regulating the
right of the owner to employ
the land for limited uses only.
You probably know of cases
where a commercial and a
small enterprise was started
in the center of a residential
section of town, or the case
where the all too familiar bar-
b-cue business was erected for
the purpose of a financial gain
near a school or a public con-
veyance. These and other sim-
ilarities are regulated to pro-
Fty COTTRELL THOMAS
Hello: Readers, your scribe is
back on the job of reporting
after a few weeks vacation.
Two weeks were spent visit-
ing in Detroit and Inkster,
Michigan. In Detroit Deborah
and I were house guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd Hunter and
Mrs. Evelyn Rodgers. We were
recipients of mny courtesies
while in the city. Deborah was
house guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Fly and Paula Jean in
Inkster and enjoyed her stay
very much.
CLUB
The Annual Harvest Tea giv-
en by the Literary Art, Music
and Social club in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. William Basket.-
vile on 8th ave.. Sunday after-
noon was a beautiful affair,
and largely attended.
Large pumpkins greeted tile
guests as they arrived.
Decorations of Fall Flowers
arranged throughout the house
made it a scene of beauty. Mes-
dames Birdie Williams and La
Docia Donaldson attired in
beautiful Fall dresses register-
ed the guests in one room while
Mesdames IdeIla Cole and Enid
Sims in beautiful Fall dresses
registered guests in the living
room.
Tea was served in the spaci•
ous dining room, the dinire
tables over laid with white cut.
work cloth with silver service.
Mrs. Olga Baskerville gracious-
ly served the guests. A program
of music continued through the
evening under the supervision
of Mrs. Frances Givens.
Guests on the progrm were
from Dyer and Lane college.
Visitors were present from Dy-
er. Memphis and Gib-
son. Tenn. Mrs. V. P. Pulliam
is president of the club.
The Gloxinia Art and Gar-
den club held its monthly meet-
ing in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie F. Jones with Mrs.
Jones and Mrs. Audrey Burrell.
hostesses. The business w a s
presided over by Mrs. Jennie
Vance, president. Reports from
the Halloween Carnival were
given and plans made for the
Christmas Lighting contest were
discussed.
December 27 was the date set
for the annual Christmas par-
ty to be given in Dyer. Tenn.,
in the home of Mrs. Emmerson
Wynne.
EDUCATION WEEK
Stigall high school obsee‘.,-
ed American Education Week
with two programs. The first
one was when all the teachers,
students and patrons assembled
in the gymnasium Tuesday
morning. Nov. 7. Devotion was
led by members of the Senior
Class under the direction of
Mrs. F. M. Givens.
Rev. W. R. Coleman, Martin,
Tennessee was introduced by
Mr. A. P. Nunn, assistant prin-
cipal of Stigall. Rev. Coleman
used the subject, "Time To
Work Together." The address
was very inspiring TAesdav
tect you and your property.
Without these regulations the
annoyances would be too
widespread.
(2) By restricting the height
of buildings that may be
erected upon the land,
And (3) by limiting the max-
imum land area which build-
ing improvements may oc-
cupy.
Concerning this, one of my
pet peeves, and I am sure I
speak for others, when the
fact is mentioned about the
duplexes in the wrong place
and now apartment buildings
rising out of nowhere to no-
where.
Speaking of height of build-
ing, I was confronted by a gen-
tleman that said "after 20
years of paying for his home
and after getting used to the
idea of being an owner, some-
one comes along and erects
an apartment house to his
left and to his right, now he
can only see two ways from
his home. He should not be
denied the air, space and
light. Seems amusing? All of a
sudden you have two towering
blocks of concrete on either
side of your home for which
you have toiled through the
years for your convenience and
comfort. No, it is not amusing
but simply shows something or
somebody has neglected to
enforce the restrictions set
aside to protect the citizenry.
You.
All structures are subjected,
of course, to height and area
limitations. Land use regula-
tions also restrict the keeping —
of animals—other than those
classed as domesticated—and
prohibit use of billboards and
professional signs within spe-
cified dimensions.
These and many other reg-
ulations and restrictions gov-
ern the use of land and the
wiling of same. If you feel
there is a discrepancy near or
about you, do not hesitate to
locate the proper authorities
and protest. As one would say,
sometimes my protest will be
n vain. Sometimes to protest
an action leads to other hard-
ships hut to protest and then
to find that the building or
he new construction near you
will benefit you and the citi-
zens would be helpful too.
Don't you go away mad .. .
A CARDINAL SIGNS FOR
LIFE — Richard Cardinal
Cushing, center, one of five
Roman Catholic Cardinals in
this country, is now a $500
life member of the National
Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People. He
afternoon grades seven through
2 with faculty members were
shown the Civil Defense film.
"Seconds for Survival."
Wednesday night Nov. 8. the
second program was given. Mrs.
Erma Jones gave the devotion.
After devotion t h e panelists
were introduced. Eddie Louis
Jones, a senior discussed. "Time
o Decide on Essentials," Mrs.
Ora C. Gentry fourth grade
teacher. "Time to Pay the Price
for Excellence," Rev. M. H.
Burnett, fifth grade teacher.
Time to Explore new Ideas."
Mrs. Addie B. Roe, assistant di-
rector manager of Universal
Life Insurance company. "Time
o Salute Good Teachers." and
Mr. C. C. Moody, jr.. science
teacher. "Time to Look Out-
side Our Borders." Your scribe
Cottrell Thomas) served as
moderator of the panel.
The panelists were full of
information and discussed fully
heir topics. Special music was
rendered by the faculty of Sti-
gall. Refreshments were served
at the close of the program.
The American Education Week
Program Committee were Mes-
dames Cottrell C. Thomas, chair-
man: Nelda Williams, Enid
Sims. Olga Baskerville. D. H.
Tuggle and A. P. Nunn.
1961 THEME
The Faculty of Stigall went
to Lane college, Jackson. Tenn.,
to attend the Wt Tennessee
Educational Congress. The 1961
Theme of the Congress is. "The
Relation of Guidance to the In-
structional Program in a Space
Age." A number of teachers are
participants in their respective
groups.
Sammie Donald and chil-
WHY . .
FRIENDS ENJOY SHOPPING
AT . . .
FRIENDLY COURTEOUS SERVICE
PARKING LOT
joined through the Boston
NAACP branch. Al left, re-
ceiving the Cardinal's check.
is Kenneth Guscott, chairman
of the branch's membership
committee. At right is George
K. Hunton, executive secre-
tary of the Catholic Interraci-
al Council and a member of
DOWN TO EARTH
Farm Talk
By James G. Gregory
HOG KILLING TIME
It is reasonable that much
anxiety and some spoilage of
pork could be avoided if farm-
ers would kill hogs in the after-
noon instead, of early in the
morning. Many times a frosty
morning is followed by a warm
spell after a warm rainy period.
It is nearly always possible to
predict accurately at 2 o'clock
in the afternoon what the ap-
proximate temperature will be
at night.
One good, chilly night will
take most of the animal heat
out of a resist souring during
a little warm weather. It is com-
mon belief in Tennessee that
November offers better temper-
atures and weather conditions
for hog killing than other win-
ter months.
Artificial refrigeration, pro-
vided by locker refrigeration
plants and "walk-in" coolers,
should be used by farmers who
have access to them. Such re-
frigeration makes it practical to
kill hogs at any time without
risk of spoilage. It also provides
facilities for taking care of ani-
mals hurt accidentally.
SIZE OF HOG
Famiy needs and desires
should largely determine the
weight and finish of the hog,
killed for farm pork. If han,
bacon and sausage are most 17
demand, hogs of 175 to :!.=
pounds live-weight will be Imo •
satisfactory.
If a large amount of lard ano
fat meat are needed, large hoeN
and fat sows may be more suit-
able. Hogs which have been
grown rapidly provide some-
what better quality of pork
than those which have made
slow gains.
SLAUGHTER
Hogs for slaughter should be
kept off feed several hours.
They will bleed more freely and
the entestines will not be so
hard to remove as when the
hogs are full of feed at killing
time. Plenty of water should be
available when hogs are off
feed.
Complete bleeding is essen-
tial to good meat, for if blood
is left in meat it will not take
cure. In packing houses hogs
are not stunned before stick-
ing. Sticking without stunning
insures that the heart will con-
tinue to beat until all the blood
is drained from the circulatory
system. If the farmer prefers to
stun before sticking, the blow
should be made to reach the
heart with the sticknig knife.
COOLING
The more quickly hog meat
can be chilled the better. Tem-
peratures between 32 and 40
degrees are all right-34 de-
grees is the temperature main-
tained in* cooling rooms, as a
rule. Pork sours in much the
same fashion that milk does—
by the multiplication of bac-
teria.
If the temperature is below
freezing, animal heat may be
bottled up around the bones and
deep in. the tissues. If tempera-
ture is below freezing, 32 de-
grees, right after a hog is killed
the carcass should be hung
some place where the tempera-
ture is above 32 degrees.
It takes from 18 to 24 hours
to safely, chill a hog carcass at
temperatures between 32 and
40 degrees.
Thre is little doubt that most
ham spoilage results from in-
sufficient cooling which can
be hastened if the carcass is split
down tha center of the back as
soon as leaf fat and kidneys
have been removed. A hand-
saw is much better for this
splitting than an axe.
For more detailed informa-
tion on the subject, obtain a
copy of U. T. Publication 173
from your local county agri-
cultural agent
To Lose Weight
dren. Mrs. Troy Lacey, Mrs.
A. T. Pulliam, Mrs. William
Baskerville motored to Louis-
ville, Ky.. and Indianapolis,
Ind.. recently. Mrs. Donald and
children visited their mother
and grandmother in Louisville.
Mesdames Lacey. Pulliam, and
Baskerville visited their broth-
er in Indianapolis.
the NAACP National Board
of directors. Presentation was
made at Cardinal Cushing's
residence in Boston.
PICK THE OUEEN — From
among these 16 lovely young
ladies will come the 1961
queen of the 23rd annual
Blues Bowl game sponsored
for the benef it of Elks'
Christmas fund for the poor.
The candidates from 1 e ft.
and sponsors are Misses Ad. 
dieHolmes, Manassas high
school; Lois Bolden, Hamil-
Looking For Charm?
Miss Bernice Lansky, former
free lance model and teacher
of modeling, is now opening
Charm, Inc., a new and excit-
ing school of poise, grace and
charm. Charm, Inc., is opening
in the Lilac Room at Vogue
Beauty Supply company, 147
Beale St.
A dream of 10 years is now
becoming a reality for Miss
Lansky, who has been inter-
- - - -
ton Junior Elks: Ruby Caro-
lyn Hardy, Carver Junior
Elks: Ruby Nell Cairo n.
Beauticians; Ruth Da vi s,
Lester Junior Elks: Flora
Greene, Porter Junior high
school: Bessie Oliver, Fla-
mingo Room; Doris Harris,
Booker T. Washington high
school; Lorene Stewart, Em-
ma Louise Brown, Joyce
Beasley, Lincoln League:
ested in establishing a school
of this kind.
Charm, Inc., is designed to
meet the needs of teen-agers,
college and career girls, pro-
fessional and business woMen
an d the homemakers. The
course will include the indi-
vidual's correct posture, shap-
ing-up of figure and weight,
walking and physical pois e,
wardrobe styling, make-up and
hair styling, speech, etiquette
and personality.
Margie Leake, Atlanta Lite
Insurance company: B is r -
nett Banks, Shirley Turner,
Glenda Bonds and Anita
Barker. The football game
between the Manassas Ti-
g e r s, Memphis champions:
and Haynes high school.
Nashville's champions, will
be played in Melrose sta-
dium Saturday night, Nov.
25.
Charm. Inc., is offering an
eight-week course in chary-
and modeling two nights wer.,
ly. Classes will be limited in
order to offer each student in-
dividual attention. Charm and
culture clinics will be held and
been invited to speak.
What Charm and Modeling
can do for you is shown by the
success of Memphis' own Mrs.
Martha Jean Steinberg of
herself as a leading radio per.
sonality and model.
3 Lines For 2 Weeks 
 .70
Advertise In The Want-Ad Section
Call' JAckson 6-8397
AGENTS WANTED
429 Smith Main
to MEN 10 WOMEN
apply
FULLER PRODUCTS
U.S. CIVIL SERVICE TESTS!
Men-women, 18-52. Start high as$102.00 a we•k. Preparatory train.
ing until appointed. Thousands of
jobs open. Experience usually un•
necessary. FREE information on
jobs, salaries, requirements. Writel
TODAY giving phone. Lincoln
Service Pekin 74 Illinois.
FOR SALE
P.c$ Up Payments On
French Provincial Furnito,e
L.ving Room - Dining Roo,
Bedroom and Stereo
Telepl,ne GL 9-5357
HELP WANTED
15 GOOD WORKERS
Full or part time in Memphis. send
postcsid with name. address, and
telephone to Dept. D, 147 8, Strat-
ford Drive,
TUCSON, ARIZONA
?COW YOU KNOW
Mercury, the tiniest of the
solar system planets, has no
atmosphere because it is too
small to generate a gravity
pull strong enough to hold
gases on its surface. — (UPI)
BUFFALO, N.Y. — (UPI)—
Officials in the 24th ward got
a start Tuesday when they
spotted Edwin R. Ilardo, 27,
standing guard an an unopen-
ed polling booth with a shot-
gun.
Ilardo explained he wanted
to vote before going hunting.
NEW YORK—As American
women, the world's most
weight conscious group, turn
in ever increasing numbers
from scores of semi-medicinal
preparations to keep their
curves intact, the use of cor-
dials, instead of concentrated
sweets, is reportedly increas-
ing beyond all former records.
This smooth after dinner sip
is even being placed on the
menu cards of some of the na-
tion's most celebrated restau-
rants, according to survey rec-
ords.
The reason for this, experts
say, is that ounce for ounce
cordials are lower in caloric
counts than any other popu-
lar desserts. For instance,
while chocolate pudding has a
caloric Count of 200, a color-
ful creme de menthe frappe
is only 112; and while a slice
of cocoanut layer cake in-
creases the caloric count of a
meal by 300, an ounce of black- '
berry brandy will add only
92.
Another factor in the in-
crease of cordials and liquers
instead of desserts is based
on the growing American
knowledge that cordials are
not expensive. Also, domestic
brands have proven to be not
only equal, but superior to
many of those which have
been improved over the years.
FARM FOR SALE!
Near Cairo, III. 120 Acres
FULL SET OF TOOLS $14,000 TERMS
CONT ACT
PARKER HOUSE SAUSAGE CO.
4635 S. State St., Chicago 9, HI., KE 8-1112
The fastest growing line el
Negro greeting cards in the U
S.A. today,
6651 Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
WITH YOUR NAME
IMPRINTED FREE
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT
LittleFor As  As
$30 MONTHLY
You Can Have One or Two Modern, Convenient Offices
In The Tri-State Defender Building.
DOCTORS - LAWYERS - BUSINESSMEN. ETC.
Contact Mr. Whittier Sengstacke
Spiritualist Reader and Advisor
”I GUARANTEE SUCCESS WHERE OTHERS FAIL"
I give vfill seldom failing advice upon matters of life, such
as love. courtship, marriage, divorce, law suits, speculation
and transactions of all kinds. I seldom fail to reunite the
separated, CHUM., speedy and happy marriages. Overcome
enemies. rivals, lovers' quarrels, evil habits, stumbling
blocks. and had luck of sill hinds. I Lift Voir out of sorrow
and trouble and start you on the path to happiness and Pros-
perity. There is no heart so sad or home so dreary that I
cannot bring it sunshine: in fact, no matter what may he vow
hope, fear or ambition, i guarantee to tell it all before 5 Ott
utter a word to me and after I am finished. It YOU are not
absolutely satisfied and I do not fulfill every word and claim
above, then you pay not a penny. LOOK F OR A BRONN
AND RIME TRAILER %rim TII0 LARGE:BLACK HANDS-
it miles north of Millington on Highway Si N. at Hanks' Gro-
cery. DO NOT IW MISLED BY ANY OTHER RI. %BERN.
LOOK FOR MLR %%I DONNA.
Hours are 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily and Sunday
Tuesday Is My Day Off
'tge - 45. High School Education
Men with sales experience preferred
Must be neat in appearance. Car itNecessary. Able to furnish Bond.
PROMO'flON TU
QUALIFIED MEN
Mlle to P.O. Box sit — OlyinsDetails
MAKE BIG MONEY
SELLING NEGRO CHRIST-
MAS CARDS IN YOUR
SPARE TIME. SEND FOR
FREE SAMPLES AND SELL-
ING KIT. NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY. COST YOU
NOTHING TO TRY. WRITE
TO—
Fashion Greeting Cards
Post Office Box 311
Memphis, Tennessee
Live - In Maids
New York
5130 - $220 MONTH. 20-38 YEARS
Tickets, expenses advanced. Send Ref-
erence.
MALLORY AGENCY. LY 3-2200
570 MrrIck Rd., Lynbrook, N.Y.
SAVE $55 Buy Thousands of Times
at wholesale fiend Si 00 ir•fundablei
far large ItJuatrated catalog Armour'
of California. P 0. Box 3111/. Holly-
wood. California.
$10.00 DOWN
Own a beautiful home site on
Grenada Lake in Carver
Point Subdivision - Easy
terms, wonderful resort area
for fishing, boating, s w i m-
ming, hiking and just plain
living. Call me for complete
information and pictures. Mrs.
Ruby Fant - BR 6-7090.
Baker Electric Co., Inc.
2219 Young Ave.
BR 6-0016
Licensed St Bonded Electricians
Free Estimates
We wire new room additions,
ranges, dryers, air conditioners,
hot water heaters, electric heat..
Sodium chloride — common
salt — has been called the
"edible gem." It is the only
stone eaten directly by man.
254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET — JAckson 6-2523
YMCA
N:EDS YOUR SUPPORT NOW!
JOIN TODAY!
THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
19 Dormitory Rooms: — Clean, Comfortable, Modern Furniture,
Private Bath — Clean Wash Rooms — Showers . . .
Weekly Rates: $5 -- 510
Modern Swimming Pool — Year Round Swimming: 75x30 ff. —
Diving — Swimming — Wading Sections. Underwater Lighting —
Beautiful Sun Deck. Holds AA Rating.
Regulatior Gym Equipped with Stage: Spectators Section etth
1200 sealing capacity — For Leagues, Tournaments, Competetiv•
Matches, Classes — Boxing - Community Programs
7 Large Club Rooms: Club Meetings — ClassesForums -
Conferences Teas — Socials
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Missis-
sippi State Line. MADAM BELL Is
back after a long time of being awayw
and at last she is back to stay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweet-
heart? Are you in had health: Are you discouraged'?
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have fail-
ed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Missis-
sippi State 1,ine on the way to Hernando. Her home
Is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
the DeSoto Motel. Be sure to look for the RED BRICK
HOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
never had an office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State 1,ine
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
MADAM BELL'S HAD SIGN.
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